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Of Development and developmentDevelopment

The ward "development' will occur in this monograph

quite frequently. Sometimes, we will spell it with a capi-

tal "D" and, nt other times, with a small "d." When spelled

as Development (with a capital "D"), it will signify the

processes of change that are, more or less, comprehensive,

encompassing changes in the economic, social, and political

relationships among the people in a society. When spelled

as development (with a small "d"), the word will signify

the process of planning, designing, producing, or construct-

ing, Thus we will talk of national Development, and sector

Development: but we will talk of project development, cur-

riculum development, instructional systems development, and

materials development. (See also the Glossary at the end).
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This monograph seek; to provide nn introduciloc ro ice

processes, issues, and Oroblemn of ciirriculma developmant In

functional literacy and nonformal educatinn. The tern "non-

formal education" is used .2onprehensively, here. It covers

all out-of-school education settings, such as, adult educa-

tion and community education; agricultural extension and

cooperative education; nutrition cducntlon, public health

arcs family life education; environmental education and po-

litical education; and community developmnnt in general.

It is meant to he a practical monograph that can be

used in training situations. A careful reading of the ma-

terial and carrying out of the exercises proposed at the

end of each chapter should provide useful ideas and skills

to the literacy worker such as: conducting needs assess-

ments; writing educational objectives and designing instruc-

tional systems; planning for the production and utilization

of curriculum materials; teaching lessons and conducting

demonstrations. But in trying to he practical, we have

tried not to become pedantic. We have not mere'_y offered

lists of steps to follow in developing syllabuses and time

tables and for planning and ordering items of audio-visiial

and print materials. We have offered a comprehensive con-

ceptualization of the process of curriculum development in

functional literacy. We have shown how curriculum development

5



in ono particular Itinctional Itleiacy project may he linked,

horlontally, with other cotricula bolng olfered by other

puolects and over masn media, Souse oi these lily be hidden

curl- icu a .nid some may be count (.1 rurrlculo oppos I lig estab-

I i shed national boats. Jul have also Aown vertical integra-

tions of the pl'ocoSII of curriculum development, on the one

hand, with nclIjoHAI u(l)cer Ives and strategies,

and on Lite other hand, Willi Line methods and 1110,! I la n :;111:1 of

delivering instruction to the clients or a programadult

learners, in mnall rural and uthan communities.

Functional literacy workers, and others in the field of

nonformal education, did develop curricula .1, they sought

to serve the poor and the underprivileged in the Developing

world, They made decisions about what: knowledge to impart

Lo adult learners; what attitudes to engender; and what

skills to teach. Unfortunately, the process of curriculum

development was not always systematic: curricular decisions

and choices of instructional activities were based on intui-

tion, and corrected through a process of trial and error,

Surely, there were instances when curriculum development

was, more or less, deliberate and systematic but nobody

wrote about the experience, to share it with others.

Understandably, there is a relative paucity of litera-

ture on the subject of curriculum development in the out-of-

school settings of functional literacy and nonformal educa-

tion. There are no classics, not even standard works, that
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unr untl I II11 Ii.lrnlug t110 II Adi` Th '1 11:11

hopefully, change. E1-fours have fecenfly been made to en-

courage qpipuinod f Ield WW11, VI' '1 to welt(` 1.Iteir OK pf`r

..nri`q in mitt fro I (h.V1.1,1111111.111. ; to oxfhange 111;(. i,Xpyr I

enrra h (it 111`r '1 Io 1101p in a clumil it I ml of expo' !once and

thereby In the development of a body of literature on the

pfAfceses of curriculum dovrlopment In fnucthinal literacy

And nonformal education. The "International. Iffssinar on

Corricolum Development for Basle Education Programmes,"

organized jointly by the Cennau Foundation for Intern:if-Iona,

Development and the international Institute for Adult Liter-

acy Methods, during June 12-21., 19/8 In West Berlin, was one

such attempt at systematic cumulation of experience, Tim

Third World countries were invited to present case studies

of curt-J(111mm development in functional literacy to this

seminar. These countries Included Brazil, Burma, Colombia,

India, Irma, Kenya, Mali, Sudan, Tanzania, and Thailand.

The present monograph on curriculum development for func-

tional literacy and nonformal education is one more step

in the systematization of the useful exl.erience that has

become available so far.

The present content and organization of the monograph

emerged in Kitwe, Zambia during the "Workshop on Curriculum

Development for Functional Literacy Programmes" sponsored,

again, by the organizers of the West Berlin seminar and held

during April 30 to May 12, 1979. The workshop used partici-
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,1( I1)( h planning; Arid in,liiiiI 11Ii, hWi

1110 rutrirulum I lir wutlshep was

iivent 1,1" in K i t wr t hrour,h a pi Ill'o!i!i 01

tlt, II11 r 1 e 11/.11)1 the III I e he 111',Id1111.1I'l I I.:I ,1111 Lhe

I/1111 I1101) faculty. ellp lu, scotch its V ibi what

should he learned by pi.tticipants At the Kitwe wolishop

,[tile undct .1111 and i111 'I,I! in (.110 proco:i of ruttIt.u-
lute duvvl opownt t ur 11111Cl. i011.1 I I itc, any. These d i scnss on:,

were l,tt er genet Lo of her tures wit h

a view to planning this monograph. Thus we learned in Kitwe,

unl to '..11.11 III 111r, II10111',11,11 IC.11111'11 dovi!lapment

fur tunetional literacy and nonformal education should he.

,low the LeIitillr, process begins, This monograph will

find its ttr t test-In-use la A workshop on curriculum de-

velopment planned by the Gorman Foundation for International

Development for Kericho, Kenya during August 20-31, 19/9,

There may be further test-in-use workshops and additional

revisions before the monograph is offered for possible publi-

cation.

Acknowledgements are seldom easy to make, simply be-

cause intellectual debts are so hard to account for, f must

begin with an e...,:pression of sincere gratitude for all those

field workers in Africa, Asia, Latin America and elsewhere

who have al,.ays, so enthusiastically, welcomed me among

their midst and taught me so much about curricula in a world

of scarcities, uncertainties, and even brutalities. I am
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D,Vt fill'fll fll' 411; 1 DIM I1 1,'H,l/Vtl1N I'

"(nil po1111,11)111. ti hi, l/til 11, A 1,iit(

I l l t I c t 1 1 1 1 , 1 : 1 A 1 w.t y lotithiii

Ili ,tot y. Clrin,e 111 utu l 1111 to,1;1"),1 1 , it 111 11.1

nt II cn..cluuJ ll !dinned, oil tt f. ()lien

Ail uvrr I 1W 11`,./#'1,11111r, wut 11, I) 1 on

nAtiOHA1 ,,,1110 call It Dovol..pmeni; t 11 i

kv.,1,1 1,1/1. Ind 1,t e.t11 It 11,1I toll hit I 1.1 ill'. Mt, 714if

wit of t to 110 lilt! !1,11111. every

where. I t 1 1C U1 ptiv (Al 7, t t) I 1-170 t hcm

ii to ,),./ di. Ihrm with 1.1'.1:,,11.11)10 1e,/e1:, of pr vdt

con tunpl.tfil ; them L le!) to p.o'ttcip.lte

111 the ecnnumie Ind political life ol their iociolien.

Development (A term we will u.,e here in prelerenre to

planned chAnr,o, modelniation, of nation bnildin1,0, in nut

merely more grain and modern :;i1u.. to store iL. Development

is not only more and bigger factories; well-equipped, modern

hospitals; electrification And television; bridges, highways

and airports, Development is the development of the people

in a LweieLy. Development mean; ftlowledge .,wont; people, it

means newer attitudes among them; new skills of production

and management; new ways of organizin work and participa-

tion in political decision making. All this needs education.

Ill
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`.President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania put it cl'_arly and con-

cisely: "Development is education."

No wonder then that'Development everywhere in the de-

veloping world must involve both (a) a course of action,

, and (b) a course of stud/. This may be taken to be the

basic grammar of Developmental action: Developmental action

must always be accompanied by educational action. In other

words, Development, everywhere in the, world, must have,an

educational component, if it has to be sustained. Develop-

ment must be accompanied by curriculum development..

Curriculum development: a model of vertical linkages

The relationship between "the course of action" (De-

velopment) and "the course of study'' (Education) can be

understood through an examination of the model of vertical

linkages shown on the following page. Ti.e model shows how

the process of curriculum development is linked, on the one

hand, with national socio-economic Development and, on the

other hand; with the 'design of instiuctional systems and

instructional materials.

Let us elaborate on the various elements of the model

)below:

National Development ,

The meanings of Development (with the capital "D") have

indeed been elaborated in a preceding paragraph. Essentially,

Development means the optimal production of goods and services,
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DEVELOP4ENTAL
OBJECTIVES

EDUCATIONAL
OBJECTIVES

[

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Nio

ISECTOR'DEVELOPME0',

iPROGRAM/PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

,etr

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

r-

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENTAL- c

STRATEGIES

EDUCATIONAL
STRATEGIES

Figure 1,l A model showing the vertical relationships
between the course of action and the course
of study.
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within ecological limits, and an equitable distribution of

these goods and services among a people living ina free

soc icty.

Developmental needs of societies of the Third World

are both similar and dissimilar. A recent workshop on cur-

riculum development in 'nonformal education organized by, the

Indian Adult Educ,atLon Association (tlysore, October 15-18,

1976) listed Developmental needs in India as increase of

incomes; health and nutritional, improvement; qualitative

improvement of the family condition; and participative in-

volvement in society and polity at various levels. The ILO

World Conference on Employment, Income Distribution and

Social Progress, attended by 115 Third World countries, a

few months earlier (June '4-17, 1976) had agreed that\the

goals of integrated Development must include: "minimum re-

quirements of a family for private consumption and drinking

water, sanitation, public transportation, health, educational

and cultural facilities." Others have used different words

and phrases but expressed the same dire needs which seem so

far out of reach of most people living in the Third World.

To make both a sense of urgency and of realism to prevail,

some have talked of the minimum basic needs.

But while there is a core of basic human-needs that

must be fulfilled, each country or region does have special

needs peculiar to country or region, sometimes peculiar to

the community. The challenge lies in determining these needs,
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and validatingthem, in local contexts, in genuine dialogue

with the people we'seek to serve.

Of objectives and strategies. In the model of vertical

relationships between Development and curriculum development,

we have included two important concepts: objectives and

strategies. We have talked of Development objectives and

Development strategies; and we have talked of Educational

objectives and Educational strategies. The point to be wade

here is that Development is a matter both of objectives and

strategies; of both means and ends. Nations must not only

decide what needs to be done, but also how it will be done.

In other words, the quality of Development efforts in a

country or society is determined not only by Developmental

objectives but also by Developmental strategies.

Let us take an example from East Africa, of the two

neighbouring countries of Kenya and Tanzania, to clarify

the important role of strategy in Development. Both of

these countries can be seen to have almost similar Develop-

mental objectives in regard to improving the lives of their

peoples in rural and urban areas. 'However, their Develop-

mental strategies differ in some important ways, In Kenya,

individual initiative is encouraged and rewarded; in Tanza-

nia, it is the "Arusha Declaration" that sets the tone for

pol,itical, social and economic life in the country, In

Kenya, it is, perhaps, the "Ndegwe Commission Report" that

sets the tone.
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The "Arushn Declaration," as we perhaps know, sought

to establish a code of behavior for leadership in Tanzania,

including political lenders and administrators above a cer-

tain level in the government. An important part of the

"Arusha Declaration" was the prohibition against two incomes

by leadership in Tanzania. No one could thus amass wealth

by joining partnerships, getting elected to boards of di-

rectors of private and public companies, or buying homes

and farms. The strategychnplIcations Eor Development in

Tanzania are obvious. The "Arusha Declarationtells us

about how wealth will be produced and how it will be dis-

tributed.

In Kenya, the "Ndegwe Commission Report," while making

recommendations in regard to the Kenyanization of the eco-

nomy, had suggested that Kenyan leadership and bureaucracy

be encouraged to participate in the economy and be allowed

to acquire interests in business and industry. The argument

was as follows: Political independence was meaningless un-

less it was accompanied by economic independence. At the

time of independence, most means of production and most

businesses were in the hands n'T expatriates, Asian and White.

Kenyans had to be encouraged to participate in the economy

Fully, by acquiring businesseS and establishing industries.

But most Kenyans who had the education and experience and

the potential for participating in the economy at that leVel

were already working Eor the government or in parastatal
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organizations, -hereforE, govermocnt servants and employees

of parastatal organization as well as political leaders had

to be allowed and indeed encouraged to participate in the

economy of the country. Here then, we have a very different

strategy with a very different sec of implications for the

general Developmental strategies; and in regard to the pro-

duction and distribution of wealth in the country.

One can find further examples of objective-strategy

combinations (or, to use another phrase, of the means-ends

calculuses) in the area of national Development each of

which will create in a particular crountry, a particular kind

of a political culture and a. social. ethos; a unique set of

economic and non economic incentives; and a style of doing

business and performing work native to the community.

Sector Development

National Development, as we have discussed it above,

is comprehensive and all-encompassing. It should possibly

touch the lives of all the members of a society, in all the

various aspectspolitical, social, economic, educational,

cultural and moral. Naturally, Development requires con-

tributions from economists,.agriculturists; manufacturers,

industrialists, engineers, bridge builders, educators, com-

munication specialists, from writers, dramatists, doctors,

public health workers, family planners and many others.

To be able to work on their particular tasks and to do

their specialized jobs, these people who constitute an
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important part of the manpower for Development, must organ-

ize themselves in different systems of special sectors.

Educators must work within the education sector; agronomists

and soil specialists must work within the agricultural sec-

tor; doctors, public health workers, family planners and

nutritionists must work within the health sector. and so

on. The Figure 1.2 that follows should help in the visuali-

zation of how Development must often be tackled as divided

into different sectors; and how, in turn, differenc sectors

contribute, Ultimately, to the overall national Development.

We have talked above of how, at the national leyel,

choices are made about general objective-strategy comtitna-

tions to be pursued. At the sector level, again, specialists

working in aparticular Development sector, must design their

own special objective-strategy combinations. These must,

of course, be congruent with the general choice of means

and ends made by national leadership at the national level.

Ideally, sector Development in each sector should inter-

act with Development in other sectors. Each should build

upon the other, wherever possible; and each must contribute

to a common thrust. Unfortunately, this does not always

happen. Each sector becomes inward-looking and insular,

quite often an empire unto itself. In such a situation,

Development workers in one sector may start working at cross-

purposes with workers in the other sectors. That would he

a prescription for disaster.

1d
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Program/Project development

In discussing program/project development, we are now

talking about development with a small "d." We are now en-

tering the universe of planning, designing and formulating.

Sector Development, as defined above, is itself quite

comprehensive. Sector Development in the agricultural sec-

tor, for example, would mean many things: undertaking water

development projects; distributing new agricultural informa-

tion through extension; training of extension workers; es-

tablishment of agricultural credit banks; establishing dis-

tribution channels for fertilizers and new seed varieties;

constructing rural feeder roadS; and establishing marketing

cooperatives, and needed marketing facilities.

Similarly, in the health sector, Development would mean

distributing health information; establishing health clinics;

promoting health research; providing pre-natal and post-

natal care for mothers; teaching childcare; nutrition, etc.

In other words, to implement sector Development, multiple

programs must be established and numerous special projects

must be designed for implementation.

It is not always easy to distinguish between a program

and a project. A program could, perhaps, be seen as a more

or less regular, mainstream activity, comprehensive in

coverage, more flexibly bounded in terms of completion

time; and, perhaps, better institutionalized in regard to

the delivery system and budget allocations. A project, on
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the other hand, may be designed to supplement or boost an

on-going program. It may, thus, be a more sharply focussed

activity, with claims to innovation. It may have well-'

defined targets, may have a strictly defined schedule for

starting and closing; and it may be a temporary system (in-

stead of a stable, and permanent organization) which has

been brought into existence simply to Lest an idea, or to

intensify an effort.

At the level of programs and projects, we will, again,

have to deal with the same calculuses of means and ends,

of objective and strategy combinations. Program developers

and project designers have to be careful in regard to the

objective and strategy combinations designed for programs

and projects so that these are congruent with the spirit

of objective-strategy combinations at the sector Development

level and at the national level.

Single-sector and multi-sector programs and projects.

The division of Development tasks in terms of sectors,

helps Development workers to organize their work and make

their specialized contributions to the Development of the

nation, Thus, agriculturists can spend their time in study-

ing agricultural problems, researching them, identifying

farming needs, studying soil and weather conditions, pro-

viding storage facilities, etc. Similarly, health workers

and health scientists can spend their time in investigating

health problems, researching them to find remedies, building
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hospitals and clinics, training doctors and nurses, and

so on.

But while, a governmental bureaucracy can he divided

into departments and ministries, the man at the other end

of the Development process should not he segmented to suit

the ministerial divisions and departmental categories. The

farmer in the village, the slum dweller in the shantytown,

the worker in the factory or the house-wife at home needs

integrated services as a whole individual or as a represent-

ative of a family. The beneficiary of the Development pro-

cess wants and needs to be treated as one, whole individual.

Many different Development workers each dealing with only

a part of the individual, creates confusion, helplessness

and, sometimes, anger. Indeed, some objectives simply cannot

be fulfilled within the confines of one particular sector.

Take the examples of such programs and projects as

water resources development, Feeder roads construction, in-

dustrial health, environmental education, functional liter-

acy and, of course, community Development. Figure 1.3 on

the next page (which is an extension of Figure 1.2 in-

cluded earlier), shows how differcAt sectors have col-

laborated to produce these multi-sector projects and pro-

grams.

Curriculum development

As we go Erom the stage of program/project development

to the process of curriculum development, we make an important
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conceptual leap. We now move from Development to Education.

We move from the world of Development objectives to Educa-

tional objectives; from Developmental strategies to Educa-

tional strategies. (Examine the display below. See also

Figure LI_ on page 12.)

DEVELOFtiCirc EDUCATIOU

Developmental Objectives Educational Objectives

Developmental Strategies ----_) Educational Strategies

Once tt in realized that the Developmental effort to

succeed must have an educational component, the curriculum

develoVe- is in business. Thus, the whole purpose of cur-

riculum development in functional literacy and related nor-

formal education settings is to put education to work in

Develppment.

Curriculum, in the dictionary meanings of rbe term,

is "a course of study."1 Curriculum development, then, is

the process of designing a course of study according to n

set of requirements. The essential task is, again, to de-

velop a calculus of educational means and educational ends;

to develop effective, and ideologically acceptable, combina-

tions of educational objectives and educational strategies.

1
Syllabus is n concise statement of the main points

of a course of study.
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The basic curricular questions (we will have much more to

say about these questions in a subsequent chapter on The

process of curriculum development") are:

1. What should be the content of the curriculum (that

1s, of the course of study)?

2.' Who should he the recipients of this content?

Should there be differentiations in regard to the content

offered to different specialized groups within client popu-

lations, such is rural women, urban youth, etc.?

3. What should he the general educational approaches

used in teaching the curriculum or the course of study?

Should it be a lire-based curriculmn? Should it be instruc-

tor-controlled or learner-centered? What should be the ma-

terials used? What should be the learning settings?

4. What should be the delivery system used for the

delivery of curriculum? Should it he a temporary system

or should it he on institutiona1L:ed or a semi-institution-

alized system? What existing instructional roles should

be used and what new instructional roles should be designed

for the new tasks?

We might notice that questions I and 2 above are ob-

jectives-related questions. Questions 3 and 4 are methodo-

logical questions, related to the means of teaching the

course of study.

2 b
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Instructional development

It is not always easy to make a clear distinction be-

tween curriculum development and Instructional development.

But once the distinction between the two otherwise integrally

related processes is understood, the reward is not only con-

ceptual clarity but also praCtical usefulness.

Quite often, bOth of those who work in formal education

and those who work in nonformel education seem to forget

that there is yet another step between curriculum develop-

ment and curriculum implementation. The step that is often

missed in instructional development.

!Mile curriculum development is carried out in regard

co a large client population, instructional development is

more specific to a learner group. The-essential focus of

instructional development 19 the design o( an instructional

(teaching-learning) strategy that teaches specific tasks,

to a particular learner group or groups, in a specific learn-

ing environment. As we move from curriculum development to

instructional development, there is a progressive focussing

on real learner groups (not merely typical client popula-

tions), on particular learning tasks (not a large body of

content and list of activities), and on a specific learning

configuration (not a generalized learning environment such

as-rural Iran or the tribal areas of India).



Instructional development involves three processes:

1. Learner 'analysis

2. Task analysis, and

3. Env irunment analysis.

Learner analysis. Learner analysis, as the phrase sug-

gests, analyses the learners in terms of the ir learning level

at the point of entry into the new learning eplsode . What

do they already know and what do they not know? It seeks

to determine their learning styles and preferences in re-

gard to the use of media and channels for receiving ins true

t ion . Are they, for instance, visually oriented or verbally

or iented? Can they read pictures? Can they handle abstrac-

tions'? In the area of [One tiona 1 literacy and nonforma

education settings, learner one lys is will have to go farther

than the study of learning achievement, and learning styles.

We will have to study learner perceptions in regard to signi-

ficant innovations, about new at titudes and new ways of doing

things. We will have to study the taboos held by the learner

group; and the "trigger" words and "shameful" words in this

cultural setting. We will have more to say about learner

analysis in a later sec tion of the monograph.

Task analysis. Learning tasks have properties that

will pre-determine how some curricular content can or cannot

be taught to a specified learner group. For example, one

cannot teach someone to swim by simply lecturing to him

on swimming. The task of teaching/ learning swimming requires

26
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that both the instructor and the learner get into the water.

One cannot teach metal welding to a new factory worker by

merely talking or even showing pictures. To learn to drive

a tractor, a farmer must actually get on a tractor and drive

IL. To learn to be a mid-wife, one must actually deliver

a baby under the supervision of an experienced mid-wife.

Again, one cannot 'tench someone new attitudes and values

by merely talking about tram. One may, of course, dissect

old Values and taboos and show how untenable they are; but

one may also have to emotionalize issues, dramatize them,

touch not only the learners heads but also their hearts.

The learning task here would demand that certain instruc-

tional approaches he followed in clear preference to some

others.

Finally, human knowledge seems to have a structure of

its own which cannot be flouted or neglected, One cannot

teach long and difficult words first and simple ones later.

One cannot teach divisions first and additions and subtrac-

tions later. One must first learn to use the saw and the

hammer before learning to be a cabinet maker. In home-

crafts, one must first learn to knit or weave simpler de-

signs before learning to be arty-crafty. Experienced

teachers and scholars have suggested that alt subjects

(sociology, psychology, civics, agriculture, communication,

curriculum development) can he seen to have their own inner

structures and their own generative principles. They suggest
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that the subject matter in each of these disciplines can be

organized in layers and sequences which must be respected

while teaching these disciplines.

What we have said above is that learning tasks differ

in regard co whether these are cognitive, affective/attitu-

dinal or related to skills. In each case, there is a struc-

ture inherent in the content to be taught. We must try to

determine that structure and honor it, in designing our

reaching/learning strategies.

Learning environment analysis. Finally, as part of the

instructional development process, we inns. ,ake an analysis

of the environment in which learning will take place. En-

viromnent is a difficult concept to define and sometimes,

instructional developers have been satisfied with analyzing

the immediate environment of the particular classroom or of

the particular group-setting in which learning takes place.

Is the environment physically comfortable and pleasing? Is

it psychologically suppOrtive or highly competitive and,

therefore, inhibitive of learning?

Other educators, especially those working in out-of-

school settings, have interpreted environment more broadly.

They include not only the inunediate environment: of the class-

room or the group-setting but also the environment of the

community and, indeed, the cultural ethos. They like to

ask questions about the social rewards or political punish-

ment that might come with learning. Strange as it may seem,
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learning has cost poop le, lives, and limbs. lionformal edu-

cators lihe to examine the economic incentives and structur-

al reinforcements that mny he available for practicing what

will he learned; and, funnily, how the cultural ethos re-

gards learning per se.

Materials development

Instructional development has to be packaged in the

Corm of instructional materials as shown in Figure 1.1.

In the Western world, instructional developers have some-

times tried full packaging of some instruction. This has

made learning self- instructional; that is the learner can

learn by using instructional materials without a teacher

being present. Some instructional developers have packaged

most of the instruction in the form of materials, and then

depended on the assistance of untrained monitors. In the

Third World, the learning environment being what it is, we

cannot depend upon full packaging of instruction. The needed .

technological base does not extst-f and, indeed, both teachers

and learners would find highly technological systems unac-

ceptable. What we would need, however, 'is a variety of in-

structional materials which can be used by the teacher or

group leader to implement the curriculum.

These materials in the field of functional literacy

would he primers, graded books, follow-up reading materials,

news sheets and rural newspapers; drill cards flashcards,

display boards, posters, illustrated charts, filmstrips,
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slide sets, !Alms, role playing, drama, games and folk

media. These materials will be produced at various levels

of the system: films may be produced at the national level;

primers and newspapers may be produced at the provincial

level; news sheets and bulletins may be produced at the

district level; and dramatizations at the local level. Some

of these materials may be produced by the learners themselves,

Though, it must be said that learner-made instructional ma-

terials look attractive in theory but have seldom material-

ized.

This completes the presentation and elaboration of the

elements in our model of vertical relationships between

Development and curriculum development; between the course

of action and the course of study. We now move to the re-

lated task of presenting and elaborating a motel of horizont-

al linkages between program curriculum and other concurrent

curricula.

Ilarizontal linkages in the curriculum development process

We live in a multi-curricular world. At home, our

parents are teaching us a curriculum; in the street, our

peers; in the school, our teachers. There is the media

curriculum taught to us by the radio and TV. Political

leaders, business houses, religious leaders, advertisers

all have curricular plans for us. Some teach us humanism,

some Ujaama, some Islamic socialism; some offer us safe
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conduct to heaven, some teach us instant satisfactions.

There are "apparent curricula" and there are the hidden cur-

ricula" of our institutions.

As those working on a special program or project of

functional literacy or nonformal education, we may he one

more voice among many voices; ours might he one more cur-

riculum among many. Hopefully, the curriculum we offer

would he systematically derived from agreed upon national

agendas; would be better focussed on a particular group or

groups; and, better taught. It should not be forgotten,

however, that our curriculum may be one of the curricula

to which our client group is being subjected, Strong or

weak, active or dormant, existing or potential linkages

may exist which must be taken into consideration. (See

Figure 1.6 on the next page.)

Curriculum development as a techno-political pro-

cess. Having examined the curriculum development process'

within its verticle and horizontal linkages, it should be

obvious that curriculum development is not merely a technic-

al process that educators and instructional developers en-

gage in, using the best available rational and technical

skills. It is, at the same time, a political process.

Curriculum development is for something, What should be

taught? What knowledge should be shared with people and

what should be hidden from them? What new attitudes should

be taught and what skills should he fully and more widely
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shared? These are all political quest Ions Corr !colitis de-

velopmentoftenmeann n new distribution of educationo:. goods.

Thene educational goods are convertible into social, economic

and power goods. That Ls, what politics Is all about.

Doe_rjigit curriculum or curriculum alternatives. If

curriculum development in, at least in part, a political

process, then, there cannot he one right curriculum for a

people in a particular region at a particular time in his-

tory. Different political orientations would suggest dif-

ferent curricula for the name net of conditions. There is

even technical-professional variance involved in corricolom

development processes. That is, those who An agree politic-

ally, may Yet develop different curricula for the same group

of people, under the same set of conditions. This is no

because there are instructional alternatives, more than one

way of teaching the same content.

Summary

This chapter places the process of curriculum develop-

ment in the larger Developmental context. The vertical

linkages of curriculum development are traced, on the one

hand, to national Development, sector Development, and pro-

gram and project development; and, on the other hand, to

instructional development and materials development. Each

state is shown to involve the same calculus of means and

ends, of objective and strategy. At the stages of national
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Development, sector Development. and program and projeot de-

velopment, we deal with Developmental objectives and Develop-

mental stuaLegies. At the stages of curriculum development,

instructional development and materials development, we are

dealing with Educational objectives and Educational stra-

tegies.

The curt cntum development prudes:; in the context oi:

a program oi a project i5 also shown to have horizontal

Linkages with various concurrent curricula competing for

attention and influence.

Thiniy; to do or think about..

1. What are came of the Developmental objectives of

your country which, if successfully achieved, will change

the face of the nation'?

2. What ate the most significant Development strate-

gies being pursued by Development planners in your country?

Compare and contrast the Developmental strategies

thought Lobe followed in your country with the Developmental

strategies being followed in a neighboring country.

4. What general role is nonformal, out-of-school edu-

cation supposed to play 1.n the Development efforts of your

country?

5. Analyze your particular project of functional

literacy, of nonformal education or of conununity develop-

ment as an "educational component" of a specified Develop-

36
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6. Did your program or project go through a systematic

process of curriculum development? What did this proces!:

consist. of? What are soma of the docomoot!; or materials

which con he shown to he the products resulting from the

process of curriculum development?

/. in your particular work, do you do any (a) curriculum

developnwur, (h) Instructional development, or (c) materials

development? Please explain what you do and how.

8. Can you assign your protect to one particular De-

velopment sector or is it a multi- sector project? Explain.

Can you name a program, a project or an agency which

is offering a collahorating curriculum or a competitive cur-

riculum to the client groups within your project or program

area?



CHAPTER II

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY AND Nouroumm. EDUCATION

AS DEVELOPMENT :;11tATCIES

Thi I:; .1 hook On the ) eel of curl irulum develop-

ment f to- I`unctiou,el literacy and nonlnrmnl education.

1:hApt. orI, We liaVe pin the: genera oasts:; of t:urrintilum

deve lopMent_ in I ill :Who° i i I1eveloptnentaI

context. However, before going on to the subject of cur-

ricullim development models, strategies of instructional

development and methods of materials design, we should talk

of the concepts of functional literacy and conformal edu-

cation themselves.

What isjunctionalliteracy?

The phrase "functional literacy" was first used to

denote a level of literacy which would enable the new liter-

ate to function effectively in his or her own society. The

World Conference of Education Ministers held in Tehran in

1965; And the Experimental World Functional Literacy Pro-

graune that was later promulgated by UNESCO, gave functional

literacy new meanings. It was to be work-oriented literacy,

yet comprehensive enough to teach more than economic skills;

it was to be selective and intensive, yet its benefits were

to filter to the whole community. A UNESCO document, pub-

lished in the very early stages of the program defined func-

tional literacy thus:

116
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Itrlcf ly nralcd, eiqvill la! P14,11,111 'I of I in (11.l4 ap
1,101Ch to literacy are the following. (a) litetacy
progVAMM nhould he Incorporated into and cotivIrted
with economie and nocial development piano; (b) the
vadiation of illiteracy should ntart within the
crtegol is 01 popul at ion which art` 11 011 y mot !vat ed
and which need literacy fur their own and conntrY.4
benefit; (c) literacy programs nhould preferably be
linked with economic prioritlen and castled out in
areas undergoing rapid economic expansion; (d)
literacy moot Impart not only reading and
otiting; ;lino professional and technical knowledge,
thtohy lording to a fuller participation of Adultn
In economic and civic life; (v) literacy munt be an
Integral part of thy over-all education plan and edu-
ational system of each country; (f) the financial
needs of functional literacy should be not out of
vat-loon resources, public and private; As well as
provided for in economic investmentn (g) the liter-
acy programs of this new kind should aid In achieving
main economic objectives, i.e., the increase in labor
productivity, food production, industrialization, no-
oial and profensional mobility, e1oation of 'tow man-
power, divernification of the oonom7.1

This definition of futetlonal literacy makes some clear

and definite program and instructional demands: demands

about ob)ectiven and about strateglen. Literacy work is

proposed to be undertaken within a Developmental context

(nee (a) above). It is a selective approach (nee (b) above).

It is supposed to he directly linked Ath economic activi-

ties (nee (c), (d) and (g) shove). While there mist he an

economic focus, the instructional objectives should he com-

prehensive to include teaching of skills that help in a

fuller participation in civic life (see (d) above). Finally,

It should be part of an over-all educational plan so that

An Asian Model of Educational Development: (Per-
spectivesjor_1965JOTIMES Paris, I776; Page 177
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! I i,l 1111 T ' I 11 1 IT 1 1 1 ' 1' II II

1 Ile. '.111' 1 11 ..1.1. ( ) .1 1.111)0 /
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I11,' I ,II 11 1 11!!, !!!!!!!1 n! h.! .111,11 11 01 1410'1 111'1 he III

,,110 ti!arminv, titordLy or do iiialomi skill. This aspira

t ton ha!, seine llllpnt t auL 1011'. ,11. t 110 111'1;.1111 17.at'i011

01 iiisttuction and for the kind:; ot 'nstructional materials

that. wi 1 1 I,c II "; 11!11!',1 1(11 ,1 t 11111. 1011,1 1 1 t,(11',1(' y 11111;1':1111,

inc'lulinl' 1/ ,11111';1!, t he 1 1',1/ 11 the i I I I/1 ill1(11:`1

1.0t. 111; h('1', iJi th ,1 III:0:11:1j jun 01 nr d mean

of integiation, A somewhat difficult. concept, which has cre-

ated confusion not only in minds of literacy workers hut

has also confounded their programs And projects in their

pi:At:Lit:al a I;

!IL.Iniii of inter ratInc ion in it !i 1 itera 1 meanings it-

tegr at ion s imply is the bringing die! fitLiug together of

par Ls int. 0 a whole; or to secure max imum unity in the per
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formance of functions.

In the area of functional literacy and Development,

three different situations have been characterized by work-

ers as integration, when it is, perhaps, not integration:

(a) Integration confused with addition. A course

director of co-operative education during the course of

his training invites lecturers from the agricnItural, health

and water development dep,!r,-ments, and calls this integra-

tion.

(b) Integration confused with parallel streams of in-

structions. Two streams of instry,ltion, one of literacy

teaching and another of technical training run parallel and

enroll the same group'of people. Once in a while there are

cross-references made to the work in the other stream of in-

struction.

(c) integration is confused with team teaching. A

group of specialists comes to lecture to the same group of

learners in the same setting and in close proximity of time.

Integration, in its acceptable meanings, can he con-

sidered to take place in the Following settings:

(1) Integrated development planning. Developmental

planners, at various levels, get together and engage in a

planning process which considers the total needs of the

communities; and then develop plans on various Development

sectors in such a way that planning in one sector reinforces

planning in the other, and each builds on the work and
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successes of the other.

(ii) Integated delivery of services at the front-

line. To ensure that the recipient of services in the com-

munity is not segmented, the delivery of services at that

point is integrated into one person. In India, it was the

VJW (Village Level Worker). In other countries, this role

has sometimes been played by the community-development as-

sistant.

(iii) Integrated curriculum' and curriculum materiak.

The curriculum is seen not in terms of subjects and spe-

ciatizatious but as one organic whole. Learners are not

attending health classes and agricultural periods and liter-

acy classes. They are learning. In a functi,,nal literacy

class, for instance, the materials should su' that

learners are not aware at one particular time as to what

they might' be studying.

Functional literacy: bread, but not by bread alone

Another point equally central Co the concept of func-

tional literacy is its comprehensive nature. It is compre-

hehsive in the sense that it is really a program of full

Development. Uaturally, it looks at the total man even

though it builds its program on the bedrock of economic

motivations. It does include nutrition education, health

and family life education, cooperative education, civic and

political education.
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Both of these central aspects of the concept of func-

tional literacy--integration and comprehensiveness--are

presented in the petalarapfl included on the ne:.it page. As

can he seen, some major economic activity is at the center

of the functtonal literacy program. This could be cotton

growing in one region of a country, maize growing in another

and cattle-raising in another. It should not mean that in

one functional literacy project there is room for just one

economic activity. There should he one major economic ac-

tivity bwt the project could relateto other secondary or

supplementary economic activities at the same time. Again,

note the relationsh:ps between the 3R's and the economic

activity atthe core of the petalgraph. Learning of reading,

writing and arithmetic should take place, according to the

concept of functional literacy, as an organic part of the

major economic activity. The teams used in the primer, for

instance, will have to he based on the major economic ac-

tivity.

Rut there is more in a functional literacy project than

the 3R's and the teaching of skills in a major economic ac-

tivity. The program is supposed to be whole and comprehen-

sive. It is supposed to include nutrition and childcare,

better housing, health and hygiene, kitchen gardening,

cooperative education, cattle-farming, citizenship and

political 'education. To teach all these various elements,

we will not have to write primers on each of these areas.
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There will he only one primer (or one primer series) that

is built around the major economic theme. Other material

will have to be taught by using non-print media while the

learners are still illiterate or semi - literate; and printed

leaflets and hooks as well when they have become literate.

UNESCO's second thoughts on functional literacy. After

a decade of orthodoxy about the central role of economic

motivations, UNESCO seems to have veered to the position

that an economic activity, perhaps, need not always be at

the core of a functional literacy program. They are now

talking of cultural approaches to be equally significant.

The cultural approach today has become the approach of

cultural transformation. Thus everyone today is talking of

literacy for conscientization. The Declaration of Perse-

polis on Literacy, easily the Most important statement of

the present decade on the purposes and strategies for liter-

acy in the developing world!

Considered literacy to he not just the process of
learning the skills of reading, writing and arithme-
tic, but a contribution to' the liberation of man and
to his full development. Thus conceived, literacy
creates the conditions for the acquisition of a
critical consciousness of the contradictions of so-
ciety in which man lives and of its aims; it also
stimulates initiative and his participation in the
creation of projects capable of acting upon the world,
of transforming it, and of defining the aims of an
authentic human development. It should open the war
to a mastery of techniques and human relations.
Literacy is not an end in itself. It is a fundamental
human right.

4 6
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The Declaration of Persepolis called literacy an es-

sential instrument for all social change, though not the

only means of liberation of peoples, It went on to list

what the most favorable structures would be for the ac-

complislunent of literacy programs:

- Those that, from the political point of view, tend

to firing about the effective participation of every citizen

in decision-making at all levels of social life: in eco-

nomics, politics and culture.

Those that, from the economic point of view, aim at

an endogenous and harmonious development of society, and

not at blind and dependent growth.

-.Those that, from the social point of view, do not

result in making education a class privilege and a means

of reproducing established hierarchies and orders.

Those that, from the professional point of view, pro-

vide communities with genuine control over the technologies

they wish to use.

Those that, from the institutional point of view,

favor a concerted approach and permanent co-operation among

the authorities responsible for basic services (agriculture,

welfare, health, family planning, etc.).

One should note the definite shift away from a pre-

occupation with work-orientation and economic skills, though

the economic needs of the community to whom literacy Is of-

fered are not neglected. 'Literacy becomes a political act;
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participation becomes the essential condition. Thus to con-

duct a prograM of functional literacy, one would not have

to focus on the economic skills; conncientization could move

into the inner circle of the petalgraph; and the 3R's could

he taught because of and through political themes of libera-

tion from the oppressive realities surrounding the illiter-

ate.

Functional literacy and social change

The concept of functional literacy makes important as-

sumptions and provisions for the transfer of education and

innovation from project clients to the community in general.

The group of learners covered in the project is supposed to

influence others in the community who have not been directly

involved in literacy programs. Those covered in the project

are supposed to generate processes--economic, social and

cultural--that would lend to the collective good. Again,

"graduates" of the functional literacy program are supposed

to become independent learners in a le'arning society. These

relationships are shown graphically in Figure 2.2 on the

next page.

Three different streams of instruction are shown: the

311's stream, the skills-learning stream and the general edu-

cational stream, using electronic and folk media. All the

streams of instruction serve both the primary clients of the

functional literacy program and the secondary groups in the

community who, though not formally enrolled in literacy

4
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Flashcards, Flannel-
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Trained in Modern
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A Progressive, Innovative
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Leg.end:

L.C.: Literacy Class
V.C.: Village community
-: Approximate Time

Sequence

Figure 2.2 A presentation of three converging streams of instruction
covering both paiticipants in literacy classe's as well as

the general village connunity.
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classes, are still participants In the program: they attend

some skill demonstrations; they listen to the radio programs

and maYhe attend radio forum gro-ps and they read the spe-

cial village newspaper and rend the follow-up books prepared

by the project and published for new literates.

The preceding discussion of the theory and history of

the concept of functional literacy should have clarified

for us as to what is a functional literacy project and what

might he something else. It should have given us some ideas

in regard to choices of objectives and of instructional

strategies in designing work-oriented literacy programs or

for undertaking programs of literacy for conscientization.

What is nonformal education?

Professor Russell Kleis of the Michigan State Univer-

sity in a paper written for the Program of Studies in Non-

Formal Education of the Michigan State University proposed

this definition of nonformal education:

Non-formal education is any intentional and systematic
enterprise (usually outside of traditional schooling)
in which content, media, time units, admission criteria,
staff, facilities and other system components are se-
lected and/or adapted for particular students, popu-
lations or situations in order to maximize attainment
of the learning mission and minimize maintenance con-
straints of the system.

He then goes on to provide 13 different characteristics

of nonformal education (NEE) as follows:
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1. NFE is not likely to be identified as "education,"
N

2. NFE is usually cOhcerned with immediate and prac-

tical missions,

3. It usually occurs outside of schools (at learning

sites),

4. Proof of knowledge is mote likely to be by perform-

and than by certificates,

5. It usually does not involve Highly organized con-

tent, staff or structure,

6. It usually involves voluntary participation,

7. It usually is a part-time activity of participants,

8. Instruction is seldom graded and sequential,

9. It is usually less costly than formal education,

10. It usually does not involve customary admission

criteria,

11. Selection of mentors is likely to be based more

upon demonstrated ability than on credentials;

and voluntary leaders are frequently involved,

12. It is not restricted to any particular organiza-

tional, curricular or personnel classification;

and it has great promise for renewing and expanding

any of them,

13. It has potential for multiplier effects, economy

and efficiency because of its openness to utilize

appropriate personnel, media and other elements

which may be available in a given situation without
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concern for externally imposed, often irrelevant

and usually expensive criteria and restraints.

The preceding is a researcher's definition and analysis

of the concept of nonformal education. We may also look

at a practitioner's definition. The 28th All India Adult

Education Conference, held in Jabalpur in October 1975, de-

fined nonformal education to comprise "any organised edu-

cational or training activity for school dropouts, for

illiterate rural and urban adults, for youth, for women or

for industrial workers aimed at improving their employment

or income earning potential, or giving them general educa-

tion which in some cases, as desired, may help them re-enter

the formal education streams." Non-formal education pro-

grams, according to the same report, have to be "learner

centered, need-based, open-ended and flexible in training

and methods and composed of an infinite variety of curricula

and reading materials."

Before undertaking an analysis of nonformal education

in terms of objectives and'strategies involved in its

planning and implementation, we should tackle another prac-

tical issue and ask the question: flow does nonformal edu-

cation differ from:

1. life-long education,

2. community development,

3.- rural development, and urban development,

4. adult education,
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5. agricultural extension,

6. health extension,

7. family planning and family education,

8. literacy, especially functional literacy,

9. coumiunication, and

10. conscientization?

Some, not without good reason, would ask the same

question about youth programs and military service.

One could reproduce here the typical definitions for

each of the above program areas and show how the various

definitions do overlap with each other. In Figure 2.3 on

the next page, we have attempted a geometrization of mu-

tual relationships between these. program areas. We look

at life-long education, adult education and nonformal edu-

car;on as names for activities chat are almost congruent.

us generally labelled as unctional literacy,

comMunication and conscientizatioo form part of most non-

formal education programs. We look at health extension,

family planning, youth programs, agricultural education

and military service as activities that do have an educa-

tional component but which are not all educational. They

additionally involve provision of services and material

and technological inputs. However, the educational com-

ponent of these programs can be seen as nonformal educa-

tion. Together these programs could be viewed as community

development programs or urban and rural development programs
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which together add up rt) the total eltm a for development

and modernization.

We only need to make the point here rhar nontormal

education is thus a broad category which would cover adult

education, WUMCn education, youth education,.consmuer edu-

cation, and, fur that matter,. functional literacyall these

being special eases of nonformal education.

wbiective-strateo analysis of nonfonnal education. A

review of the L3 characteristics of nonformal education

listed by Professor Russell Kleis in the preceding should

indicate to usthatnonformal education impries a pretty

distinct objective-strategy combination. The character of

this combination comes in sharp relief when placed by the

objective-strategy mix in formal schooling.

The objectives of nonformal education are pragmatic,

practical a,J immediate, Ponformal education relates to__

the Lives of people as it is being lived today, dealing with

problems they Ave already in the midst at inventing solu-

tions they can do something with. !Sy temper, nonformal edu-

cation is often radical, humanist and egalitarian. At its

best, its method:; are those of An activist, it is open-

ended, authentic, and participative.

Summary

The definition of the functinat literacy concept, as

promoted by UNESCO through its Experimental World Functional

5',r



Literacy PrcTram is presented. Functional ifteracv is ton

analyzed as A special objective and strategy calculus with

its direct link with Development; its emphasis on economic

motivations; and its integrated instructional strategies.

A definition of m)nformal education is also included,

the objective-strategy mix in nonformal education is cilni_

fled as well.

Things to do or think about

1. Would you characterize your program /project as a

program/project of functional literacy as defined by UNESCO?

2. look at the petalgraph of functional literacy in-

cluded on page 42. Doe; your literacy program/project fit

this picture? Can you make a drawing thaf: ',Jill describe

Your program /protect more appropriately?

3. Is your program/project currently reaching only

those enrolled in the program/project or is it reaching

others in the community as well? If you are reaching other

groups in the community, net form:.11v enrolled, how are you

doing it?

4. How realistic would it he for you today in your

country to use the language of the Declaration of Perse-

pol±s In designing your literacy program/project? Could

you design a program that seeks to work on the_ behalf of

the oppressed? Or do you already count yourself as one of

those who are working on behalf of the oppressed?



CHAPTLR III

THE PRmCE:_In tll CURRICULUM DLVELOPMFHT

The prlme.,, (M curriculum deve ,umient can he di scussed

as A generic (general) proces:i covering both formal and non-

formal education systems. hut the world of formal education

Is different from the world ,)r nonlormal education. The

same general model at curriculum development, when applied

to one system rather than the other, has to he adapted to

suit the parameters of the system chosen --formal or nonformal.

A model of curricuLum development for nonformal. education

thus e,iIl turn out to be a second- generation model of the

general model at curriculum development. in this chapter,

we are discussing, specIficalLy, the process of curriculum

deve\opment in nonformal education and hence ,;0 are dealing

witha second-generation, derived m('.'el of cuiricuT de-

velopment.

iIn Chapter II, alien the det-:,_ ter

iacy and nonformal education wet-, disc) tun, oval ter-

day was shown to be a special ca.! of lk"

In this monograph, we are dealing h level l-pment

for functional litenvacy and nonforma, ,dIRNILLon but

prior interest is in functional literati In ;aresrw ing

our material in this chapter, and in the chApiio that fol-

low, we will be taking examples from the world of the func-

tional literacy worker; we will :elate to his concerns about

5/i
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primers, literacy cla.;,;(; and Eommiltees, literacy teachern

and supervisors, teacher guides, follow-up hooks, and many

()thorn.

Conversely, while our examples will comp from the world

of the functional literacy worker, the general principles

we state and the models we present are of course, applicable

to all programs of nonformal education, such as, agricultural

extension, cooperative education and adult education in gen-

eral; and even to education within formal settings of the

school or the university.

A model of curriculum development in

nonformal education, especialli functional li:-..eracy.

Once again, in proposing a model of curriculum de-

ve opment in nonformal education, we are dealing with the

essential calculus of means and ends; we are looking for

preferred combinations of educational objectives and educa-

tional strategies. The process can he examined through a

model., included in Figure 3.1 on the next page.

The core of the curriculum development model consists

of two essential elements; objectives and strategies.

Another element added to the core of the model is evalua-

tion. This is a feedback mechanism that will inform cur-

riculum developers on the effectiveness of their choices

of objectives and strategies.
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The mode then , t different int or Acpq with

the cory model interfaces w1t.h processes which are not_ es

sontial part s of the corn modal, but which ;mist supplement

and complemont the core mndO for curriculum development

to succeed. For example, some sort of needs assossment must

take place for an appropriate plahoration of ohlectives.

Again, for educational strategies to he actualized, cur-

riculum developers must pay attention to the design of new

instructional, roles and, perhaps, now organi_zational arrange-

ments so that instruction and materials of instruction can

he delivered to learners: and learning can he rewarded and

reinforced after it has taken place.

On the other hand, the core model interfaces with the

process of instructional development, the process that maxi-

mizes learning through concurrent analyses of the learning

task, the learner, and the environment in which learning

will take place. The products of Instructional development

are instructional materials, and learning protocols.

Many of the questions are common to the two processes

of "curriculum development" and "instructional development."

As we have indicated in an earlier chapter, curriculum de-

velopment is more general, while instructional development

is more learner-specific, task specific and situation-spe-

cific. As we get closer and closer to our client

groups, and as we get closer and closer to the actual pro-

cess of instruction, we are transformed from curriculum
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develup,1,, into lostLuctional devi,Tels. (See Fir,nue .3.2

below.)

Choicc of clhria poixilatnnis General definition of

(nrriculunt

Clirrictilost

develoilueilt

Guru iculum,/
hist Inc Lion:it
1)evc lopnunt

1II:ctruct luILI
cicVt.2101111e11(

the eiluti.it ional cutiponent

in the Dcveluivienti effort

Instruct ional/
eveloiment://

A specified 1 elin I illg
task or set: of tasks

Dente, ,m t ' pal" I itlailr
earn ,ops in pirticular

cnviri3nment

Figure 3.2 Thu relationship bet-'en curriculum de-
velopment and inst ruct iona 1 development.

We shall discuss the process of instructional develop-

ment moue fully in relation to programs and projects of

functional literacy and literacy teacher training in later

chapters. At this stage, it should he sufficient to under-

stand the relationship between curriculum development and

instructional development in general term: ;. The problems



,r nrd, a.:sessment and of delivery system:; (now institutions

and social arrangements for delivering instruction and for

suppoiting learning) will also he di!,(Aissed later in separ-

ate chapters. in the following, we shall confine our com-

ment::: to curriculum objectives, curriculum rjrnrPgiPs and

nrriculum evaluntion.

Curriculum objectives

In the vocabulary of Development Ind Prim It:ion, we come

across the following words quite frequently' purpose, in-

tent, intention, aim, goal, design, end, object, and ob-

jective. unite often curriculum developers get confused

about the meanings of these words, The following paragraph

taken fromthe Funk and Wagnalls Encyclopedic Colirge_Di-

rionnry (1068, page 1095) will he found most helpful:

Purpose, intent, intention, aim, goal, design, end,
a6J-6EjectiVediriFwhat one hOpes to ef-

rect For a plan or course of action. Purpose is per-
haps the strongest of these words; it a fixed
determination and a clear exercise of the will: his
purpose in coming was to crush the revolt. Intent is
like purpose, but shows somewhat less determination;
it is now largely restricted to legal usage: assault
with deadly intent. Intention is even weaker, denoting
chiefly what oriTEas decided on: I have no intention
of reading his novel. Aim and goal are metaphors from
archery and racing; they agree in connoting that to-
ward which one's efforts are directed: his goal was
to he the head of his class. Desi n stresses The
careful planning and arranging o cetails that are
often required for the successful achievement of a
purpose; end refers to the final step or stage of a
design. 0-Fiect and ob'ective are sometimes interchanged
with end, but they are also used to indicate a secondary
purpose, or an intermediate step in a design; objective
is the imore concrete word, and is frequent1Y used in
military or quasi-military contexts: capture of the
fort was the army's next objective.



In «trt Ill cntriculum development we have

prefetred to wie the word olijFcLive simply because this is

the word pretelred by students And Jcholats in the fields

ut curt i um development and 'net i onal development..

uhject.ives in Ilullfuripal edllk i ion AM! I 1011,11

literacy programs arise from the clients to be served and

trum the content they are (Al he as!;isted in learning.

Cl i en( s of a in -ain may he defined in Leans of such cat e-

gor A;; cotton glowers in Tanattia; weaker sections of

the soelety in India, women, and rural and urban youth.

Since educational objectives must require education, it

would mean some educational content, such as, information,

or :;me eductIonal_ content, taught to some

learners, Alone, can actualize educational objectives in

regard to an individual or it COMMUniry.

objectives: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. Edu-

CJI.01:; have learned to differentiate between three types of

instructional objectives. cognitive, affective (or atti-

tudinal) and psychomotor (or those related LO skit Lt).

Cognitive instrocriunal objectives deal with information

and knowledge, application of knowledge, analysis and synthe-

sis and evalyttioo of facts and arguments. The following

display describes the various types of instructional ob-

jectives in the cognitive domain:

62
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11M1111CTIONA OBACCTIVES IN THE COGNITIVE NOMAINI

1.00 Knowledge
1.10 Knooledye of npecifion

1.11 Knowledge of terminology
1.12 Knowledge of specific facts

1.20 A w0Ka ond m.cann or (1.:,Iling mith :weenie°
1.21 Knowledge of conventions
1,22 Knowledge of sequences
1.23 Knowledge of classifications and categories
1 24 Knowledge of criteria
1.25 Knowledge of methodology

1 30 Nnowledgo of the uniuer:Jaln and ah°traotiou6 in
field

1.31 Knowledge of principles and generalizations
1,32 Knowledge of theories and structures

2.00 Comprehension
2.10 Tannlation
2.20 lutorpretutiou
2.30 Extrapolation

3.00 Application
4.00 Analysis

4.10 Analynin of ele.menta
4.20 Analynin of relationnhipn
4.30 Analynin of oryani:lational prinoiplon

5.00 Synthesis
5.10 PoducHon of a unique communioation
5.20 Produotion of a plan, or proponod net of operationn
5.30 Derivation of a net of abntraot relationn

6,00 Evaluation
6.10 Ju4qements in terms of internal evidence
6.20' Judgements in termn of external ,ritoria

it In important for the curriculum developer to under-

stand the differences between the various categories of

cognitive learning. It is important that we know what we

are teaching, and what we are testing our learners for.

Affective instructional objectives deal with attitudes

and values. The following display outlines the categories

1Benjarnin S. Bloom (et al.), Taxonolly of educational
objectives---P mdbook 1: Cognitivedomain. New York:
ficRay.



Of aIIII t iv 1.! Icarning

mmulm.1(mAL 013dECTIVE:; IN THE AFPECTIVL DOMAIN]

1,00 Receiving, (attending)

I hit!! I 0.!

1. 1
Cwitrol1o.1 ov twio.:tc4 .cttopitio,1

2.00 Responding
1 At.,i fo IC:1!t?Ilt!,' in 1..'31,0,1,1

2.2 Willin!ino1;0 to vo;Torid
2. 1

1.00 Valuing
3.1 Ii,,,!optaHo,! of .1 P,.11N.:

3.2 Profol....n,,o

3.3 Com.,,,,itmct

/4.00 Organil:ation
4.1 3',o1..,Ttiia//:::i.,,mq a ult4o

4.2 Orqoni.1:int; ca1No !_otoa
').00 Characteri'...ation by a value or value complex

5.1 t;o3lor,11t;;.:,1

5.2 C11,11,wtovi:;ation

A categoriaLion 01 in,3troctiona1 object ivos in the

psychomotor area is also now available but it is not of much

interest to a literacy worker,

02jectives: es.neral and specific. Objectives can he

stated at various levels of generality And specificity.

Consider the following series.

Level, 1 To prepare farmers to cope with modern and scien-
tific farmingtechnologically, econ,Auically, so-
cially, and psychologically.

Level, 2 To promote the use of high-yielding-variety (IIYV)
seeds among farmers in Punjab, India.

Level, 3 To teach farmers the making of a farming plan for

one growing season of wheat using IIYV seeds.

"David R. Krathwohl (er aL.), Taxono/ of educational
objective_s--Handbook II: Affective (17mliTilT,

6 44
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To roach faimern calculations Involving computa
ion of areal and volumes of fertill,,ers Inr pro

pel application in a abort field.

LP,)01, teach I NIIIIP1 In the I f t oracy ntirisCr

Level, 6 To leach farmers, In the literacy progrOm, rerding
and wr I tint, of numhr, ill, I 0

As we go from Level, I to Level, 6, ye .;00 a pr,sgro,;q1Ve

move from the general to the specific in the intent of the

(loner-al objectives merely give the general

direction of teaching and learning. Indeed, general ob .

jectives are not teachable in the form in which they ore

stated. They have to be unpacked into clusters of objec-

tives, which, In their turn, have to he made more and more

specific.

Behaviorally-stated objectives It I^ sometimes Folg

genred that a good teaching-learning objective is one which

in behaviorally-stated. In other words, it should he stated

in terms of the behavior that will be elicited or emitted

by the learner. The objective stated at Level, 6 above,

when behaviorally stared will become the following:

The learner will (when instructed to do so), write
(legibly) the numerals 1 to 9 (using arable numhers).
from memory, and in right sequential order. in 10 to
15 seconds.

The achievement of this objective or lack of It will

he quite clear to the teacher or instructor. Thus it Iii a

testable objective. Behavforally-stated objectives are

also testable objectives.
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control must come responsibility. Clore and mere of the re-

sponsibility for learning should be shifted to the learners

themselvps.

Those suggestions 'have been found quite impractical by

some in the real world of field work.
. It is the experience

of most of us that adult learners con be quite unwilling

learners and may have to he coerced into coning to classes

and attending demonstrations; to stay within learning and

action groups; and to do something about the prohlems that

surround them in the communities. We have of course, to

meet learners where they are. AS we begin field work in

an area, it is quite'possible that people would not wont

in they would not see -themselves as having any problems;

and they would play the game of hide and seek with us even

as we try to help. however, the methodological principles

stated here must be kept in mind as ideal s. res to be

achieved and, as soon as possible.

11. Learning in the area of nonformal education should

he linked to the real-life. Life itself should he the teach-

er, :Ind, in turn, non formal education should solve real-

lire problems. This is what is sometimes coiled problem

oriented learning. Every course of study should he linked

with a course of action that improves lire Li the community.

5. Discussion should he given a place of pride in the

methodology of functional literacy and nonformal education.

Discussion clarifies ideas; allows people to make their own
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contributions and not merely ask questions and can demon-

strate the usefulness of ideas to life outside the discus-

sion group. When joined with practical demonstrations or

supplemented with opportunities for Learning by doing, dis-

cussion as a method becomes unbeatable. Wherever possible,

adult learners should he allowed to "discover" facts, re-

lationships between facts, and patterns of physical, social

and political happenings fur themselves. This "learning

by discovery" is again, not easy to facilitate, but as

adult educators we must try.

6. Functional literacy workers and those working in

the ar(:A of nonlormal education must nut be shy of using

the new instructional technology such as films, tape re-

corders, games and simulations. Films are excellent means

of bringing to the learning group, the world from far away;

of reproducing the past or visualizing future possibilities;

of barirg realities for examination and animating what seems

static. Games And simulations provide almost first-hand

experience with new rules and of the social and political

dynamics without the hazards of such experiences in the real

wur Id.

I. Aloni;side technology, must be mencio_ed

the art of making a point by example, by a folk pro'

by telling a story. Hy own experience with explaining com-

pHsated point!: or clarifying complex arguments by telling

appropriate stories to learners in Zambia, Tanzani and

0

4:41211901Etgik'
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Venya has been noteworthy.

8, Finally, learners should be helped along the path

of-becoming independent learners. The relationship of de-

Tendency between the facilitator and the learner should

not be allowed to develop. If it does develop, it should

be broken. The learner should not be allowed to leave the

learning group with the idea that to learn one must have a

teacher and a classroom of some sort. They should realize

that men must become self learners: they must know when

they can learn by themselves; when they should come to-

gether hi -a group to learn from each other; and when they

should seek a teacher- to guide them.

Instructional. materials. Literacy workers are familiar

with primers, drill cards, picture sets, story charts, graded

hooks, leaflets and followup books which they often use in

their programs. These are the tools of their trade. Tech-

nology has made some further tools available that can he

and indeed have been put to important uses in teaching

adults in oat -of school settings: radio, tape- recorders,

and the film. In some cases, television has also been put

to important uses.

(loving learned from our experience with technology,

and with new sensitivities for communities and cultures,

we are paying more and more attention to folk media such

as song and drama, puppetry, and local crafts and indigenous

institutions Ft will have more to say about instructional
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materials in a separate chapter addressed to Media and

materials.

Instructional settings. What is learned and how it is

learned, is influenced considerably by where it is learned?

In other words, the setting of learning is an important con-

sideration in the total learning process. There are many

aspects of the totting of learning. First, there are the

questions of comfort and convenience: Are the learners

comfortable? Are they too cold or too warm? Is the meeting

place clean, painted and attractive? Is it quiet or noisy?.

Is it'close, at a walking distance, for most participants?

There is also the question of seating arrangements: Are

adults sitting in rows, fitted into small desks, perhaps,

used by children during the day? Are they sitting in a

semi-circle to facilitate discussion? Can everyone look

at the chalkboard or a chart heiag studied? Are women sit-

ting in an outer circle and men in an inner circle?

Th there are further questions about the sociology

of the learning setting: Are people with different cere-

monial and social status studying in the same group and,

thereby, inhibiting each other's learning? Can the peer

group influence of learners be used on learners themselves

to help them adopt innovations which they would not other-

wise have considered? Finally, (here is the question of

appropriate setting for each type of learning: reading

perhaps in a group in the classroom, agriculture in the
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field; and political education inthe iniraza or the District

Commissioner's .office or the district development committee.

A group of curriculum developers, working at the na-

tional level, developed a profile of the typical village

in India which could serve as a beginning for both a learner

analysis and an environment analysis. The main character-

istic features of the village life were listed as follows:

Stable and static society

- Tradition-bound society

- Thickly populated

Primary and interpersonal contacts abound

Dependency on each other i5 high

- Joint family set-up exists

- Kinship oriented society

Fatalistic ideology it pryvalent, aspiration is low
but exploitation is high.1

Curriculum evaluation

Curriculum, as we see in a later chapter, ac-

tualizes itself the form of an instructional system.

The elements of this instructional system consist, of course,

01:

InEuts. learners, teachers (monitors, e:-tension workers,

forum leaders), instructional materials, audio-visual equip-

ment, transportation facilities, etc.

'Curriculum ConstruCtion for Non-Formal Education for
Women. Report oT the National Workshop, Tirupati, SepteMger

1976. New Delhi: Indian Adult Education Association, 1977.
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processes- instructional, graphic design, layout and

printing, managerial, distributive, testing, etc.

Outputs: learning materials, learning, :Li.

Context. environment of leaning--mmterial and social;

hmnediate and remote.

Curriculum evaluation could involve the effectiveness

of the total instructional system, or it could mean the

evaluation of only one or more elements of the system. Again,

it could be what has been called formative evaluation or it

could be summative ovaluatioo: We will discuss some of the

typical_ curriculum evaluation questions in a separate chapter

and will suggest briefly the approaches to be followed In

each case.

Curriculum developTent and instructional

development as team work

In Chapter I of this monograph, we talked of the linkages

of curriculum developers, vertically with Development planners

and horizontally with other curriculum makers in the society.

talking of vertical linkages first, the interests of De-

velopment planners in such sectors as agriculture, health

and rural industry is obvious. Curriculum development teams

should, thus, have individuals from relevant Development

sectors working closely with them in the actual process of

curriculum development. In terms of horizontal linkages,

again, curriculum development people in a particular pro-

gram or project muse take the work of other curriculum makers
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in view. Wherever possible, representatives from other pro-

grams and projects in the same area should he invited to

serve on your curriculum development committees. Whore

other curriculum makers do not see themselves contributing

to your objectives, or where they see themsleves, in fact,

working in a different direction, their curriculum must,

nonetheless, he taken morn account.

Functional Literacy work, or to take another example,

community development work, takes place typically within

a governmental setting. In such a case, the whole depart-

ment of community development or of adult literacy educa-

tion, from the center down to the suhcenter or to the vil-

lage le': ,filid he 700n as part of an inter-level curriculum

developm( elm, each making its own special contribution

to the total curriculum development effort. The table on the

next page should show how administrators and specialists

working at: various lirrets might make their own unique con-

tribution to the development of a total curriculum.

Curriculum cycles and differentiated curricula

Curriculum development should not he seen as a once and

for all affair. People's learning needs will change, as

new Develw7montal and educational challenges emerge. Indeed,

'the successful implementation of one curriculum, should

bring with it the need for is new curriculum. Even within

the same program and project, and within existing agendas,

curricular renewals would he necessary. Curriculum
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development should, in short, he seen as a cyclic process.

The process of curriculum development, again, must not

lead, necessarily, to ene common curriculum based on the

homogenization of the learning needs of all learners. Cur-

riculum development processes can, and should, accomodate

_lerentfated curricula to satisfy the learning needs of

different groups, differentiated in terms of sex, age-

groupings, occupations or sub-communities. We shall also

have literary projects that work with a combination of

common curriculum and differentiated curricula.

Summa r/

A model of the process of curriculum development in

functional literacy and nonformal education is presented.

The core model is essentially a calculus of means and ends,

of educational objectives and educational strategies, with

provision for feedback through built-in evaluation, The

core curriculum development p. cess is shown to have inter-

faces, on the one hand, with the more situation-specific

processes of instructional development; and, on the other

hand, with the precoss of needs assessment, and organization

for the delivery of instruction. It is emphasized that

the curriculum development tasks must be handled as part of

team work and not looked upon as work done by specialists

left to themselves.



Things to do or think ahouL

1, Do you understand the distinction between curriculum

development and instructional development? Do you think it

is d useful distinction? What do you do most of the lime

as part of your jobcurriculum development or instructional

development?

2. Write one behaviorally-stated, testable objective

that will contribute Co the over-all general objective of

bringing about a hmnanistie society in 'Cambia as envisioned

by President Kenneth Kaunda.

3. Please state, as briefly as you can, the educational

methods that your program or project is connitted to employ-

ing in your program. Are you able to use these methods?

In what ways?

4. Copy the table on page 74 of the book on a separ-

ate sheet of paper. Review in your mind the many curri Ilum

development actions that have been taken by many different

people in the context of your particul... program or project.

Now put one item each related to curriculum dev,Aopment (or

instructional development) in each of the boxes to represent

curriculum development (or instructional development) work

done by central government stall_ provincial sl.clf, district

level ofticers, sub-cente! ;t.tit and by teachers.



CHAPTER IV

ASSU,SING DEVELOPMENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

OE commuNITIEs

Perhaps, this will come to he the age of human rights.

We are actively seeking to define and prot-ect human rights--

rights, we believe, should belong to each individual person,

irrespective of his Gloss, station, race, wealth or education;

rights that should belong to him simply because he is horn

human. And new human rights are emerging. One of these

new human rights is the right to participate in the design

of one's own destiny fl not toile told by the elite and by the

bureaucrats whit should be done to one's life and to one's

community; and to the institutions that make society.

Thts peoples' ortentntion has introduced new ,Jocnbulary

and new obligations into the area of functional literacy and

nanformn1 education. A key word is partictpntion--partici-

patory planning (which must also mein decentrnlized plan-

ning), participatory decision-making, participatory action

and participatory evaluation. That is we do things with

the people, not for the people, nor to the people. It 1::

a part of the credo of Functional literacy and nonformal

education workers today that they do not impose pre-designed

programs and protects on adult groups and communities; and

that programs and protects are hosed on the felt needs of

individuals, groups, and communities. Everyone in the

77
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community education culture today ;" 'lip by t lie need

for needs assessment.

Those of us who work in the lield, surrounded by every-

day realities, have come to understand the ..,instraints with-

in which social Action lilies place, We realise that, quite

often, governments at the central, provincial, and district

levels have already wade up their minds about what_ needs to

be done; that there is in reality little room to maneuver;

that often the whole process of so- called needs assessment

is A fraud ::eivine, no useful purpose.

f1e suggest that needs assessment is, nonetheless, a

useful exercise for functional Literacy workers and non-

formal educators to undertake. At the Least, it wit1 give

field workers a sense of the community's perceptions of its

own needs. Irrespective of the agenda brought to the com-

munity by field workers from up above, It is important: to

know what the people Think ,iced. At its best, the

prose s 1)1 assessment In,ty, indeed, influence the means

and ends calculus at. the level at which ;!.:11 assessment is

undertaken, The re-invention of national visions and De-

veLopmental agenda:; in the local settings of individual

communities, in the hands of a comittted And sensitive field

worl,er, could create a program Or a project that defines and

tilt!t2t:; the authentic needs of a people,
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and constituencies

lie tweed to t 01 I a 1- I 4) naaI'e t he 1,0 hit .

()Ice 111, A rime, there lived in a village by the river,

All Old farmer ...;ho had a few acres of land. Ile had also been

blessed with three sons. They were now all young and healthy.

The family did not, however, get much food from the

land, though the old former always claimed that the land wan

good; and that they could get much more out of it, only if

his sons would cultivate it well

Unfortunately, the sons did not work hard on the farm.

They did not cultivate it, "There is no much growing all

along the river, and on the hillsides. W0 have not seen

anyone c, -IP and cultivorp the river hank or the hillside!"

they laughed.

Years loiter, the old fell 111. He knew that

his rime had come ro dep,a ' this earth. Ho called his

sons to his dearhhed and n.lid rn them, "Hy dear sons! it

1'; time for MP to g(). Alt that I h 11(1,,1 i y)IIr!; the

house and what 1 In it, and - farm. I Ilott soy that I

had been disoppointed with you. You hod nor worked hard

on the form. I woo angry oboor v"or being 117, And my

anger blinded me. 1 should hove taken the pot: of gold that

my father ;;rid I had burled in the fields. The gold could

have hought WI many things an, we could have had a better

life together, We could hove oaten well and lived in greater
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tHu t 1 1.7 anut1 p y,

But helot, the IAIMCF could cxplain the , act location

Ott the pot ot Id hurled in tlw tield, he eA ,red. Alter

completing the tut cal rite; of thell old tat the sons

immediately cent to the field !oohing for thit 1 t of gold.

they dug all oviu the place, they dup lay And tlfht hut.

they found no ; It Attet lit; of Bard wo Ind duep

pointment, thwy t,ave up.

But now ( field was ready It m all t hat digging,

they soilm L nod I hey sowed some ta; Week it

Later t hey A not believe thc:1 eyes, At', they stood by

the side ot the fields and the promise of A great

harvest.

Now the understood Lhe meAnin at the old man's-

pot of e,Old in ahe Ind why I did not -;a where, .r,:-

17 it ed!; IAr lel. There ...IA indeed a pot of gold in the

fields: hut thse Lields needed cultivarin;,. From then OH

the lArIllt1C'S (,11:; alwAys cultivated their Making

them ready tor oitnp, in tlw hope ot reaping A harvest,

when the time came.

there t. It! '; II to IiLeraCy

workers; and adult educf; ; in tins story and that is to

cuLtivate:the community every rime they want to plantA new

ideas and innovat lonS in Lite c,,mtmin t. y; and ii they wish
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hook writers and publishers who gave the teacher the hoot;

he could use in the classroom; sometimes gave film a teacher's

guide; and exercise nl:s and rests for use in class-

room. ;lore roently, publishers had startod to product,

audio-visual aids that worn supposed to he integrated with

honks, guides and tents.

Sometimes during the mid- sixties, it occurred to edu-

cators Char seine systematic help could he mode available to

the teacher and the learner in the implementation of the

intentions or the curriculum. They realized that the avail-

ahlp knowledge in educational psychology, scciology, cum-

nmnication and electronics, and of the structures of know-

ledge had already made a scientific instructional technology

possible and within reach. The work that has been done in

the pursuit of this promise is what has been called instruc-

tional development. To put these ideas of instructional_

development to work to create hilly-functioning systems

that Inc-Jude both software and hardware is what instructional

systems design is n11W1hont.

Here on the elements of instructional development

We return, again, to the three elements of instructional

development: task analysis, learner analysis, and learning

environment analysis. Since these three sub-processes of

Instructional development have been introduced in earlier

9r
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As part at the learning tak analysis, the Following

set of questions i. i dS1'..d W1,11 iS I in ledFlling ob-

jective? What_ cat,2gories ot ieiiiiiiig lie involved? What

content must he learned to actwili::e the learning? What

is the structure ul the conLeal 01 knowledge unit chosen?

Does the knowledge unit have more than one identifiable

component? What is the possibility of integrating the vari-

ous components oi the content chosen? What would be an

acceptable level of learning, if mastery learning is not

possible or is not insisted iqyin?

Learning objectives in a functional literacy program

can vary and cover a wide gamut; to learn to read lesson

19 in the primer; to examine the taboo against the consump-

tion of eggs by pregnant women; to learn to participate in

group discussions; to learn to keep accounts for a marketing

cooperative; to learn to drive a tractor; to grow maize on

small farms in the copperbelt area of Zambia; Co acquire

self-awareness through conscientizacion; and to learn to

act humanistically in everyday life.

The next question, after the statement of objectives,

should relate to the categories of leatiang involved in the

achievement of learniugohjectives (or the accomplishment

of the learning tasks). For instance: to learn to read

lesson 19 in the primer is a cognitive task (it is all a

90



matter f the head, to tp;o a layman'q Th plminl

taco of the tahoo against eating, eggs during pregnancy may

reclaim 51)1110 logical analysis but it is M;ily a matter of

attitudes (it is a matter of the I,rart, to use a layman's

word). Thud this learning task may involve both cognitive

and affective categories of learning. To learn to partici-

pate in group discussion is, again, both cognitive and af-

Fective. This is so because to he a good participant in

a discussion you need to understand arguments snd to formu-

late your contributions; but you also need to barn to deal

with feelings as facts--feeling of insecurity, feeling of

hurt, feeling for ego satisfaction, etc.- To learn to drive

a tractor could perhaps ho categori::ed as skill learning.

To learn to act humanistically in everyday life would re-

quire very complex learning involving new knowledge, new

attitudes and values and perhaps many skills to he able to

provide voluntary services to the needy. (See the two dis-

plays, "Instructional Objectives in the Cognitive Domain,"

and "Instructional Objectives in the Affective Domain" in-

cluded in Chapter III, pages 61 and 62.

The choice'of content and/or activities that would be-

come the vehicle for learning is the next consideration and

an important one.'-. Is it verbal knowledge, or is it also an

activity involving application? What is the relationship

between the activity and its logic? What is the structure

of the content to he taught? Does it have a set of general
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tr,i, I p I :Awn! tl ihotl I tiUllth I 11,1 t. 11)11 1)1

tl cot: y and pt t Ice ut tr I v it itat r? How should the

mat ori.il he r l!t

I tier, is th, Tarsi iou of level of

It'arnIng ltr !o'lfle CdSO.S, L110 .1114c1 in cleat -rut : you can

of you CAOHol (WU metal pines t(,,ottoo , you can Or you

cannot drive A hatv,tstt'r, Ifut th,c, no tttnet AIOAJ Of

1 e.II:11 Wile Ft! :;I( 1 different level'; may he acceptable.

one can road :tome ea:ty - ead sat ia I hough nut ii 1_1 ma-

t eria Ls; one can Si) Ive most i thine i I ;i1.1111:; involving; ad

ttlition, subtractions, multiplication: and divisions, but

not handle simple algebra. In such (.7.1:O.?:; acceptable levels

of petforntance dill have to be tiiiIined.

Learnerantilysis

The basic question, of course, is what is the'learner

like? This gettural question could he broken down further

into tie following questions: What is the level of intelli-

.gence of the learner? What kind of an overall profile do

we get for all learners in the group? What is the current

Level of achievement of the learner group (in reading, in

counting, in agriculture, in health, etc.)? What is the

typical structure of the learners' motivations? What are

their Learning styles? What might he some status-related

inhibitions against learning among the learners? What might

be some ineapacities centered in their social class, such



tirednenn tor IPA':,,f1.; of low !Altai,. of calor es had

rye night, et,? What In the level of emotional and mentsi

hralth of learner!. In the group? What aro the valnen to

,,,hich 10;11110in In the gtoop nnbncrihe?

Level of Int.e111p,enee. Level of Intelligence of a

learner can he measnred by what In called an intelligence

tent. The wore on the intelligence tent In called an II).

In the field of nonformal edncation and out-of-nchonl PdAt-

cNtion, there are no intelligence tents to apply. It 19,

in A W:V/, fortunate that literacy rkrrn can avoid the com-

plexItlen and problems of using intelligence tests,

Achievement tests. Achievement tests measure current

knot4ledgp and snch rents in reading, writing, numeracy,

agricultnre,and health, And can provide useful data on the

entry behavior of learners. That is, achievement tests can

tell us how much our learners know at the point of entry

into the program.

Struc ure of motivations. What is it that motivates

learners to learn in a particular situation? Is ft an eco-

nomic motivation? (Learners expect to earn more, nr grow

at home the food they now have to buy). Is It social moti-

vation? (This is the only opportunity for the women to come

out of their homes, to get away from the never-ending drudg-

ery of horse work and he able to chat and talk). Is it

political motivation? (They want to know what is going"on

and want to he able to organi.7e, themselves for political

action under the rubric of tbr learner group). Is it the

1 0.1.
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i4,11115 co he like the one next to 1.01

Otte can hp q1111.0 iqiiicmacic about ,xamininr, all 1.110:;0

MUtivdliOnJ CInll tindiog out how ono motivation is relaLed

co clic. ocher. Ono can indeed make it d hip reseatch pro-

ject and spend months and yearii in finding an answer. But

Chat t:ould HOL hu productive Functional literacy workers

should be able to develop simple questionnaires, and conduct

simple interviews to get good enough data on motivations of

learner groups. This would be ;In excellent opportunity for

conduccIng participatory research: asking the learners

Olemselves to investigate each otlua's motivations.

Determining lc:Irniiig styles. Professional instructional

developers have also talked of the learning styles of learn-

ers. They suggest that some learners in groups like Co

deal with abstractions, while others like to deal with the

concrete world around them. Some prefer deductive learning

(principle first, examples later); some learn inductively

(they like to see many examples and from those draw a con-

clusion). Some like to learn alone, some in groups. Some

need more guidance, others less. Some learn through htmiati

Interactions with the teacher; others can lez...rn from self-

instructional (prograiwned instructional) materials.

A literacy worker working at the level of the district

or at the sub-center would not. have the resources to undertake
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to the pre soncr of ill I orrat I earn ing styl bia thr

groups and have an intuitive nridov!,ind

have what I earn frig 'itytr. Thin wr,tld hot p him TH

In sin effective dia,,00nin of the learning p1,1111,1-,11 r 1

arise. This wi L I also ill n t to h Im t r. t, 1.111 or 1 he 1 ng

taught to a Learner group may have to he presented in more

than one way to he able to cover most of the learning nryles

that might he present in the group.

Status- related inhibitions, Learners may have ntatun-

related inhibitions against some learning convent. Women

nuts Inhibitions against: qotr.ic, rho

tractor or how to repair the tube-well. Then(' may not be

seen as womanly jobs. Again, men may be inhibited against

learning how to take care of babies or mending a shirt.

Some learners from the lower socio-economic classes (even

though they may have joined your classes, tinder pressure

from the local leadership, or in the early enthusiasm of

the campaign) may not really believe in their own worthiness

as learners.

Once, again, a functional literacy worker must be aware

of the possibilities of such inhibitions existirg and must

bring them into the open and must deal with them honestly.

Class-centered incapacities. There are some incepaci-

ties that arise in learners simply because of being part-of
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ies And low protein. They may thus he tired and hatless.

Some ot (hem may also have bad eye nights and no M011ey to

I-1117

Field workers, an part of learner analysis, should

raise these questions;, and help learners find some adequate

answers and some practical solutions.

questiol If mental and emotional health. To learn

W011, 0110 MUSt be mentally and emotionally healthy. We

1)11111 not suggest that the functional literacy worker try

to solve mental and emotional problems of learners in the

community. Mental and emotional problems are complex and

had assistance can do more harm than good. In this case,

the best the field worker can do is to obtain counseling

for those who need it and may profit from it.

Values they_uplwld. An important part, though often

neglected, of learner analysis is the examination of values
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1() of ion Hold have 1111Pd H) 111111 111,111. 1,

111 ,1111.11 e 111`1..1 ,(1/(1, 111 ro ah I i!:h 1'm)pot.:1 t lyv-;111'w nl

II, v:1 tic, cntIll t Itt,q11 111110(,;11 1(111.( 11,01100:11 111 1110 1 (`;11111-

Vs loos t an he 9111died al vnl ions Iev111rt. moo can talk

of genera I it Ition or of values qppc I ie. to 1,101 !Pillar things,

tolrs, and ractn 1 groups laded Mlia 11 do r:101/ W1111" or !I 111,1v

'01 on he h111 or 1,I1 (lir, with 'rp,rlfir 111f11; in 1 01.11 [Cm

to specific innovations they trying Co promote, .,11(7h

specific values should not ho coo difficult Co determine and

I told workers shoni d learn Co develop imp 1 o yr, I no c lar ca

Ion ins c rumen t on their own.

With these brief ces on learner ana I vs 1 s we now

consider some of the gnest tons thr,r cnn he raised par t

of environment analysis.

Analysis of the learning environment

The learning env tronmen r can he studied in terms of

two "Par n te dimensions : (I) physical versus soc la

psychological, and (2) immediate versus remote.

In non lyzing the physion 1 and immediate environment: of

t he learning group, one would consider the general condition
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11.11, 1/1 i11..11:11 there II, 1,11 11 111 C.11110:11 place to

reach. .; the gi wip meet. ti' in r, i v idua ' home'? 1)1)

p1.01)11: rel 1:1,11111J1 LW] l! Io V11111 11i1 111/1110, .11111 10

they 1..I 171/1111 At, I.e tH1C 1! they have come therel Are there

..;0 la! y r et- em 1.11 y Luc, I. earners in t he same

1 earning r,roup.? ('flw mot her -in law and t he daughter in- Law

won Ld be a eel. emonta 1 1 y inconlp.lt-i11e dyad in the learning

group ) .

finally, there Ls the 1isL,int. social environment t.411 ch

influences the learning group in some hup,otant though subtle

ways. In times of social conflict and street battles, or

run-away inflation and unemployment when everything seems

to be breaking down, it would he hat l! to obtain conducive

learn tug environments for func tiona I Lit eracy groups. llo

wonder, Literacy campaigns and adult education plans thrive

in eras of hope.

As we have gone through C. tut questions that would he

involved in the three analyses of learners, Learning tasks
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The table belor combinen the parameters and c

from these three models and then lists the questic

will have to he asked in relation to each concept

meter. Ac curriculum developers go through the pr

of using the Analyzer they will have to find :Insa

these questions from their personal knowledge, Fri

tations and discussions with their colleagues, frc

officials, from plan documents and policy statemel

from the large body-of technical and professional

tore.

What will be the end-product of the process c

structtonal systems design? In other words, what

have on paper to show to someone? What can we ser

one when one asks to see our instructional systems

Your.end-product will be a document which go(

the process as systematically an has been propose('

chapter and supplies answers to all the questions

of the questions) in the tabula-ion presented on 1



Table 5.1 Considerations for Instructional Systems Design:
The Case of Functional Literacy

Parameter/
Concept 1

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Developmental' What are the development goals of the nation?

context
What are the essential Aesielopment objectives?

That are some of the essential development
strategies?

Sector
development
considera-
tions

Is',there a basic development strategy that is
supposed to set the tone and temper,of,
development in the nation?

What are some of the implications of such a
basic strategy in the organization and
conduct of [ield work?

humanism in Zambia;
Ujaama in Tanzania.

What is the most crucial sector which, if
developed, would generate development in
all other sectors ?

1 J,

In one country it may be mining, in
another it may be fishing. In

many developing countries, it
turns out to be agriculture. In

the agricultural sector, again,
emphases may differ.,

Again, a country may decide that the
most important sector is education
and information; in other words,
politicization may be considered to
be the most important sector. Such

a choice of the'crucial sector would,
perhaps, give us a literacy project
that-focuses on conscientization.



Parameter/
Concept

Elaboration System Data /Plans

What are the most important sectoral goals for
development?

What are some of the developmental strategies
peculiar, to this sector?

What kinds of educational/informational stra-
tegies have been conceptualized?

Is literacy clearly indicated to be a part and
parcel of the .educational /informational
straEegies?

Program or Is the program or project of functional literacy
project directly linked to the development of the sec-
analysis tor?

Does it cover more than one sector?

Does it use the cultural or political 'education
approach and is thus related to all struc-
tures political, economic, social, pro-
fessional and institutional?

What are the program /project's supplementAry
or subsidiary interests?

We are referring here eo the literacy
approach promulgated in the Declara-
tion of Persepolis. It considers
conscientization as the essential
objective, participation as the es-
sential strategy, with implications
for all the various suuttures--
political, economic, social, func-
tional and Institutional.

A program/project built around im-
proved production of tobacco may
Ilave.a very important Interest to
nfarkacini cooperatives.



Parameter/ Elaboration System Data/Plans

What are the program/project's objectives?

What is the program/project's essential
strategy?

Functional literacy_ concept is es-
sentially strategic, that is, the
strategy proposed to be followed in
functional literacy projects is
what makes this program so special.

Unesco's work-oriented literacy
The strategy demands that economic
motivations be used.

The strategy demands that the teaching
of the 3R's and of economic skills
be fully integrated.

The strategy requires that the choice
of areas for location of the func-
tional literacy project and of
clients of the program in the pro-
ject areas should be selective.

The strategy also requires the inten-
sive approach: teaching a full pro-
gram of instruction that covers all
he various aspects of the life of
the learner, using all the various
institutions and media of instruction
and providing all the inputs and
storage and marketing facilities that
might be required for extending and
improving the economic activity.



Parameter/

concept,

Elaboration System Data/Plans

What is the program/project's sharpened focus? Is it indebtedness? Is it the ex-
ploitation of bonded labor? Is

it Ujaama?
Is it maize growing or cotton growing
or fishing? Or all of these for
different regions?

Horizontal
linkages

Is there another project in operation in
the same field work area and seeking co
cover the same client group?

If not a distinct project, is there a more
general program in operation in the area
that could be used collaboratively with
the functional literacy program?

Is there a program or a more focussed cam-
paign being run over che country's broad-
casting media?

11)

While you are planning a literacy pro-
ject, there may be another project
on health, or agriculture or child-
care in operation in the same area.
We must find out what their curri-
culum is, and how collaborations
might be developed.

Such a program may be being run by
the ministry/department of the
central or state government or a
church or another voluntary asso-
ciation.

The All India Radio had had a regular
Dehati (rural) program since the
pre-Independence period. Tanzania
recently is known to have run some
most powerful and effective cam-.
paigns on the radio on che subject
of health.



Parameter/
concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Are there any projects, or programs or
media campaigns which are, in a

sense, teaching counter-curricula:

In some political systems this is
quite possible to have competitive
leadership groups or opposition
parties or business interests reach-
ing some sort of counter-curricula.
One dramatic example of a counter-
curriculum in Africa has been the
popularization by business interests
of baby food for children, desper-
ately in need of proteins which can
come to them only from being breast-
fed.

Curriculum What would be the "educational component"
development of the total developmental effort as de-

tined in terms of the program or project?

_:cents: Who would be the ,Aients? Cotton farmers in the Lake regions
of Tanzania; or Maize growing,
Bemba-speaking farmers in the
copperbelt of Zambia; or wheat farmers
in the age group 15-45; or women in

the child bearing age; or out-of-
school youth; or fannies of recent
immigrants to the city, and now
living in a particular slum
area; or the whole community, not
differentiated in any way.



Parameter/
concept

"Elaboration System Data/Plans

Contents: What should be the content of curriculum?
That is, what should they be learning?

Learning

settings:

',Thar is the learning setting?

11u

It is possible indeed to think of a
universal core v.rriculom for func-
tional literacy programs all over
the world in all the different set-
tings. One can think of a "human-
iscic literacy curriculum" and also
of a "scientific literacy curriculum."

In a typical work-oriented f-unctional
literacy program'the content may in-
clude: teaching farmers the merit of
growing maize in place of casava;
teaching the scientific farming of
new maize; storage and marketing of
maize; teaching farmers' Wives cook-
ing of maize dishes; teaching poultry
farming and pig raising; teaching
family planning, nutrition and.pre-
ventive health.

In a functional literacy program in the
Persepolis mode, the central theme and,
therefore, the content may be the
teaching of critical consciousness.

The setting of learning may be the class-
room, an informal group, a more formal-
ized discussion group; it may be the
field or the place of work or worship;
it may oe the street corner or the mar-
ket place; learning may cake place with-
in a peer group, within the family; it

may be offered individually or through
correspondence.



Parameter/
concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Learning What will be the teaching-learning methodology? A functional literacy project may in-

method:

Learnind 1 t,hat will be the learning materials used?

!ta:drials:
Will all the learning materials be prepared

within the program or the project or will

some of them come from the outside?

Will learners produce some of the learning
mai=ials?

Will the program use a primer? Or will the

program use thematic cards/sheets produced
by each group in the process of learning?

If a more formalized literacy primer is used,
will there be exercise books and teacher
guides to accompany it?

sist on participatory methods, with-
out making any compromises in regard
to the methodology. Thus instruc-
tional materials also may be learner-
made.

Integration may be the methodological
choice in another program.

Yet, another program may talk of the

problem-solving approaches.

Learning by discovery may be the bass
in some other programs and projects.

J



Parameter/
concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

What audio-visual materials will be used?
What will be the context of their use:
radio forums/ discussion forums?

Will there be emphasis on indigenous in-
stitutions and folk media?

Will che more technological instructional
materials, such as, simulations and self-
instructional materials be used?

Delivery
systems
of in-
struction
and ma-

terials

What systems will be used for the delivery
of instruction and materials?

Will existing. institutions be used to perform
expanded roles to fulfill the requirements
of functional literacy?

Will new institutional arrangements be created?

Will these arrangements be temporary or semi-
permanent?

Needs

assessment

A functional literacy project may de-
cide to establish a network of
learning resources centers (LRC's)
to be discussed later in this
monograph.

What is the project's concept of needs as-
sessment?

That are the various levels ac which needs
assessment is being carried out

What methods are being used for carrying out
needs assessments?

11



parmmeter/
concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

instructional
development

Learner
analysis:

How are the results from needs assessment
being integrated with the results of cur-
riculum requirements obtained through the
analytical process of deriving them from
Development needs?

In the context of well-defined, specified
learning settings, what are the learner
characteristics?

What is the level of learners' knowledge at
the entry point?

What is the structure of their motivations?

What do we know about their learning styles?

What are their status-related inhibitions to
learning?

What are their social class incapacities in
learning?

What is the status of their mental and emo-
tional health?

What are the values to which they subscribe?



Parameter/
concept

Task

analysis:

Elaboration

What is the nature of learning involved?
Is it cognitive (involving information
learning)? Is it affective (involving
learning of attitudes and values)? 19

it psychomotor learning (involving
learning of new movements and body pat
terns)?

What is the structure of learning?

What are the elements involved in learning?

Does the information to be taught form part
of an articulated hierarchy, and therefore,
a welldefined sequence?

Could the task be arranged in terms of some
generative princples and examples of the
principle?

Flhat are the "application imperatives" of the
knowledge being imparted? How will it be
transferred to the new situation? Are the
bridges being built?

System Data/Plans

Many countries are trying to teach
literacy in a language which is not
the mother tongue. In such a case,
the problem is not merely of teach
ing reading, but of teaching a new
language and then teaching reading
and writing in that newly learned
language. Kiswahill in some parts
of Kenya; Arabic in Southern Sudan;
Portuguese in Mozambique and Guinea
Bissau.



Parameter/
concept

Elaboration SVSECM Data/Plans

Envoronment

analysis: What is the nature of the physical environment
in which learning will take place":

What is the psycho-soo:,..al environment of

learning?

What parts of the environment can be mani-
pulated as part of the instructional de-
sign? What parts are beyond control and
must be coped with?

What part of the larger socio-political en-
vironment MUSE he cahen into consideration?

The conflict in Rhodesia and its
implications for programs in
neighbouring Zambia.

New inscitu- What supporting institutions exist or have been

[ions and created or should be created as part of the

social ar- instructional system design for learning to

rangements be reinforced?
supporting

learning What coalitions or collaborations must be es-
tablished and with whom?

Now should interfaces be built between the in-
structional system designed for functional
literacy and the instructional systems built
(or as they may have emerged) for the col-
laborating institutions?

1 r.,u



Parameter/

concept
Elaboration System Data/Plans

Evaluation What are to be the most likely evaluation
needs of the instructional system?

Will there be an overall Management Informa
tion System (MIS) for the total project
which could be adapted to serve the needs
of the instructional system?

'low will formative evaluation of instructional
materials be handled?
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Oi.lianiziHe for teaching

Ultimately, instructional content, instructional ob-

jectives, methods and materials and evaluation of instruc-

tion most come r-o)33_ her , liI even( cur r lc(' tom developer:3

like to work with different mechanisms of working out these

relationships. We produce below thr:,ie different Ex:iihits

of how this was done by differont curriculum, development

groups. The first Exhibit is 'rout a group developing cnr-

'ricula,for non-formal education progrtims for women. The

contents of the curriculum are placed against objectives;

methods of presentation are indicated that should be followed

to achieve given objectives; and finally activities which

should follow are indicated.

EXHIBIT I

CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS PREPARATION CUIDE

Subject Area : Prov id lug and improving occupac lona 1 oppor tun i t les

Main Proh 1 em : How to improve the trad I t fund 1 occupations
Sub-Pt oh I ems; Improvement of agr co It ni .11 operations of rura 1 women.

Cont ent s Oh I ec lye!. Method of pi ,sentJi tun Activities
which should f low

Information about 1. Fo enable the 1 . Mc t hod demon- 1. Activity chart
Improved know- learners to s t t a ( Ion. explaining the
ledge and skills adopt modorn 2. 01 ganls I tig steps to he
will he imparted agr icul tura 1 iigr lent t ura 1 taken.
on the f o II ow InK rut ices. e.athitions. Intormifanf
areas Fo erdimwe 2. Po enable the 3. At rani! I HV evaluation and
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Contents uhlectives Hothod of
pre sentat ion

Act tvit log

which should f10w

i. Economic knowledge and cultural 1. Preparation of
skills on 'tart- farms. 'aching learn-

(a) Knowledge a- oils aspects of 4. Croup dis- ing materials.
boot varlmts modern ogricul- cession. 4. involvement of
sources for tore. 5. Organising agricultural
getting 3. To enable the campaigns. scientists and
loans such learner 6. Individual extension of-

(h)

as coopera- (1) to develop
fives, credit the habit
societies, of saving,
rural banks, (11)to avoid
land mart- wasteful ex-
gagerinse- pcnditure,
quences of ,(111)to utilise a
borrowing port of profit
money from local for further
money lenders. investment

for 1mprov-
knowledge nhont lng:ngricnl-
9/V1llp:---t'nn-tnral pro-

contacts. ficials.

,,quourr., of ig-dnetion.
noring savings
and extravagent
expenditure.

(c) Advantages of es-
tablishing mar-
keting coopera-
tive societies for
marketing the pro-
duce to get the
maximom profit.

(d) Efforts for incres-
ing per capfta-
income through
better planning of
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Conlvnls

(11) extravagent
expenditure on ,a)-

clot and tamIly.
'unctions.

(b) Fragmentation of
land-holdings due to
social and legal is-

sues and pupil ta-

t ion explosion and
its adverse cf fe,1 nit

.1grieniroral

J. Scientific

(a) Adopting latest sci-
entific methods te-
hiring to.(i) seed
preservation (11)
manures and fertiliz-
ers agricul-

tural implements

(iv) storage.

(b) Conservation of soil
fertility and avoid-
ing soil erosion.

4 Skill Development

(a) A sense of innovdtive-
ness to be inculcated in
the minds of learners to
accept modern methods of
agriculture.

(b) technical skills relat-
ing to:
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In Exhihit Il below, a slightly different approach is

followed. The subject area (content) Ls analyzed in terms

of major problems and snpr-problems. This is followed by

resource analysis. The last: two columns elaborate the

methods to be employed and materials to he used to solve

the problem, in other words, to achieve objectives.



EXHIBIT II

MODELS OF LESSON UNITS
Curriculum Construction for age group 15-25

Subject Area

1

Major problems
fonstraint1

Sub-problems
)sub- constraint)

3

of

Analysis Media or

resources methods

4 5

Material

6

Increase 13n-economic 1. Lack of irr1- A) Existing Discussions Any available

income land-holdings, gation faci-
).Sties. 1.

resources A.V. aids
Untimely Demonstration

and suitable
material to

2. Outdated farm
methods, im-
elements, etc.

and illdis- Field trips

tributed Printed

Monsoons. material etc.

put the Idea
across.

3. Indebtedness/
money lending

2. No rivers I

canals.

in villages. 3. Dearth of

. Poor livestock
Lack of alter-

wells and
tanks /banda

nate voca- b) Nec resources

Lions. 1. Jorbondha

G. Fragmentation 2. Dugweils

of holdings. 3, Tubewells

7. Lack of in- 4. Irrigation

ternal re- S. Better utilisa-

:ourCeS. :ions and im-
provement or

existing re-
sources

6. Tapping new
resources

7. Knowledge of
Government
Schemes.



EXHIBIT [I Cancinued)

Subject Area Malor problems Subproblems Analysis Media or
(conscrainc) (subconstraint) or resources methods

1 2 3

health [11- health S Lack of nucri- Existing Demonscracion
nutritional insufficienc clonal knowledge health fa- A.V. aids
improvement and inadequate cilicies Film :trips

diet. 1. Local vaidyas Flashcards
2. Local un-

trained Aayas
Puppecery
Flannelgraph

3. Primary health
centres be-
ing far

away

Change of
food habits.

Bad-food
habit

5. Bad drink-
ing water

B) New resources
1. Green vegetable
2. Germinated gram
3. Protein intake

Kitchen garden.

Material
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hAib1L III below is A compw.mte Irons detailed curricu_

lnia planning, document pipparod by the 11n1p wnrl inp nn "A

Curriculum fur Functional Licolacy Mu .2.amlkia, 1919-81" ar

1 he "Wolkshop km Curriculum Dvelwpment Ikki Functional Liter-

acy PikTrammes" hela al. Kitwe, Zambia during AO April to

12 Hay 19/9. The coratmit relates to the phase alter initial

literacy !;kills have Leen learned by the learner groups.

The columns used, dS we can are content, objectives,

activities and instructional materials
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CURRICULUM PROPOSALS FOR THE FUNCTIONAL LITERACY
PROGRAM FOR LAMB L1, 1979-81

Content Objectives Activities Instructional Material

Reading ipeed. - read Easter.

- adjust reading
speed to suit the
type of material.

Conduct periodic timed
tests of reading speed
using graded reading
material and compre-
hension tests.

Practice at reading for
pleasure, expository
prose, reference mater-
ial.

- Textual material for reading
speed tests at various levels
of difficulty.

- Simple comprehension tests.

'timer.

- Different types of reading ma-
terial.

Graphs and
charts.

- Interpret more com-
plicated charts,
graphs and cables.

Using written data, pre- - Poultry time/food to -cake/

pare charts, graphs and weight correlation graphs.
cables to show how they
are constructed. Allow - Pie graphs
students co transfer
graphical material back - 3ar graphs
into written form. Give
practice at preparing - Fertilizer, insecticide.
written explanations mixture and application cables.
from different types of
graphs and charts alone. - Overlays



Forms - Complete forms es-
sential to parti-
cipation in hi im-

mediate Institu-
tional environment

Use sample forms to ex- - School enrollment torso, for

plain their function. children.

Reproduce large fac-
simile on the black- - Application tor national

board and complete with registration form.

one or two students sup-I
pleing the date. GIVE: - Sample forms of a general

practice with different nature requiring

types of ryal forms.
a. Name

b, Postal address

c. Date of birth

d. Names of children

e. Place of birth

Signature

- Blackboard, chalk.

Post office - Use the main ser-
services vices offered by the

post office.

Discussions on savings
accounts. Interpreta-
tions of tables of

parcels, letters etc.
Calculations for simple
bills.

Illustrate the teaching with
material from the local post of-
fice. Invite local post master
to give talk on the services of
the post office.



General agri-
eultural
methods

Fortilizerl Students Mould be
able to:

- know when to apply

- recognize various
types of fertilizers

- measure surfaces

measure volumes

Teacher teaching/show-
ing types of ferti-
lizers and when to
apply.

Demonstration on basal
dressing.

- marking holes/
spacing

- digging

- measuring ferti-
lizer and appli-
cation.

Top-dressing

- measuring distance
and depth.

- applying ferti-
lizer.

Fertilizer

Measurement

Ruler

Primer on !;,metal Agricultural.

Methods

Seeds

Demonstration plot

Implements

Vegetable icudencs should be
tole Co:
I. Prepare garden 51CO

and beds.
2. Have seed bed and

seeds.

3. Transplant into
beds.

1. reach different I. Charts Mowing seeds
'Kinds of vege-
table seeds.

2. Teach preparation
of beds.

3. Enough water is
needed.

2. Book an ,ordentng
3. Rook on use of water
.. Book on marketing and

transport
5. Scales



v. Apply inspecci-
cides using, the

right quantity
and time to apply.

5. Recognize vege-
tables ready for
marketing.

4. Teach the use of

rakes, forks,
watering cane etc.

5. Teach about mar-
keting.

Family

' budget

Students should be
able to plan a
monthly family
budget.

Discussion on practi- book - business methods

cal example based on
expected income and Also food hills, firewood, clothes
expenditure for a and other household requirements,

month. Explain the sources of expected income.

importance of keep-
ing within the family
income.

Hire-purchase.

(e



CUry1CIIIIIM development at

the post -liter ney staloe

In 111, d I scus tuns Ahouo, nut -,le; i de, At h.1 1,0

cle; s 011 y on t ho ;111)1,11)ot !It Ion 101.1'10 of IIe f two I tonal

literary program. fie have not talked diroctly to tho is!atos

And problems of cutriculnm development At tho post -litoracv

stage.

Cuttlenlum devolopsolit At .ho post lito ar y stage deals

with pooplo who are alroada literate and, minim:111Y, mu!,f

help them rtnin their newly acquired literacy skills. At

its host it must onnhlo them to become members of a loarning

socipty. Whilr the program may still rotain son' adults

within groups, post-litolncy phase must he ossentially, the

ella,;0 of indopoodont learning. Adult l ;11-nor,: he reached

in difforont ways (not excluding the formal gronp) and holpod

to broom° indrpondont seekers and consumer s of information.

Tho functional literacy program is, ossentially, a pro-

gram that involves both (1) a course of study, and(2)

course of action. Put at the post-ltteracy stago, flc11011

comes contier-stnge. This is the time to help the adult

learner engage in praxis, the process of action and reflec-

tion through which the realities surrounding him must he



tuc:;t j)11 01 OW1)1111..11 unt Id 1111)1117

::111110( i t'll !Uhl cicvelupet as 1),11' I 01 1110 pl 1/C V!I'i

ClIll1111 1 ITO ( ALI'. 11,1 t he 11110:11 low; u1 n)

hilIr.al 1011 01 %/ohm( dry of 01 t a,linlnirlrat 1011 .111t1 p11,111.111`;

1)1. 1 V;i0111 ((!; they hive Inc I inli!1 Jetailet Mitt ion alt

the number of new civil servants that may hive to he employed

administrators, supervisotA, dud toadiers, their training

and overhead cost s co;t.!; on I raie,por tat i on and ego ipment ;

cost s of produ,!tion of Mat , in,l, ur tt)111';;1', Cl/St.:1 of

evaluation.

In thi!i monograph, we hive not. dealt with the questtons

of mohili-...ation, administration and hudgeting, Our emphasis

ha; been on the pa uses: the proct;:; of planning Che curricu-

lum and designing All itultruct innal sy!,tem. The steps of the

process; may he summarized in the Corm Cl the following flow

chart;

Figure 5.1_ Flow chart for instituting; a new
functional literacy program

(Please adapt suitably for critical reviews of
functional lit eracy projects already underway.)

Decision to de:;ign or
review
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has an adequate instructional sysrem already in place to

fulfill the objectives it seeks ro fulfill?

5. What does the Table, "Functional Literacy: Con-

siderations for Instructional Systems Design" suggest to you

by way of requirements for;

(a) training of literacy teachers;

(b) instructional materalls needed for the implementa-

tion of the instructional system for functional

literacy in your project;

(c) curriculum development at the post-literacy stage;

(d) curricoin development for women's clubs or for

cooperators;

(e) curriculum for re-entry into the public school

system?

6. On the basis of your experience of working with

adults, complete the following list:

ADULTS LEARN BEST WHEN (I)

(2) .

(3)

(4)
(Continue with your liar)



CHAPTER VI

INSTRUCTIONAL SYS'I'EIIS DESIGN FOR SPECIALIZED GROUPS:

THE TRAINING OF LITERACY TEACHERS

An instructional system designed for functional liter-

acy would not, by any means be self-activating. For the

system to start functioning, we shall require functionaries:

literacy teachers, forum leaders, counsellors, supervisors,

curriculum developers, evaluators, writers, graphic artists,

librarians and, of course, administrators. One of the things,

we shall need would be a sub - system. of "instructional actors;"

and, in turn, we shall have to develop specialized curricula

and specialized instructional systems for the training of

these various groups of instructional actors.

The Table of pages 137-138, provides a view of the com-

prehensive training and orientatie eds of a functional

literacy program in the rural sect.)r. It is not. within the

scope of this monograph to include curricula for the train-

ing and orientation of all of these personnel. Here, we

shall choose only one instructional actor the literacy

teacher--and demonstrate the process of curriculum develop-



Table 6.1 Training and Orientation Seeds of a Functional Literacy Program

(Example of a Rural Sector Project)

Legend: Informal/Formal Orientation - - --

Training as Under-Study

Formal Training Courses
.=11[1.19e{

COOPERATING AGENCIES/
DEPARTMENTS IN-PROJECT PERSONNEL COMMUNITY LEI

(National Level)

Program Plannin Specialist Reading Materials
Specialist in Train-

ing Design
Specialist
Primers, Follow -

up Books)
National Level
Inter-Deparrmental Specialist in Mass Media Audio-Visual Education National
Coordination Rural Book Dis- Specialist Specialist (Non- Leadershi
Committee(s) tribution (Radio/Film) Projected Materials) Interest

IInstructional
Materials
Graphic artist(;',

Evaluation

Specialist(sA

3



COOPERATING AGENCIES/
DEPARTMENTS

IN-PROJECT PERSONNEL COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

Regional/District
Coordination Committee(s)
and Extension Directors

(Intermediate Level)

Trainers of // 1

1

Literacy Teachers 1

1
and Supervisors

Trainers of
Radio/Film Forum

! Leaders

1 Writers-Workshops

Directors

Regional/District
Level Leadership
and Interest Groups

1

All Extension Staff
in the Field Area

(Field Level)

Literacy
,! Supervisors/

. Counsellors

Interviewers
and Data

Collectors 1

Literacy 1

1 Teachers 1

Radio/Film Forum
; Leaders/Monitors

II Rural Librarians

1

1

Local Leaoers and ;

Members of Village
Literacy/Development 1
Committees

Note: It is not always easy to communicate to the non-specialist the differential specializations in-
volved in the roles and designations given above under the column 1N-PROJECT PERSONNEL. For example,

the difference between a fine artist and one who has been working with instructional graphics is not co

easily understood. Non-specialists have a hard time understanding differences between the competences of
mass media specialists dealing with radio and TV and those of an audio-visual specialist dealing with non-
projected aids. While it is possible to have one and the same person being able to handle more than one
set of duties implied in the boxes above, the specialist nature of these various roles must, nonetheless,
be understood.
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Curriculum development for

the training of functional

literacy teachers

Once again, we must return to the Instructional System

Analyzer, the Table in Chapter 5, namely, "Considerations

for Instructional Systems Design: The Case of Functional

Literacy." The same parameter's and concepts must now be used

for elaborating the curriculum and the instructional needs

of literacy teachers. One cannot think of training literacy

teacher's in a vacuum. Training of personnel such as liter-

acy teachers must take place within the context of a par-

ticular literacy program, and in relation to the job to be

done in particular communities, at a particular time and

place. In designing instructional systems, first, for func-

tional literacy and, then, for the training of functional

literacy teachers, we are relating to the same one universe

of action. The two instructional systems must be in inter-

face with each other. Thus in designing a training system

for literacy teachers, curriculum developers will have to

keep an eye on two categories of instructional events: (1)



TEACHER TEACHER(S)
TRAINER(S)'

LEARHER(S)

160

Figure 6.1 The instructional system design for teacher
training must take in view the teacher-
learner relationships.

Let us nov present the rudiments of an instructional

systems design for the training of literacy teachers.



Table 6.2 Considerations for Instructional Systems Design:
The Case of the Training of Literacy Teachers

Parameter/
Concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Developmental
context

Raise the same questions as those raised while
developing an instructional systems design for
the over-all functional literacy program.
In addition ask the following:

Does the choice of any basic strategy demand
(a) a special type of field worker, and (b)

a special method for their mobilization?

One program may conceptualize its
,

literacy teachers as being part of a
bureaucracy parallel to the one in
the formal school system.

Another program may see its teachers
in the image of party cadres; and yet
another may see them as cultural ani-
mators.

At another level, different modes of
mobilization may be assumed. One
program may depend upon school teach-
ers; another on voluntary teachers;
another on students doing national
service; and yet another on army
draftees choosing to do educational
work, as in the Iranian Sioah-e-
Danish. Sometimes all government
servants may be mobilized in a crash
program as in Cuba.



Parameter/
Concept

Sector
development
considera-
tions

Program or
project
analysis

Elaboration

Raise the same questions as chose raised while
developing an instructional system design for
the over-all functional literacy program.
In addition ask the following:

Does the developmental strategy used in the no
important developmental sector demand a parti-
cular competence on the part of the teacher?

System Data/Plans

Raise the same questions as those raised while
developing an instructional system design for
the over-all functional literacy program.
In addition ask the following:

In a functional literacy program with strong
professional focus, will the teacher be a
literacy teacher first and a teacher of techni-
cal skills later; br .t be the ocher way

around?

In a multi-objective project, what will be the
team at the field level? How will roles be
designed and how will work be divided between
the various members of the team?

What will be the relationship between the liter-
acy teacher role and the specialists at some
upper level of hierarchy?

How much of teacher behavior will be controlled
through teacher guides and supervision?

The literacy teacher will not have
the same job and the same set of
duties in all the'different literacy
programs.

1_4(1



Parameter/
Concept

Horizontal
linkages

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Raise the same questions as those raised while
developing an instructional system design for
the over-all functional literacy program. In

addition, ask the following:

Can some of the instructional burden planned
for the literacy project be given to role in-
cumbents in collaborative projects?

Will the role design and the jobs assigned to
our teachers create problems of jurisdiction?.
(That is, will somebody tell us that that is
none of our business?)

Is our role design tenable? Can the jobs we
are assigning to one person possible to do
for the same one person, in a practical
sense and in the status sence?

Curriculum In developing curriculum for the training of
development literacy teachers, we will now have to ask

each question at two different levels. For

example, there are the ultimate clients (the
adult learners), and there are the primary
clients of this curriculum development effort
(the literacy teachers under training). We

need to know about both client groups to be

In some cultures, one cannot ask
the same person to be the driver and
the cleaner; a student and a waiter,
and so on. In the development field,
we have found it wrong to combine the
role of the community development
assistant with the cooperatives
inspector; and of the literacy teach-
er with the tax collector.



Parameter/
Concept

Elaboration Syscem Daca/Plans

Clients:

Contents:

able co design an appropriate instructional
system for the training of our Literacy teach-

er3.

Similarly, we will ask the question about
conce\nt az two different levels: whac concenc

will the ultimate clients Learn; and what
concent\the primary clients of this curriculum
developme t effort must Learn co be effective

teachers?

Whac should the teacher - trainees know about the
characteristis of the ultimate client group,
the adult lear\ers?

What should chey learn to be able to relate
with this particular group of clients?

What are the ceache -trainees themselves like
as a client group ot the training program?
What are their educe Tonal, demographic, social
class and motivational profiles?

An important part of the concenc of training
will have co be (a) substantive knowledge Of
the program content to be caught to adult
learners; and (b) how co teach such concent ef-

fectively co the ultimate clients, the adult
learners. Typically, it will include:
Teaching the primer
Diagnosing learning problems
Testing achievement
Leading group discussions and understanding 1
group processes



Parameter/
Concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Learning

2SSIAEILE:

Putting up demonstrations
Putting learners in touch with sources of
information not available to the teacher
himself

Motivating for learning
Motivating for community action
Record keeping and taking care of other
maintenance tasks.

What does the learning settings of the ultimate
clients require of the literacy teachers?

What will be the learning setting for the
literacy teachers themselves?

Will they be trained in institutions
such as the teachers' training colleges?

Will they be trained in developmental
institutions such as a development
training center or a folk college?

Will they be trained within temporary
systems such as workshops and seminars?

Will it be training in the formal set-
tings of the classroom? Or will it be
field training?

Will it be on-the-job training? Or will

the training take place in d simulated
situation?

I 4 4'



Parameter/
Concept

Elaboration System Data/Plans

Ldarning
methods:

!laterials:

Delivery
systems of

instruction
and mater-
ials

Will it be a distance course? Or will
it be some combination of the distance
course and face -to -face' learning?

What does the methodological bias of the
literacy program demand in terms of the methods
to be used in the training of teachers?

Will training methods be formal or partici-
pative?

Will is be experiential learning or will Lt
be pre-packaged instructional materials and
simulations?

Will it have a problem-solving bias or will
it be didactic teaching?

That must the teacher trainees learn about
the materials to be used with adult learners?

What kinds of materials should be prepared for
the teacher trainees? In other words, what
should be the nature of "training materials?"

What role will the teacher trainees have to
play in regard to the system of delivery
of instruction for the ultimate clients
the adult learners?

What will be the system for the delivery of
instruction for the primary clients of this
particular instructional systems design- -

chat rs, the teacher trainees.

This question has already been
raised in another form under the
heading, "learning settings."

14j



Parameters/
Concepts

Elaboration System Daca/Plans

Needs

assessment

What must the reacher trainees know about the
methods of needs assessment to be able to
engage in the processes of needs assessment

1
and needs negotiation within communities?

How do we do an assessment of needs of the
teacher-trainees themselves in the training
setting? How do we develop a system of
continuous feedback and professional capaci-
tation based on this feedback on teacher-
trainee needs?

Instructional
development

Learner
analysis:

Task
analysis;

Environment
analysis:

Raise the same questions as those raised while
developing an instructional system design for
the over-all functional literacy system. Ex-

cept that these questions must now be raised
keeping the group of literacy teachers in
view.

Same as above.

Same as,above.

New institu-
tions and
social
arrange-
ments
supporting
learning

Raise the same questions as those raised while
developing an instructional system design for
the over-all functional literacy system; ex-
cept that these questions must now be raised
keeping the group of literacy teachers in view.



Parameters/ Elaboration iystem Data /Plans

Concepts

Evaluation What must the teacher trainees know /now or
lacer) about the evaluation plans for the

program/project?

What trust they learn about the evaluation sys-
tem or about the management Information system,
if one exists, to be able to utilize it and

be able to contribute to It

What and how such should the teacher trainees
know 'about product evaluation and resting the
effectiveness of their own day-to-day teaching?

Coming to the immediate instructional system
for the training of literacy teachers, how to
evaluate training objectives, training methods,
training materials, and training effective-

;
ness, of the :earner- training experience it-

: self?

u
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nnce ago in, the quest on sl.ed What. be

the end-product of i nstruet iona I systems des ign as elabor-

ated above? The answer, ofwe again, is that. it ft, cite orn,

th.it matters; and the product could Lahu many different

shapes. It may depend upon the personal preferences ul

the curriculum development tenor and it may dTend on the

needs Lo communicate the design Lo dirterooL gt,olps

constituencies. Sometimes, it may stay in the rm

table. Sometimes, it may become a narrative documetit. In

some cases; you may badly need graphic presentations to he

able to see the process, whole but from different aspects.

Whatever you th); if your instructional sysfems desioi

is adequate, you wilt have taken Che following ;fix steps.

e 6, "I Steps tin

Step 1, Program Analysis for Definition of both (;CWIA1 and

Specific Objectives.

Step II. Listing Ac t /vit. les to H. condoct I Iot n. 111,, (11,(1

DC I. 11100 Ob 11.1:1 Iv,

Step i I. Polling And bl.310111t !ng Ro les and A Inc t Do; Role ke-

sponsibi t le f,o c,niuet of Listed Aotivitte.a.

Step IV. Statement In TCCM4 of Compefenees Rciplltvd

In Varloun Rule incumbents.

Step .V. Developing a Training Design to Euild Required C,,mpe-

tences and Conduct of such Iralning cow: :;eg

Step VI. Evaluation of Training and Review of Steps 1-V,

The tabulation Is reproduced ftalll II 1.11101.1. 3, "DeSlII I 1 r. I)11 And

EVAIUJC Inn 11f a Tra tiling Pt 17gEd111 for 1.11 a Icy Teacher r, and The It 1111,1-4 ,

Indian Journal of Adult Education, Vol. XXXI, II). 5, May 1910) pages 1h,
14-16.

Jr.
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SIM1111.)1

Till' g,enerai cf)I19 i0,11 for- in':trttct lrrttaI r.r3 tem!:

dei ii preqetit Chapt PC V 4, PI trt the nerds

1 Flo(' 1;11 I Thu, 1)11(01 lentil 1 11 e1 ittv

t olt.110, Is ch,) orm f'metinoary Ilr,nl the larger Lean of

iinct i cools i flooded to it'll, I 011loTit n 1,111c 1 1 1 t on cy

p,r- ,,1 project ; :111,1 an instructional rpul tnn the trnining
of tun, r i,)na 1 1 f t er ry t oar 11110 i s el,limr,11

Thinv,s to to or think about

I. Using the Instructional .-;ystom Analyzer, Table 6.2

Included in this chapter as a check-list, check If your teach-

er training, program has raised ond aw,pred most of the clues-

tinns. Does the check -Itsr point out any inadequacies? What

arc ,;,1110 rrrg r: !:M jest VOI I Will 11111ke to improve the pro-

gram of training of literacy teachers?

2. Develop a set of considerations for developing:

(a) An ortentnrie.,

finials from all coops: tiny miri 'rtri

health, cooperatives

(h) a progr-a

in a functional lite rev 1),-

() a progra- r-Or c; rr'l librarians in

a func nnl literacy I. at tn Hold .-vet.

district level of-

qch as, agricilltore,

cid supervisors

(d) a program of nininr in 1,,

reintion at rhP fild levee

ahip and human



CHAPTER VII

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR FUNCTIONAL LITERACY

In the preceding chapter, we presented a synoptic Louis

at the tenor of instructional actors needed for the hsple-

muntation of a functional literacy program. We focussed on

one of the instructional actorsthe literacy teacherand

pointed out how an instructional system could be designed

for the training of literacy teachers. Rut that is only

part of the story. To bring alive an instructional system

design for functional literacy, we not only need instructional

actors but also instructional materials.

In the table on the next page, we have listed the types

of instructional materials that would typically be needed by

adult learners and literacy teachers to a functional liter-

acy program. In this table, again, we have focussed on the

literacy teacher, but one can think also in terms of the

instructional. materials needs of other functionaries such

as supervisors, librarians and many others undergoing train-

ing or orientation.

To some the list may look too formalized and conserva-

tive. This need not, howeVer, be so. Workers in a func-

tional literacy project could emphasize some materials over

others. An emphasis on folk media and indigenous institu-

tions over films may, for example, change the complexion

of the program. The exclusive use of community resources

151



Fable 7.1 lostrucilc,a1 Materials Needa of Adolt Leatnets
and 1,1 lorutry Fir-i 11,11:1 f,iielloy Pt oRram

tat 1111...11

MA1TRfALS

Am()

vu;IIAL

MATERIALS

SKILL

DEMONSTRATIMN

KITS AND

PACYACEM

COMRSES

1.,,,ffloUN For

Pr I r reacher's Cnide

Exercise Book for Writing

Arithmetic and Simple
Acronnting Boo(

A Book of Letters of Every-
day Life

Graded Books (In Series with
the Primer)

Follow-up Books for Independent
Reading

Special Newspaper (With Read-
ability Control)

Posters and Charts

Drillenrds for Laugnage
Teaching

Flaahrard Storlen

Comminity Resources

Folk Media

Films

Radio, Cassette Tape Pornrdor

Pre,;',

Domonstraton Kits with
Tools and implements

Pockagd Technical
Courses

Tr'a, ; (:;11,1v

In-service Training
Materials (Correspond-
ence Courses or News-
letters)

foacher Cold, Sheets

Discossion !Meets for
use in ill !":11sq Ion Forums

C,, hip

Guldo Felot,r;



MI Hie entelpii,o1 may MAIce A proM.tt becom,.

Gliandian or politically radical. Again. how the materials

are pot togetAn_ii ,d by whom would detet mine the complexion

of the program or project. Th literacy primer may nut be

ready-made but. may be written in the group by the group,

with lessons related to the realities of the group as they

emerge. Materials, even when ,.here are centrally-produce

may he lett. "deliberately incomplete" to be cmpleted by

the teacher or the learners.

This same list may he re-organized in many different

Etn. instance, one could re-organize it in terms of

the categories of learning objectives:

Table /.2 Classification of Instructional Materials
by Objective

LEAldliM; CATEGORY

Cognitive/
Informational

Ai felt lye/
bramaLicI

EXAMPLES OF INSTRI), -I. ()NAL MATERIALS

Primer
Handbook on numeracy

Poster
A puppet play

Skills-related/ Demonstration kit
Opt!rational Tools



these categnries al tint exclusive. Cegnitive

mat ,n ill may make affective httpac t and dr:mmt I c matey fa 1

may ha", emnrinns built around atgnments with slunng eogni-

i"- cont en! . , c I I teat tow; of in 1 gill

mate,-ials du ,I II to our understanding nt the potential

wn,luino,;s of vavinns materials. An hnpnrtant classifica-

tion of materials might. he done accnrdinp, in theii nsolnlness

with varinn!1 tYpe of client grnups in In nn-goirtp, literary

program %Thre 5(m1'' adults may have .11ready become literate:

Table it Classification of Instructional if:aerials
by Objective and Client: Group

rnowledge
learning

Attitude
learning

Skill
learning

Illiterate Senli -i.iI era te

learners learners

Group discussion
Audi,' tape
Radii
Film

Folk media
Radio
Dramatizations

Demonstration
and practice

Group discussion
Audio tape
Radio
rosters

Same as those
for illiterates

Demonstration
and practice

Literate
learners

Group (ifs-
eussinn
Audio tape
Radio
Books

Same as for
those illi-
terates and
send- liter-
ates.
Reading

Demonstra-
tion and
practice

Yet another important classification of instrnctional

materiala might he done according to the level in the ad-

ministrative system at which the materials are produced:

1 r:c,!.0
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Table I f Hit 1 Ili 11:; I \ICI iun.tl t I! I l,els

by I. I of ';o3n. ce PI oduct ion

HIO:AHL'ATIONAL
IFVTI, OF
!;n1MCF.

Crest eel

a:

District

Huh ent er

Learner

HATEI3lALS HATI:RIAIT;

LFAUlli.W; FOU fLACIliM:;

Fl has
l'uI I ow- up hooks

f or mu] t. i lang,uag
t ran . kit ions

Techni I colic se:;

PriMar9 and asso-
ciated materials

Padlo Broadcasts

Village newspaper:3
Flashcard stories
Oemonst1r3 ion kits

F1,1shcard stories
Le!i!IOH aids

Foil( media
Lea r nu r made
materials

Training mate; ials
f:eneral guide

hooks

Teacher Col ides

13.i scut; s ion she

; ion .Theets

OHCP MAin, the above should not he looked at as fixed

categories or aa a conservative prescription for instructional

control in the handy of those in the upper hierarchies of

the wALcm. There it; no reason why Learners should not make

their own filmA, but then we know that the hand-held camera

and the video-tape projector technology has not yet arrived

in the Third World. Where it: did arrive, it did in the ex-

patriate's suitcase and it Went out in it. In the same way,
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h(lir I 111 the Med i '1111 itseIf.
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(1) t ho hal-nct: or fat: ic9.1 ()I !he 11;,111111; :1101 (it)

pr-nct- I ('11 (-en,: I der t 1 orir; Of c(i t_1; t Imo j rs

experience; Ill Che med I ntn.

1 !I the " IJourinp, t.re .ha II ti t1r111;`: 011 y the
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and learner

inherent

Printed materials are printed in linea. There intludp

w,lak thnr make phranea: phranoq Hint mnke F7entencon;
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i1111 111.11. 111.11( 11,11';1r.1 .11/11'i , .11111 1/11. 11111,1 1W1

1.et 1 1. 1111P.; In :ttrtnl,, 111',Ct t he Int ,u mat ion It

common Ica( e, 1 lite by I ltie. intr,i 111.11, t 1,i 1 .11111,1

i',10e0 111 1 ,11, 1.11 111 1111111o, 1111e 1 1..11 .111,1

learned segment by segment . he lion& d .1 genius,

woi do can move mount ains, In ordIn,tt y ret010.1 a tie , Ind in

I Ile hand t ot,l i 11.11 y p cop e, I hey 1141Ve 1 11011,11 1'1'1111 it

111.11 el' 1.11 11' 1`,1/e11 I I/1 4.:.4.111,1t 11111 i/1 till' 1 :1 .11111 1111 111111 1111,

.1111,11111e111.!i [Mt 11 C.111111/1 el111U111.111111.1.! , I I 1',11111,)1

1/111 !lay spat ia I tel,tt.tonshipv f ect I ve 1 y ; t cannot.

..(Uli1111111 t te:t titre tone and mood in an .'id..ittate manner .

t;t aph such as chart. s and pus t or diagrams and de-

igus map', and hIueprints, photographs and lash(' tuds have

t he ,idvant age of lit lay able to commun I (:a e spa I 1.11 re a t: ion

ships ; ye k!)'.( .11111 iai,nl ,11111 OIL '1,

One ple.tillre 1.!1 Indeed 'dt/1.1.11 n 1..1)131.1!illnll words, 11111.. then the

pictures are s tat i c They do not move or LAIL. If movement

must be shown, or operational r e la t. I onsh ips between par Ls

of a mechani sin 1111131: he shotm the graphic 111e11111111 1.41/11111 be

insuff iciont.

i lin and deo- tape would be the media to use if life
has to be si,m,n in its fu I richness in color, movement

and sound. Film has been rightly called by some as the

medium of the 20th century. Again, films can he made to

involve their audience emotionally in the events portrayed

in the It 1:11. 114)weVer, involvement has Lo be accompani ed
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were used. The group gave itself- two instructions. n!,e

simple words; and write short sentences. These sentences

should not, however , be so short, as Co sound artifletsI and

stupid, (Step, 5).

A list of instruct ions c.ere developed kl:;0 by t

lators in the seven regional languages:

I. Develop a vocabulary list including all (he :,,)rd

used in the language primer and graded books.

2. Conduct diS'cussions with adults in your larigne

area on the subject of the book, that Is, donuwn accidents,

and develop a list of words used in these conversations.

3. See how many words in List under 2 above have not

been read in 'he primer or the graded books.

4. Stay as close as possible to the Literal train; -

lotion of the manuscript in English, unless literal trans-

lotion misguides or is linguistically too awkward.

5. The length of sentences in the regional languap,o

translation should remain bout the same dS in English.

Sentences should not he combined to make Longer sentences,

Summarization or change of sequcnce should not change the

argument being presented.

6, New words should he explained in term of simpler

words already known and should be repeated to make them

sight words, (Step, 6).

The choice of treatment was to be sitiiple narrative.

Cioiss werp to ho explained and cautions were to be taught.
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While, dramas agreed that. ex-

amples qhroild he provided gi ing names and places and time

of accidents that hive !call./ happened tn bring home to

r,ador,; that t:0 are talking of real things and real possibi-

lities the tOt:1111 of the herb: wi to accotmodate picture-,

7).

The ',Ian to have n picture on the cover page. Three

different de,:igns were commissioned from the artist. A

combination of ideas in two different cover designs gave IS

a design for the cover, finally, used.

Ilits Is certainly not all there 19 to know in the area

of wi fring books for now itterate, hut this little case

stud./ does point oat: the important steps and considerations

involved in the designing of reading materials Eor new

literat s and other new readers.

Developing news sheets for rout' renders

The news sheet for rural readers (where the newspaper

does nor reach) is an important item of instructional mater-

lags at the post-litiracy stage. A news sheet is a message

systom, talking of many things it the same rime. But it

interJrnos in tholivps of rural people in many important

ways. Since mogr. rural news sheets are locally produced,

with local poop)e gathering, the news nbont happenings in the

locality, the rural news sheet m,ke, the rnr,' trier a newr,

maker (becane he himself is in the n-ws) .3 gatherer,
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and a re;oier of 11,2Ln; , In :inc o- cu 1 tura 1 lanti,nai;e, it means

that. t he aural readers examine and edit the ir own reality

as thryy see it. '111: s La the fitot real step towards ach I ey-

ing a I iterate Lure where people are also Ur( e

Once, again, we shall show the steps and considerations

in the planning and des ign of news sheets by including the

steps L i c i t group of part: i pant: s at the 0 i twe a

workshop went: through.

The group p lann log the rural news sheet began by con-

sidering lour questions

1. To what audience are the news sheets directed?

What, purposes are the news sheets intended to serve?

What topics should be covered in such news sheets?

4, What treatments should be used in presenting dif-

ferent nears and information?

Intended audiences. In answering the first question,

the group defined four audiences ranked in descending order

of impart

CO PAC LicipittLa in and recent g ra dna Les of runt:ionaI

literacy 51asses;

(it) Other literate or semiliterate rural adults;

(iii) Children of 10 to 18 years who have developed

reading skills in p : hndry schools;

(iv) Frontline workers, e.g., community development

ii,-;sistant. to whom a special column on professional matters

will he addressed.

16
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i'ttrpose or MSSA11. fine v;roup an,: of the view that

the news sheet should serve the follnwinp, purposes:

(t) in provide now literates with trading materiAls

in order that thov mAy maintain And develop tiwir reading

skills;

(ii) To enlarge Hie amount And nmnhrr of information

and concepts avAilable to readers;

(iii) To disseminate practical development information;

(Iv) To motivate readers to desire development, under-

stand the principles of Humanism and instill in them the

spirit of self reliance;

(v) To hying to isolated rural communities the concept

of 7.1mhla AS a nat ionan African and a Third World nation.

Topics for the news sheets. In considering the topics

to he, covered in the news sheets, rho group felt that since

the aims of the news ,beet's were to educate, inform and

motivate the readers, it woo very important ro think of in-

teresting topics to he covered. The following topics were

suggested as typical!

Educar inn and literacy

ilen th, instily plptining nut,- r -In, and safety

(iii) Co-operatives

(iv) Women's activities

on nnt.f.nnl deyei,rm,nt

(v) jnternatinnal news or interest to rural readers
In 71mhin
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(vii) Sports and recreation

(viii) Humanism and Aber national d.

(ix) Youth activities, and

(x) (;uidance for community developmunt as iscanc:i

doing literacy work.

The choice of a suitable name for the news sheet in

the Kitoe region provoked a lot of thinking. More than ten

names were proposed. After a long debate the group felt

that "People and Development" was the most suitable name for

their news sheet.

Treatments in the Tresencation of materials. A variety

.)f treatments were chosen to include news stories, feature

stories, interviews, letters to time editor, editorials,

nonthly columns, etc. The language to be used was to be

the simple every-day language.

Production pl:ocesses and requirements. Finally, the

group focussed attention on the production processes by en-

listing the services two people:

(i) The editor whose main role will be to facilitate

readability f. going through all the articles to control

vocabula: shorten sentences and arrange articles in order

of priorit

(ii) Graphic designer whose role will be to design and

make some illustrations to facilitate understanding to in-

experienced readers,

r)
d
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Estimates fol a production unit that could produce mows

sheets for distribution in district were then developed.

The preceding provides a set of summary considerations

for message making in the area of torsi news sheets. The

establishment of a lural nespap or a news sheet involves

many more considerations. The t ,der is referred to !IMP

excellent materials on the subject pnblished by Mil cc) and

other sources. (',re Bibliography ar the ends )

III. Flashcards: telling stories or making points by pictures

Flashcards, as the name suggests are a set or cards,

with pictures (or even words), that con he flashed before a

small group to tell a story or' communicate. an idea.

The cards are generally not smaller in size than 8" x

12" no that pictures or writing on the cards in easily vis-

ible to a group of 12-15 people sitting around in horse

shoe and receiving the message. Sometimes, teacher notes

are written on the hack on each card, visible only to the

teacher, to help the teacher conduct a discussion and raise

pertinent questions.

There is considerable scope for the use of flashcards

in functional literacy work. A combination of dictures and

words, when adroitly used in flashcard.1, can he of benefit

in many reaching ,situations.

"The case study matertal included here is reproduced
from the Report on the Production of [dews: sheets by Croup If
of the Kitwe WorInp, Dr. John W. Ryan, Resourcr Person.
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The most essential 1,cation in the design of flash-

( rd:: w ild he that - set of Flashcards is seen not. as

an illust.r.ited lecture hoc ns vi ) ,.:1)111111l1111.,:a (1,11 A.;

f iCi t..H1 pos ible And ..itth a isual continuity ot its

own.

In d,ligning a flashcards set:

1. he instructional materials specialist :Would

gin with a verbal statement of the teaching object fives of

the mus +r,e.

Z. The ide.i of communicating :This message through a

itA of flashcards should be reviewed and contilmed

J. Ruestims about: visual treatment should he decided;

photographs, realistically drawn pictures, line drawings,

cartoons? The level of visual literacy of client groups

Ave to be considered while making choices of visual

t. .ant.

The producer should then prepare a story board:

what Lards, will contain what visuals, in what sequence to

communicate the ..ended message? It will he important here

to think in terms of pictures and their continuity. This

is what: will distinguish it from an illustrated lecture.

5. Rough illustrations should be developed; words or

labels sl.ould be introduced where it is not possible to do

without: words and the material should he pre-tested on a

typical ;romp or clients.

ry
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6. While pirfill-,!; are being I ina1i7ed on the basis of

preliminary Feedback, develop dicip:sion notes for each

card, ) he printed ,r) the ha,.k of the card to help the

tei,iot in conduct ing it di!;cu,;slon.

lome examples of themes suitable for flashcard toy be:

H"w L° ripply pectic ides

How a co-operative works

Pre-natal care of mothers.

4. Building a modern home.

5. How flies spread diseases.

In Causes and cure of malaria.

7. Saving at the hank.

R. Building a storage bin.

9. Building a cow-dung gas plant.

10. Poultry farming

11. Flee keeping.

12. Being a good clrtzen.

One can convert flashcards into Filmstrips or sets of

slides. There will he obvious advantages in doing no. Film-

strips, For example, may ho easier to handle, mail and store.

110re importantly, one could get: a much bigger imne on the

screen from n ftlmotrip or a slide projection. The disad-

vantage, of course, is that we then become dependent on

another piece of equipment and we are confined to those

areas where.electricity is available and to places which can

he darkened somewhat or to gatherings late in the evenings.



IV. Rad people

Radio, cvory where in the world today, ha:: 1'ecome the

voice 1.) the people, it noL always the voice of the people.

rfolio is alleady there in mn,;t coimnunittes of the world,

even those otherwise ioacce,,ihle or difficult to reach.

In most_ places, dry hatter-les are almcost is easily available

as anacin and Coca Cola or a. ookehond or Lipton Lea. Dl

Lances do not mean much to the radio; nor do had roads or

swollen it is clearly the adult educator's hest

friend.

The radio ic, a potent medium, capable of great immedi-

acy, couti,i)al and dramatic Impact. The radio can handle

a variety of treatments And formants in the messages it

broadcasts, such as:

Talk or lecture

Humorous skits

Slogans and jingles

Hotivationai songs

Dramas

interviews and news conferences

Comnentaries on events and sports, and

Discussions.

!;cope for audience participation is, again, inexha.

ible. Experts from Lhe community itself can give talks,

learners themselves can write and act out skits; they can

write and sing songs; write and participate in dramas; and
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I . i .; . The i r0,qlt I 11 t p

;AI, male ;hi; p:11 IC; 1,11 "II n ArAll ; n so p10

III 11II.' i,; '1;1'1,'"d 117 I; r 11; !; 111.11II;i'l .111d

"Pp; V II I 11. , ii,) LIT 11';I; . 1;0"; ;I; I,. It in

111(` ; ;ii

Mil,' t t end int', 11," i I W0 ) wori,

,hop iit,.acv produced a radio proty-mn and

noon l it Slit a c '1 '1,, rro t ape. A reou! lug of rhe f;rrpg

tal,er by the gronp And a review of thrir exprrione should

he holpfnl to rhos, interested in using radio IS an 01,:truc_.

ti .nal Aid 1n their functional literacy programs.

Tho group began with n review of the agricultural pri-

orities of Zamhil :Zambia needs maize to feed the nation.

;carte foreign exchange renources have to 110 expended to

imporc maize into Zambia. Maize can he grown easily in many

purrs of .7.ambia and the crnntry can become self sufficient

In t" food miTlieF,. However, farmers do not grow maize

hocnn.57e the exiting pattern, of life, economy and cu ltnre

hinder all 1111-;, (Stop, i).

The message of the broadcast /as Simple: Prow r

maize. A rellrod pa of the m,;qage: ma/z0 far

enough beyond the ,athsistonco level to he :11,14,

pluses, (Stop, 2).

The targr.r, gronp crt^ td,ritIff,,d Pemba

1 '1011 stir-

tk inv

farmorn in tlh, 'opperbelt nreas 91 7.1mhia, ('Prep, I).
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VIttS HL.Ift utt.0 !. eta

out he .11of;ing.

(i, ilwy eat 1,a A!: :,ti1)1(

till 'fluty do 1,1,0) 111,1J:. 1,111 tantv tto a ;.talil

and 1 or ettn!tt'Stpt for

(1 I i ) Fin ey are already in the prt)cet;tt tt t-ecogn 11,?,

(LIU o can he a profitable cash crop; and they .tre al-

ready producing and selling small surpluses.

(iv) ifesistanee can be explained in tins of lack of

dl4.)rtnlei; the need tot much harder work on the te,t sin; for

growing MAL!.en; and lack of needed inputs of fertilizers nil

high yielding variety seeds, (Step, i).

The learner analyiis led to task analysis and the de-

tinition of the content_ of the braodcast_. The problem of

lick ni input S WitS serious s bitt no t hopeless. Some rariner!.;

d i d have access to input s ; others could get p1.1 t ii , if they

wanted them badly enough. the decision, theretore. was to

produce .r po.'1':11:1,3 V (.! program that would break t he toni fatince

against. growing ma, '0, and motivate others enough that they

would ilICFea!;0 prUtI'VA. to produce greater surpluses. A

iot of key r.a.ta tt and Nei-SS to he used Hi ( he pl)},r.,1111

.1 ,() 10%,,d opt,' (:)1 (1), 10

MI! (111:;;( i,)11 If I.- I: tAncut. zind Futinit 11.10 0,1W, 1,h'I:12d

Hie d 1 SI:lriS i011 ton nit was chosen t:t flICO L could 1):10

i n t h e same program both argument and anger, reason and per-

:oats i o n , t and r h e t or c 'rho. ill scut I o n I iignomn I 1.4:1);

170
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it, if to he placed i 1 atgel plorram th,it would in-

ch,de :i 1 a 5i r.11 11,m, the minister of Orri.-

C,1 !Hi" f' (Stet,

Tho grout, rI11-11 I 1, tJ1 .1 1'11 OM script.

There wore I n he fiv. particii, in the discus!:ion: chair-

man, may lia,c a particular o)or it view of his own hut does

not rry to influence the disc, -;ion, Mr. linliffs, a man fnlly

convinced of the usefulness of th., functional literacy pro-

gram and of growing maize, llwamhazi, also a person who has

profited from learning to rend and from growing maize but

is not as forceful as Mulife; Mr. Sichone who does not see

.toyreason why he should go from growing cassava to growing

make and learn to read when he does not see what he could

do with his new ahility; and finally, Chatwe who presently,

thinks as Sichone does, but is not so negative about these

new-fangled ideas of learning to rend and growing maize when

they have always grown cassava.

The group when it started working on a script found

the work tough Cho script became academic, dialogues lacked

spontaneity. They decided to use role-playing techciques

to generate a si 7ript. One became the chairman, one became

ni. S11-honn, rule halwo, an. her became Unlife and another

Nwamb171. The program when recorded came out. as most natural,

sponranoous, intoresting and hnpactful (Step, 6).

A feedback session with listenersin this cane, other

participants co the Yit e workslun, --revealed that the program

170



imp,ttttul, hot t110 inipa ,gas exactly in the d(roction

0

Ipposite to the or intendc' The person playing the role

d f Slchone, being tbe l(Hd t person he was, AcLuAlly won

he arttuml nt h)r not glowiu ); mAiZe the re,,olution IN the

Lguments by the /1:1 MTh in taunt ut y,rnwlnt; 1o,1

,1 weak resolution. There WAS a strong undrcntrent

thick ,:,gested that. Slchono was right And had agreed with

N.hers pist to get Out of the situation it WAS agreed

:hat the gimp should revise the program. They should work

ut befoie-hand what arguments would be used and what would

to the shunt; argument to remove Sichone's object on (Step,

Using folk mod :a and itolityntous institutions

Indigenous institutions and folk media do not_ have to

(e produced, they .1ready exist. Functional literacy workers

gin. ; have to make use of these institutions and media.

Among the indigenous institutions that functional liter-

lcy workers could ',Lould be religious teachers who could

:each literacy or ( ( at least help at the post-literacy

;tape, Kirtans and iShagim Nandalis (in It lia); dancing so-

!leties (in Tanzania); apprenticeship systems (in West Afri-

AsiA ,(id elsewhere), Of more H.mediate interest to us

in this monograph, are the folk media, such is songs and

lances, recitations, psychodramas, puppet plays and others,

in the use of folk media for functional literacy work, the
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CHAPTER IX

CURRICULUM REVELOPMENU API) CUPRICUIPM IMPLENFNTATION

FOR FUNCTIONAL LITERAY--IN THE REAL f. 111,1)

Curriculum development for finictional literacy Is not

new, but It is not very ol.d, either. A consider:Ode amount

of experience has become available holli in and outside of

the umFscn Experimental. Functional' Literacy program, but a

lot of this experience has not been written up. There is a

definite need for systematization of available experience

In curriculum development and instructional de:;ign for func-

tional literacy and nonformal education. Fortunately, be-

ginnings have already been made In thi!: direction.

An "International Seminar on Curriculum Development

for Basic Education Programmes" was lointly sponsored by the

German Foundation for International. Development end the

International -Institute for Adult Literacy Methods and held

in West Berlin during June 12-21, 1911. Ten developing

countries from Africa, Asia and Latin Americailrazil, Burma,

Colombia, India, Iran, Kenya, Mali, Sudan, Tanzania, and

Thailandwere invited to present case studies of curriculum

development for functional literacy In their respective

countries.

The International Seminar had two main objectives:

1. To provide an opportunity to a select group of de-

veloping countries to systematize their experience in the
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be ahle to exchange experiew.:es with others, and

2. To bling together in one place a pool of experience

(:;ystemat_Led according to the same or similar: parameters

to enable comparisons) for use In writing a handbook on cur-

riculum development for functional literacy fur possible

publication in the 5,21:i0:; of training monographs, Literacy

in Development.

A sport nu the. West: Berlin Seminar was edited fly David

Kohler and issued by the German Foundation for Intemational

Development, Bonn. Editor Kahler had summarized the seminar

case studies for inclusion in his final report:. These sum-

maries have now been included in this monograph because of

their inherent interest to our readers. Surely, they have

stony lessons to teach us.

I. Brazil

Professional Semi-qualification Project, Professional

Training Methodology by Occupational Families,

Santa Catarina State, Brazil

The Professional Management Programmes of MOBRAL, the

Brazilian Literacy Movement, began in 1974 when educational

planners realized the growing need for providing continuing

educational offerings for graduates of MOBRAL's literacy

courses. An assessment of the vast number of training ac-

tivities which were being conducted in the country and the
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training prompted MORPAL's action.

The continuing education offeting, in this lama re,

is a MIllri-pirpoo training, called -occupational lamllies."

The objective of the training by means of occupational fa-

milies is founded on the instruction of trainable and em-

ployable people fey more rapid entry into the labour force

by providing them with a polyvalent professional training in

which similar occupations are grouped together. It: was felt

that such a training methodology respected the participa-

tion of new literates in the existing social and economical

world. The methodology was intended to integrate the fund

tional principles which would gunrantae MOBPAL's clientele

educational as well as methodological continuity.

The focal point: of training by occupational families

is to transmit to the trainee knowledge and'prctfcal pro-

cedures common to a group of related occupations as well as

certain notions regarding hygiene and safet7 at work. liy

incorpor'ating principles of functionality and acceleration

with the aspect of polyvalence, the methodology makes it

possible for the trainee to obtain more adequate professional

training which will enable his or her eventual participation

in qualification courses for specific occupations.

The Professional Semi-qualification Project in Santa

Catarina State was of two phases. The first, which was ex-

perimental in nature, was designed to try out the new training



methodology, occupational CdMiliVN, un I, U0 !oral workers.

The second, ()I' operational phase, wan designed to FC,Wli an

additional 1,450 workers, ;Tanta Catarina State chosen

for the pilot project as It was the state to have re

duced Illiteracy to under 10%. Furry nuntieip.tiitics wet';

chosen as the project area on the basis of concentration tq

literate rural. t,, -kers and predominance of rural work ac-

11./ittus.

The methodology used in the pilot project was elaborated

by a technical group consisting of an agronomist, a social

worker, a human resources expert and an administrator. HOBRAL

authorities in the State identified all agencies which could

assist either financially or materially in the conduct of

the programme, Agreements were signed with local and State

organizations for the provision of staff who would serve as

the polyvalent instructors for the course.

needs assessment was conducted in the project area

through the study of basic documents on the existing demo-

graphic, economic and institutional variables, The identifi-

cation of the occuphtional families - as an aggregation of

occupations which show similarities in their element - took

into consideration existing local conditions, regional vari-

ables and government directives for agriculture and cattle-

breeding. Four occupational families were identified: farm

labourers in food producing plants; farm labourers in temper-
.

ate climate fruitculture; farm labourers in cattlebreeding;
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nil farm labourers In timbet producing species.

Ranh: occupational analysis was conducted, principal

tankti were Identified and COMMOH operations which make up

111 occupational group were selected. The basic occupational

analysis wan then verified by the Association of Agricultral

Engineers of the qtate through field rei.earch on 100 farms

within the target area. Results were then tabulated and the

final analysis was made by HOBRAd st irf.

Upon the basin of the work, HORRAI, staff elaborated the

curriculum for the project. Didactic units were composed

of the following aspects: task identification; task de-

scription; sequencing of operations; key operations, teaching

technique';; place of training; didactic materials and all-oa-

tion of time. Flexibility was built into the materials which

allowed teachers to conduct classes as they wished. Some

preferred to begin by developing the whole theoretical basis

while others mixed the theoretical with the practical.

Instructors for the pilot programme were agricultural

engineers, agricultural :technicians and veterinarians from

participating agencies in the State. Their training consisted

of the basics of the training methodology developed for "oc-

cupational families," principles of group dynamics, evalua-

tion techniques and teaching practices.

The programme was implemented by MUM, personnel at

the State level in co-operation with municipal authorities,

municipal WIRRAL committees, rural labour unions, credit
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thins weir responsible for conducting the motivational eam-

paign, lot lectidling trainers, securinK meeting places, etc.

and many couttibuted itnancially and materially to the conduct

of the progiamme.

Evaluation of the eq:petimental phase of the project was

cow;idered an on-going process and ono in which the instruc-

L015 played a major role. Observations and answers provided

by the instructors indicate that the main purpose of the pro-

ject, that of validating the training methodology by occupa-

tional "1:am111es, was a success. Evaluation findings high-

light the interest shown in the project by prospective em-

ployers in the region. Han}, coutse participants entered

the active labour force before the course ended. Local agri-

cultural organizations offered prizes for highest c-op pro-

duction among course participants and interest its the pro-

gramme remained high from its inception to its closure.

Further expansion of the programme will depend on the

continued study of the needs of the rural labour force, the

exploration of additional occupational families, and the pos-

sibilities of using institutional resourcesphysical, human,

and financial available for the organization of integrated

projects.
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Ihe Dorlopment of Cur r um and Rya(' ing LILI for

ter ;Icy (.1.199 9 among l'easant s and 11111'.11 WOI l era
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q 62 fbe presiurey of a large number of 1111 t Prat Ps, es

!IOC 11./ In tho w(Irl farce 10 rural ti vas, W:I seen :arc .a

hi 11)10!.1fIr to 1)111111111r, a 9111W1) Ivt Syslem, to incrtta 11ii g 1,1'0 -

(111CI.Ivit (1) :11:1111! tig WO infra! dev o opment and to Chang I np,

flirt Pr.- to 9 into "new num." The !;or in I 1st (tepid)! ic of the

!Intro: of Minna a)Iopted a two- pronged attack on the problem

by opening, more schools every year, thus facilitating the

Instruction of compulsory primary education, and by launching

a lifer-rev campaign based on the mobill7at 1011 and orginia-

tie of the masses.

The literary campaign, which is centrally administered,

is based upon (,) a mass movement, (h) with community partici-

pation, (c) using local resources, (d) on a voluntary basin,

(e) in a selected region, (f) throughout the year, (g)

until. the whole campaign area becomes literate. The campaign

is implemented at the local level by literacy committees

through "organizational power."

As the campaign is voluntary and supported by a mass

movement, grass-roots level planning and preparation are re-

quired prior to the opening of a class. Local cadres are

organized for teaching, facilities and resources are identi-

fied and learners are recruited.
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Iluder Ihr rllree t In ul I he Cenl),II 111 et .kr ( 1 (tit

rarh 'hate of v 1:(1(m t; (A./11 I y commit t t ee and

wi thin t hat st rut: In e, t (As/n:011P ( vet( .11 e tutmrd

I.tketri;e.', 1 t etakty conn) I tt ees at e set up t he g not ,

I eve! .

Bolin[ has opted fk)i- a different. .11)111(10(th to ( tit I. I col um

(love topmknt I or i ts mass c a unpa ign. 'Me hat. I c (tune epi (eider

lying; I. he likirmet.e approach, (.1( Lit It l cuncunt 1",lt 11111

my persy., nor the functional approach hd:;ed on uo1( oriented

literacy were appropriate in their entirety in OW context

of the prevailing political, economical and social conditiona

In the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma. instead,

what ha: evolved ia an approach which deals tit at with the

acquisition of the three R's and later develops reading

habits by introducing work-oriented literature and iniorma-

lion issued by agencies outside the Central Literacy Committee

and supplementary reader prepared by Central Literacy Cunmtit-

tee start.

Since the curriculum is intended for the mass of the

population, rather than a selected occupational group or com-

munity. it was necessary to develop a common and uniform cur-

riculum. In doing so, curriculum developers within the Cur-

ricultull Development and Production of Teaching materials

Sub-counittee (CDPTHS), with the help of local communities,

conducted surveys and observations in selected rural areas in

order to assess and establish learner needs, interests and
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contents based on common social, cultural and economical

needs and interests of adult learners. The materials cur-

rently in use have been revised and modified several times

since they were originally prepared-in 1969. All revisions

have been based on problems encountered during the teaching-

learning process by both teachers and learners. The process

,of on-going evaluation allows for the participation of the

committees at different levels in the revision and "reinvent-

. ing" o the curriculum.

The teaching methodology neither attempts to teach

nor requires the adult learner to learn all 33 symbols in

the. Burmese alphabet. Instead, only the simplest and most

.commonly used symbols are taught. The method takes the

learners straight into the symbol-sound production stage

instead of requiring them to spell out or name the letter

before producing the sound it represents. It is felt that

such an approach gives adult learners an immediate sense

of achievement.

Major problems arising out of the campaign are those

related to staffing, to finance, and to curriculum develop7

ment. 'There is a lack of professionally trained teachers,

supervisors and co-ordinators for the literacy campaign.

The voluntary nature of the teaching staff and the short

period of time given to their training are seen,as major

areas for improvement.
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The problem of f.innance is 000 which is not of a govern-.

mental nature, but rather that of a voluntary organization

which must finance the publication of teaching materials,

setting up village newspapers and providing follow up ma-

terials.

III. Colombia

Adult Functional Education Pilot Project,

Risaralda Department, Colomhja

Antecendents for the Adult Fbnctional Education Pilot

Project can be found in earlier national and internationally

sponsored projects and training programmes.- In the late

1960's and early 1970's, adult education gained prominance

in Colombia but no effective way could be found. for mobilizing

,exis;:ing national resources to resolve the problem of illiter-

acy which' is greatest among the -oral poor and marginal city

dwellers.

In 1973,. the Ministry of Education decided to concentrate

its resources in one department, Risaralda, in order to deal

with the educational problems of the rural poor. Risaralda

was chosen because of the high degree of co-operation al-

ready existing between inhabitants of the department and

regional institutions and initiative taken by adult education

departmental agencies in facilitiating the inception of a

special programme.

J. 0 6
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Planners felt that functional literacy could he the

answer: general knowledge must be tied to vocational train-

ing. Educational programmes must prepare the learner for

work within his or her environment and for playing a social,

civic and economical role that would go beyond the limita-

tions of rudimentary literacy. The programme was designed

as a three year pilot project of which the major objectives

were: to intensify existing activities which would.help re-

duce illiteracy in the Department; to integrate Basic Edu-

cation teams more fully into community development and adult,

education work; to begin functional literacy training; to

encourage more effective co-ordination among agencies working

in the field of adult education and community development;

and to improve didactic materials and work toward the ex-

pansion of the total project.

The pilot project was to be carried out by basic edu-

cation teams which were composed of an educator, an agri-

cultural expert, and health and home economics workers.

The teams, which.had received special training in field.

operational seminar situations, were responsiblOor the

design and conduct of needs assessment in their respective

communities, .the identification of problem areas, and the

production and testing of teaching materials and activities.

Each team co-ordinated its work with regional staff of the
r '

Ministry of Education and with municipal and village literacy

committees,

Pn
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Course contents were based upon the results of the needs

assessment. The criteria used in curriculum selection were

open education and participant involvement. The methOdology

used in the project consisted of demonstration, conceptualiza-

tion and practice. Demonstration allowed the session to start

from a real situation using the observation and interpre-

tation of a fact, situation or activity that was genuinely

intersting to the adults. Conceptualization allowed the

session to analyze a specific fact or situation dealt with

in the demonstration using dialogue, analysis, reflection,

and discussion in addition to abstract symbols, that is,

writing and mathematics. Practice by the adults allowed

them to develop their skills, attitudes and aptitudes re-

garding the subject dealt with in the demonstration. The aim

of such a methodology was to make'the adult return to his

own reality with his behavior altered--spontaneously and

consciously using what.hc had learned.

Materials developed for the project included individual.

reading sheets which drew upon linguiStic surveys made at

the time of needs assessment. The didactic structure of the

sheets combined analytical method and were designed to aid

the instructor in his or her teaching task. The team also

learned to make and use reading charts for different levels

of new readers. Members learned to structure experience

charts to stimulate participants in their reading, writing

and compositions.
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All materials developed for the pilot progamme followed

a series of basic tasks which were planned in the following

way: formulation of draft instrunwrits; testing and revision

of instruments; instrument adjastment and final formulation;

content and presentation provision; reproduction of necessary

amount; and on-site use.

The Risaralda pilot project was considered innovative

and successful in the ways in which it was able to co-ordinate

activities and join the efforts of the different sectors which

had been working separately on similar programmes. The

techniques used in the Risaralda project offered specialized

methodological training for the fundamental education team

staff as well as training in developing and using suitable

materials. Programme organizers considered the most important

innovation to be the practical application of a methodology

propagated by UNESCO at the theoretical level.

Participants rated the methodology highly. They pointed

to its simplicity and clarity and to the fact that it made,

learning easy. The integration of theory and practice,

the relationship between teacher and learner, the work done

in groups, and the participation of women in the programme

were other positive aspects of the programme which, were

noted.

o
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IV. India

Non-formal Education Project for Rural Women in Mahhub-

nagar District, Andhra Pradesh, India

During the past three decades, the Government of India

and private organizations within the country have attempted

several educational projects geared to the needs of pregnant

and lactating mothers and to new horn children. Despite

these efforts, the results have fallen short of the targets

which were set and malnutrition among mothers and children,

high rates of foetal deaths during pregnancy and other pro-

blems of maternal and child health continue to present major

obstacles.

The Social Development C6uncil of India, a premier so-

cial science research organization, has long been concerned

about the problems of maternal and child health, In 1971,

staff members who have reviewed the work done and being done

in India in the fields of functional literacyand maternal.'

and child health, nutrition and family planning came to

the conclusion that an integrated approach was necessary

for tackling the problem. It was also found that there was

concurrence with the policies of the Government of India

that also favoured integrated. programmes. It was noted that

one of the major barriers to the development of integrated

programmes of education, health and nutrition was the low

level of literacy among rural women, which was as low as

12.97. in 1971.
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For these reasons, the Council thought that an experi-

mental project that would test the effectiveness of functional

literacy linked to the subject areas of health and nutrition,

along with integrated services, would be a way to proceed.

The experimental programme was in operation from 1972 to

1975 and was designed to investigate the most effective way

of bringing a basic package of maternal and child health

services to the three most vulnerable groups in rural areas:

pregnant women, lactating mothers and young children. The

project was supported by UNICEF and sponsored by the Depart-

ment of Social Welfare of the Government of India. It was

of two phases, the first involving eight villages, and the

second which was expanded to include 22 villages.

The project was conducted in Mahbubnagar districtf

Andhra Pradesh in the south of India in an area which is

drought prone and considered socially backward. Female

literacy in the area was only 4%.

The basic package of integrated services offered by the

programme had three components: an educational programme

to arouse the interest of rural women in problems relating

to pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, child health and to

focus their attention on practical problems; a medical pro-

gramme which offered antenatal, natal and postnatal services

to mothers and infants; and a supplementary feeding pro-

gramme to bridge the most critical nutritional gaps in the

diets of pregnant women, lactating mothers and young children.

2 1.
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Four experimental groups ware used to test the most ef-

fective way of delivering these services functional liter-

acy classes (FLIT); mother-child centres that had three pro-

gramme components: nonformal education, health services and

nutrition services (MCC); a combination of.FLIT and MCC; and

an experimental control group in comparahte villages with

no additional inputs other than the normal government de-

velopment programmes.

Detailed needs assessment was conducted in order to

identify problems relating to maternal.and child health, to

nutrition, to family planning and to literacy. Surveys in-

cluded a group survey, an individual survey and an explora-

tory dietary investigation. The group survey involved 241

women in 27 villages. In this way, community norms or a

variety of information was assessed. For tie individual

problem survey, contact was made with 7 or 8 women each in

21 villages. The object of this survey was to gather as

much information as possible about nutritional and health

practices so that results could be used in the preparation

of educational materials. Some of the interviews were tape-

recorded so that linguists could determine the syntax and

structure of the local dialect. This again was used in the

preparation of materials. Results of the dietetic survey

were, used for the feeding programme.

A workshop was conducted in order to develop the curricu-

lum fop non-formal and functional literacy programmes.

r
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Participants included writers, linguists, adult educators,

photographers, resource persons, consultants and directing

staff of the project. Findings of the survey were made

available to those participating in the workshop. Materials

were developed along a problem solving approach: Materials

developed included 17 sets of cards, each having three to

five cards, for use in functional literacy classes, teacher

related materials, a source book on each topic discussed,

flash cards, photographs, charts and posters.

In addition, five folders written in simple language

on the main problem areas of the curriculum were also used

as neo-literate reading materials. It was envisaged that

literacy training around maternal and child health including

imparting of knowledge would lead to changes in attitudes

and adoption of better practices.

The non-formal education programme was defined as a

discussion-cum-demonstration programme structured specifically

tomeet the needs of mothers. The materials for this pro-

gramme consisted of a discussiOn guide, a lesson plan and

visual aids like photographs, charts and posters. The

teaching strategy involved showing the visuals to partici-

pants and then having a discussion around the message in

the visual, with the group then considering solutions to the

problem and possible action to be taken.

The main functionaries of the two programmes were health

educators and functional literacy teachers. Special training

213
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programmes were arranged for all field personnel. Initial

training sessions were found to be weak and special materials

were designed to supplement this training.

tiaterials were tested on a continuous basis. In the

first phase of the programme, the curriculum was prepared

on the basis of problems that were culled from the individual

.and group problem surveys, the dietary survey and from the

taped interviews. Thereafter, a feedback system evaluated

each lesson of the curriculum for revision or possible

modification.

The experience of the first phase further helped in

revising the materials. Three factors were taken into con-

sideration indeciding upon the content of the lesson: the

capacity of learners to receive and assimilate information;

inherent handicaps that arose due to the social and economic

conditions in which the participants lived; and the potential

and the limitation of the educators in understanding the in-

formation contained in the lesson plans and their ability

to use it effectively. Continuous feedback ensured evalua-

tion of each stage of the curriculum development process

and the preparation of materials.

V. Iran

The Experimental Functional Literacy Project for the

Social and Economic Promotion of Rural Women, Saveh

Sharestan, Iran
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Despite literacy activities in Iran during the past

thirty years, the rate of illiteracy among rural women rel-

mains high. Inadequate levels of education among women and

the traditional attitudes towards their role in society

has resulted in a low rate of economic participation of

Iranian women.

Realizing the importance of promoting literacy among

rural women and the need for designing special programmes

for them, the Women's Organization of Iran, 000 formed a

Research Group for Functional Literacy and Training in 1973

with the assistance of UNESCO. This research group was re-

sponsible for the execution of the Experimental Functional

Literacy Project for Women in Saveh Sharestan.

The objectives of the project were to determine the

needs of rural women; develop effective methods and materials

for the education and training of rural women throughout the

country; and test the effectiveness of functional literacy

methods in meeting the needs of rural women. Another major

concern of the Research Group was to promote the social and

economic integration of women into Iranian society.

The area chosen for the experimental project was the

Sharestan of Saveh, some 120 krns south and east of Tehran.

The Sharestan consists of Iii villages with a total rural

population of 93,337 inhabitants. Of that number, 17,849

were literate (19.1%). The literacy rate among women was

only 4.9%. In terms of economic participation of women,

216
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only 14.2% of the women in the Sharestan were economically

active.

The experimental Project in Saveh tried to integrate

literacy with various aspects of life of rural women no that

they could apply it as a means for improving their social

and economic lives.

In designing the educational programme for the Saveh

project, an effort was made to determine the needs and the

potential of the rural women in the area. An assessment

was also made of the types of services which could be pro-

vided by in response to these needs and which could also

improve the social and economic lives of the women.

Before the project was initiated, basic data was col-

lected in the project area, One questionnaire was prepared

by the Research and Training Unit to collect information

about the population, about the potential of the area and

of the existing services. The characteristics of rural women

as teachers and mothers, as producers and consumers were con-

sidered in a second survey.

The content of the curriculum and the specification of

measurable objectives was determined by the needs and inter-

ests of the target population. For this purpose, the degree

of participant interest in each subject area was determined.

The survey showed that rural women were interested in such

areas AS sewing, cooking, knitting, general information about

Iran, carpet weaving, and communal hygiene.
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An interdisciplinary team was responsible for the de-

velopment of texts and teaching materials. Materials pre-

paration was an on-going process and the materials under-

went a number of revisions and modifications. The materials

were developed on the basis of the principles of function-

ality, participation and integration, Besides relating the

materials to the needs and problems of participants, an

attempt was made to integrate all the educarional materials

into a meaningful whole.

Content of the instructional sequences was determined

by tie measurable objectives in relation to general and

technical content and in conjunction with the teaching of

the three R's. Thirty-three sequences were prepared. Each

sequence consisted of three sections: general and technical

content, language and matheMatics. Teacher related materials

were designed for each of the 33 sequences.

The project: was operational in 17 villages. Thirty-

five instructors and six trainers were selected from among

the women in the villages. A three week training programme

was conducted in order to familiarize the instructional

staff with principles of the programme and its curriculum,

Inservice training every two weeks during the. course of

the prograimne facilitated regular and continuous training of

the teaching staff,

From' the beginning of the teaching process, evaluation

was conducted on a continual basis. On the basis of the results

211
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of the evaluation, those instructional And organisational

methods and technique;- 'which were not effective were dis-

continued.

Since the ultimate objective of the S4veli iroject was

not merely to provide adult women with reading and writing

skills or even increase their productivity, but to encompass

their whole lives, the evaluation of the project was not a

simple task. The evaluation system consisted of observations,

identification of problems, collection of information and

statistic: for clarification of causes of problems, assess-

ment of changes and continuous improvement of activities of

the project. The evaluation system which collected statistics

and information was usefdl in preventing the occurrence

and continuation of mistakes, in creating necessary changes

and in directing the activities towards the achieverent of

the desired goals. Evaluation was carried out in three major

educational domains: cognitive, affective and organizational.

The first stage of the Experimental Project ended in

November of 1974 after six months of operation. The second

phase of the Project lasted from November 1974 until May 1975.

Both phases provided useful lessons for designing functional

literacy progranues for rural women in Iran.

VI. Kenya

The Special Rural Development Functional Literacy Pro-

ject, Mbere, F.mbu District, Kenya
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In 1971, a Special Rural Development Programme (SRDP)

was initiated in Mbere, Embu District. The area is one which

receives little rainfall and consequently has low agricultur-

al production. There is a high. rate of male migration from

the area and over -80% of the population above age 20 is

illiterate.

The SRDP was an attempt to bring about an integrated

development in the rural areas through greater participa-

tion of the officials and of local people. Rural develop-

,ment.had been defined by the Government of Kenya in 1970 as

the social and economic transformation of all its people."

SRDP was especially. .designed to develop the capacity of

the local people to work for themselves through the use of

the training opportunities and intensive self-help programme.

Of particular significance to rural development was the pro-

visiOn of training and education for adulits. Functional

literacy was geared to the improvement qf the general occupa-

tions of the people and formed a major component of the SRDP.

The literacy programme -did not concern itself only with

teaching reading, writing and_aritlunetic but related these

`skills to other adult needs such as knowledge about changes

in farming and other related areas, and attitudinal change.

In the functional literacy course the specific objective

was for the adults to acquire a vocabulary of 1,500 words.

This capacity was to be increased by a guided follow-up

programme of one year's duration.
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During 1969-1970, a UNESCO expert attached to the De-

partment of Social Services, which administered the programmes

at the national level, carried nut a survey to determine the

viable developmental activities with which literacy could

be integrated. The survey involved visits to provincial

and district headquarters where meetings were held with

planning officers,- community development officers and adult

education officers. During these meetings, developmental

programmes which seemed to be hampered by the problem of

illiteracy among the participants were discussed. Conse-

quently, a functional literacy programme was designed in

order (2, strengthen the literacy skills of farmers thus

enabling them to be stronger members of newly formed co-

operatives. Likewise, functional literacy was integrated

with programmes designed for the introduction of new crops

and improved agricultural practices. As malnutrition was

another problem in the area, nutrition and family'planning

education were other programmes that could have a literacy

component.

Needs assessment was conducted by a UNESCO adviser based

at national project headquarters. Information was collected

through Meetings with provincial and district officials.

Little attention was given to ,.onsultition with the target

population. Curriculum preparation was thus based on con-

sultation at the provincial _level. The foreign adviser

had the overall responSibility for deciding the content and

6 U
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the methodology for the preparation of the curriculum.

Instructors for the programme were selected from among

formal school teachers and agricultural and health extension

agents. There was a trainer for every 10-15 centres whose

job it was to train the instructors. Initial training for

both the trainers and the instructors was given by the pro-

ject officers from Nairobi, with the help of a UNESCO ad-

viser. Training included the preparation of basic materials

to be used in the cortres.

Monitoring of the Mbere Project was a concern of all

of the staff ranging from those at the national headquarters

down to the literacy class instructors in the centres. In

1975, the Institute of Development Studies at the University

of Nairobi carried out an evaluation study of the SHOP. The

study made far reaching recommendations on the basis of the

shortcomings of the programme. The need for designing ma-

terials in the language used in Mbere was emphasized. This

recommendation was made because of the choice of Kiswahili

as the language in which the materials were written despite

the fact that the majority of potential participants of

literacy programmes in Mere did not speak the language.

The report also stated that perhaps the programme was

a bit too ambitious as it not only tried to teach partici-

pants new knowledge about farming and household management

but it also attempted to teach them a new language.

2 2i
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The report suggested that the primers should not hove

been translated from the English and perhaps they should

have been written by a team and not one individual. The

report cautioned that: the notion of functionality required

not only the preparation of teaching materials that were

suitable for the everyday experiences of the participants

but also required the involvement of local extension workers

in every aspect of the project

inadequate testing of materials, the use of difficult

words and phrases, a curriculum which was mainly agricultural

based, the complicated use of language in radio broadcasts

and instructor domination of post-broadcast discussions all

centrihured to a high rate of drop-mit among adults partici-

paring,in the hhere programme.

VII. Mali

Functional Literacy Experience in a Groundnut and

Cereal Operation in Mali

Since independence, the Government of Mali has placed

considerable emphasis on promoting agricultural diversifica-

tion and on increasing agricultural production. In 1972,

a national decree declared that development programmes should

devote themselves to increasing rural productivity through

every possible means.

The creation of the Groundnut and Cereal Crop Station

grew out of a need to design a project which would meet

LV A.
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the requirements of promoting agricultural diversification,

Increasing agricultural production and increasing rural pro-

ductivity. The organization mentioned above was responsible

for an integrated development plan that consisted of promoting

the production of groundnuts and cereal grains, marketing

the agricultural produce, planning and maintaining rural

roads, establishing sanitation projects and veterinary pro-

jects and the promotion of literacy and training of people

in rural areas.

From its inception, the Groundnut and Cereal Crop Sta-

tion Op_eration Arachide et Cultures Vivrieres, (OACV), took

an interest in all the aspects of the lives of the people

living within its zone of Intervention. Its major aim was

not only that of economic gain but also of the well being

of all the participants of the programme. OACV intended

to turn interested peasants into truly modern farmers who

could not only increase production but-also learn to manage

it. Functional literacy was regarded as the only educational

system that could bring about this overall development.

The literacy programme in 0A6 had its beginnings as

a micro-experiment. It arose out of a precise need: that

of enabling farmers to control the marketing of their ground-

nut production and that of bringing them to trust the ground-

nut purchasing teams of ()ACV. As Chinese scales had been

imported for use and these were distrusted by the farmers,

the literacy programme was geared to the understanding of

2 2
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mon t WOS condur t Pd to assess t ho oduca forint I needs of farmers

in the zone. The study was conducted by n multidiin

Lrnm consisting of an evaluator, n graphics artist, a ma-

terinls producer, All,' a training specialist. The method of

research consisted of basically bringing together the func-

tional literacy staff, the staff of OACV and village authori-

ties for working sessions. The researchers were equipped

with a chart and a questionnaire to enable them to note the

characteristics of the villages chosen for literacy pro

grammes. In each local, the researchers addressed themselves

to the village chief and villagers.. Questions were first

posed to the village chief and then to the villagers.

Herds assessment resulted in special consideratfon:hf

the following areas for programme development: agriculture,

ecuation, health and hygiene. The preliminary study revealed

that farmers wished to learn agricu1turn1 extension methods

in order to increase their production. They also wanted to

know some elementary practices in henith and hygiene in order

to improve the conditions of life in the villages. Aside

from this they were concerned about their relations with

the administrative authorities in matters relating to taxa-

tion, and the drawing up of birth, death and marriage
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certificates.

The Leaching materials and the content of the pro-

fessional training sessions were conceived and prepared by

the National Production Centre in collaboration with tech-

nicians from OACV. The literacy texts were edited by a

specialized branch of the National Product; ion Centre. Edu-

cational problems that were highlighted through the basic

study were developed into themes for extension work and pro-

fessional training. Two sets of materials were developed.

Initially, the emphasis was on literacy, Later it changed

to an emphasis on the professional education aspect.

Materials which were produced for use in the project

employed a semi-global method of teaching reading. These

materials, which included photographic illustrations as well

as drawings were bound together into booklets entitled,

"Tigasine," As production was a major concern, agricultural

extension theriles recurred frequently in the booklets, Next

in order of importance and presentation in the booklets

was health education, Only one civic education theme was

presented: the payment of taxes,

Special materials were developed for the animators work-

ing in the programme_ These included a complete set of cards

which offered guidance on technical information for use MT

the socio-economic and professional training sessions, and

language mad arithemetic cards along with the instructions

for developing lessons.

2 26



Radio was used in staining teachtus. The broadcasts,

which were prepared by dle central stair, provided efficient

guidance and offered practical advice on educational themes

as Well as on the organization of sorb- professional ses-

sions. The broadcasts also provided answers to work re-

lated questions suhmitted by teachers and rhos created a

permanent system of feedback between the National Centre and

the literacy centres,

Evaluation precceded, accompanied and followed all the

developmental projects in this programme. Basic evaluation

determined the educational needs of the community. During

the execution of the programme, formative evaluation improved

the efficiency of the system. Training was hosed on the needs

And concerns of the illiterates and of the national bodies

of development.

In 1975, an evaluation study wan conducted with the

support of the World Bank. The main function of evaluation

was seen as a system of furnishing guidelines for improving

methods of programme execution and for organizing a permanent

feedback system within the project rather than formulating

final judgments about the results and consequnces of func-

tional literacy.

VIII. Sudan

Women's Social Welfare Programme, Gezira Scheme,

Sudan
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The Women's Social Welfare Programme in the Gezira

Agricultural Scheme, Sudan, began in 1975, Although adult

education and connunity development were not new to the

Gezira Scheme, little systematic attention had been given

to the social and economic education and integration of

women within the development project.

The Social Welfare Progrannes draw in part from long

established concern for education within the Scheme, from

Sudanese participation in the Experimental Work Oriented

Literacy Progranmw conducted by UNESCO and most recently

from planning done in conjunction with the 1975 National

Literacy Programme.

The progrmmiles, which stress the improvement of the so-

cial and economical position of women within the integrated

development project at Gezira, train women in skills re-

lated to household and agricultural duties while attempting

to reduce the high rate of illiteracy among women. Ele-

ments of functional literacy, women's welfare, home eco-

nomics and rural crafts are integrated into the curriculum

which forms the basis of the progrmmnes.

Needs assessment within the target area revealed that

the area, which is rural in nature, was one in which social

relations and change were slow, especially as related to the

position of women. A need was identified for the teaching

of home economics and home management, especially in the area

of production of food stuffs and money management. Knowledge

2 2 'I)
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related to health and existing health practices were high

as a result of past health education programmes within the

project ate :. Women were found to he hoth socially and

economically dependent upon their hnshands or fathers and,

although granted legal rights by law, few took advantage of

their rights to participation. It was also soon that lack

of access to information on home economics and home manage-

ment was n major obstacle to the greater social and economic

integration of women.

Past programmes for women had been developed without

taking into account the opinions of participants from the

target area The results of the above mentioned needs assess-.

ment were used in the planning and implementation of the

Social Welfare Programmes in 1975.

The present programme has four main elements: 1, func-

tional literacy \ in which women can acquire communication

skills and which witivates women to continue educational

pursuits and effectively use knowledge gained in the pro-

gramme; 2. women's welfare, in which the programme is

geared towards acquiring knowledge, skills and attitudes

related to home management and home economics, health,

hygiene and social and family obligations; 3.'''home economics,

in which the intention is to provide opportunities for train-

Lng in new methods or improvement of existing practices;

and 4. rural crafts, in which the intent is to train partici-

pants in handicrafts and better use of leisure time and
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the local level. The haste text for the ptogratmne, "We road

and manage" is followed by two texts In the advanced stages

ot the course as well as by diversified materials In the follow

up :11.1gC!.

The curriculum based on an educational units approach

where topics are integrated for the purpose of acquiring the

skills needed for dealing with the immediate environment.

In the SOCiAl Welfare Programme, the seven units include:

the child; the mother; diet; clothing; housing; the village;

and the nation. Topics in each unit are divided into general

knowledge, skills, attitudes and practical activities.

In implementing the curriculum, teachers are allowed

to decide which methodology or combinations thereof are the

hest for the presentation of a p,irticular topic. Educational

materials for the teacher include an educational units re-

ference book, a preparations notebook, audio visual materials,

questionnaires for compiling data to be used in follow up

work and a technical reference book. Learner materials in-

clude an activities notebook and texts in addition to basic

classroom materials. Procedures for programme implementation

are presented in detail in the educational units reference

book for teachers.
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IX. Tan:ania

Needs Assessment in Curricuinm Development,

Tan:.ania

In Tanzania, the long term development goals are mtibedded

In the underlying policies of building a srtf-reliant so-

vialist stare. It 1!; felt that: rducatIonwhether formal

or non-formalhas a major role to play In "ujamaa," social-

ist reconstruction, As a result, emphasis has been placed

on preparing the entire population, especially adults, for

tlw do,:irod changea

The work oriented functional literacy project in Tan-

zania emerged from a request by the Government of Tanzania

to UNDP/UNESCO for the purpose of establishing a work-

oriented experimental literacy project closely linked with

agricultural vocational training. The request was based

upon a concern with the increasing rate of relapse Into

illiteracy by those who had participated in traditional

literacy offerings by a lack of proper planning and co-ordina-

tion of literacy efforts; by the inadequacy of traditional

agricultral practices and a lack of adequate equipment and

extension personnel.; and by a significant rate of illiteracy

among the adult population,
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intensive apptoach. 'the area, which WA:I complised tor four

regions, had been given high priolity in the Flye Year Plan

and WaJ an airs In which people had previou:;ly demonstrated

their eagerness to learn and an area in which the introduc-

tion of now skills would enabie people to increase product-

ivity and raise their standard of living.

Major goals of the protect were to di: over and develop

practical and effective teaching and learning materials for

the implementation of an agriculturally-oriented functional

literacy pro)ect.; to evaluate, on a scientific and continuing

basis, the results of its own activities; and Co provide,

through pilot programmes And their activities, realistic

data, guidance and orientation for the literacy campaign in

Tanzania.

Specific goals included teaching illiterate men and

women basic Literacy and numeracy as related to agriculture;

to help them apply this new knowledge to solve their basic

economic, social and cultural problems; Co prepare them for

more efficient participation in the development of their

village, region and country; and to provide necessary and

adequate reading materials for follow up work,

Needs assessment for the pilot project was carried out

at both the micro and macro levels. Existing knowiedge,

attitudes, skills and practices on agricultural topics were

examined at the local level while extensive use was made of

? 3 t
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Much time and effort were given e-er the preparation

and print [tag of teaching mnterinIa. ide i tit egra ed te :.
workshop wag the pr lute [pal filet:hod ti:ed in the development

of material The writing team included methodology ex-

pert, linguist, hook product ion ,;per ia i r.t a tl,ject
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matter specialist, a graphics and lay-out specialist and a

Kiswahili language specialist. Primers were produced for

each pro;ranune together with related teacher materials.

Supplunentary materials such as posters were also produced

by the integrated writers' workshop.

The major advantages to such an approach were'felt to

be the accuracy and relevance of the materials which re-

flected a consensus of a multidisciplinary team; the speed

achieved through a shortened editing time and the validity

of the selection of main problems for consideration by repre-

entatives of all agencizy and departments entering into the

collaboration.

The teaching approach used was one in which discussion

was a key element. Discussion prior to the lesson provided

'valuable information to the instructor and served as a basis

for the introduction of new material. Discussion also gave

confidence to the learners as it made them active participants

in the teaching process.

The pilot project ran for a period of two years. After

that time, it was expanded into a national undertaking.

While the necessity for revision of some of theii=O-gi-anunes

was seen; pressure was greater to produce relevant teaching

programmes for the different economical zones of the country.

The results of the pretesting of one of the programmes,

Home Economics, is presented in this study. Such pretesting

provided valuable informdtion on specific problems in the

.2 3
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orientation of proved that demonstration guides could easily

he used in the preparation of follow-up materials for both

second stage literacy activities and independent reading.

X. Thailand

Functional Literacy Programme, in Region 8,

Adult education in Thailand has reflected the changes

in international norms since its inception in 1940. Beginning

in 1940 with a formal education programme for adults a switch

was made to UNESCO's model of fundamental education in 1947,

and in 1968, to its work-oriented functional literacy model.

The effectiveness of the work-oriented functional literacy

approach was apparent to Thai. educators. There were how-

ever, problems relating to shortages of resource personnel,

textbook orientation of teachers and their inability to

handle vocational instruction tha eha scterized rhe content

of work-oriented literacy programmes. Because of those limi-

tations, the Adult Education Division began developing

new model in 1970.

The new model was constructed as a total system, starting

with the formulation of a working philosophy, including ob-

jectives, and a set of assumptions about adult learners and

their existing conditions in the Thai. socio-cultural context.

Educational planners formulated a philosophy for this pro-

gramme to insure that the curriculum, the learning materials,

I-144
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the teacher training strategies and the instructional tech-

niques to be used would be'guided by a common set oE goals.

The new philosophy developed Eor the functional literacy

prograune was-based on previous Division programme experi-

ences and a careful consideration of dominant Thai Buddhist

values. This philosophy sought to promote greater self re-

liance in learning among adults. A process known as "hlid

pen" was promoted to the learners in developing the, necessary

tools needed to work towards the level of harmony desired

in the philosophy. A "khid pen" person was considered as

one who approached a problem and sought potential solutions

to it by considering or analyzing data about: his personal

situation, including his capabilities, weaknesses, resources

and values; -his environment, including his community's social,

cultural, political and physical conditions; and the best

accumulated knowledge available relating to the issue and

its potential solutions.

In 1911, the Adult Education Division initiated the

experimental functional literacy programme in the northern

provinces of Lampang and Phrae, also known as region 8. The

main reason for selecting these two provinces was their re-

latively high rate of illiteracy. Baseline surveys were

conducted in order to obtain data on village living conditions.

Teams sought out data on economic activities and practices

villagers' knowledge, attitudes and practices in areas oE

health, sanitation, family pl.mning, agriculture and marketing;

236
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and the literacy level of the villagers and their popular

lex1con. Teams used two interrelated techniques, interviews

-and group discussions.

The data was processed and materials for the functional

literacy curriculum were developed. The curriculum con-

sisted of 73 concepts divided into four general categories:

agriculture, health and family life, economics and civics.

In 1974, a second needs assessment: was undertaken in

an effort to obtain data for validating or improving units

in the existing functional literacy curriculum and fdr de-

veloping a more functional curriculum for continuing educa-

tion programmes. Survey findings suggested that the content

on agricultural techniques included in the curriculum might

not he necessary, but on the whole, the survey validated the

need for course content in the areas of personal hygiene,

family planning, nutrition and sanitation, and the rights

and responsibilities of citizenship.

Materials developed for the functional literacy pro-

gramme were prepared by a working group which consisted of

adult educators, Thai language experts, math supervisors

and educators skilled in the northern dialects and the

living conditions existing there. A texthook was developed

to emphasize content relevance. Real life photographs were

used to help the learners reflect on problem conditions in

their community and thereby motivate them to discuss these

themes. A special characteristic of the book was that it
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was given to the learners page by page, thus allowing them

to watch the book grow as they learned,

A special handbook was developed for teachers. It

was designed to suggest different ways in which the teachers

could conduct classes without relying on the traditional

methods of lecturing. The handbook contained lesson cards

that were to be distributed to learners. It also presented

the rationale of the lesson, objectives and suggested issues

for discussion.

Due to financial resources and manpower, the Division

was unable to maintain a structured formative evaluation

progranune. Through periodic folloW-up meetings with teachers

and supervisory personnel, the Division has received ade-

quate feedback about the effectiveness of curriculum con-

tent. On the basis of these discussion sessions, revisions

have been made in the curriculum each year.

While the Division has sought ways of making the cur-

riculum content more relevant to learner and community

needs, these efforts have been hampered by highly central-

ized curriculum approval mechanisms and concerns with stan-

dardization. In the near future, however, about 40% of

the functional literacy curriculum will vary from region

to region and will perhaps require approval at the regional

level rather than at the national level. Such reforms, while

important, will in themselves be insufficient. Ultimately,

relevance can only be achieved to a satisfactory degree

r
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when teachers and learners are encouraged to adapt the issues

posed in each lesson to their particular needs and seek,

on their own, the necessary resources, informational and

otherwise, that: they require to resolve those issues.

The cases summarized above do indeed present a wide

variety of political environments, social settings, client

groups, approaches to curriculum choices and field work,,

materials used and provision or lack of evaluative feedback.

A reader should halm been impressed by the range of possibili-

ties and by the kinds of approaches that can be followed

while solving curricular problems of readers in functional
.

literacy and nonformal education. More importantly, the

reader should not: have failed to he impressed by the rela-

tivity in the choice of curriculum content and curriculum

approaches. Curriculum development in functional literacy

is a political act; it: cannot: succeed unless it is sensitive

to the social, economic and political configurations which

surround programs and projects.

Summary

Experiences in curriculum development for functional

literacy and nonformal education from ten developing

countries have been summarized. The case studies have come

from Brazil, Burma, Colombia, India, Iran, Kenya, Mali,

Sudan, Tanzania and Thailand.
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Things to do or think about

On the basis of the checklist included in the Table

5.L "Consideration for Instructional Systems Design" in-

cluded in Chapter V. critique any one case study of your

choice,
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CURRICULUM EVALUAT IOU

Much can he subsumed under ;the phrase "curriculum evalu-

ation." A curriculum, as we have defined it in this mono-

graph, is an educational agenda, actualized in the form of

an instructional system. This instructional system, in

turn, is composed of sub-systems of instructional materials

and instructional roles; and sub-systems for the delivery

of instruction.

As part of curriculum evluation, one could then evalu-

ate:

(a) the total process of curriculum development itself

(b) the choice of educational objectives (through
needs assessment directly with the communities),

(c) effectiveness of the organization and sequencing
of instruction

(d) performance of role incumbents in the various
instructional roles

(e) effectiveness of individual items of instructional
materials, including pre-testing of such materials,
and

(f) the total impact of the curriculum on the lives

of people, specifically, in terms of the achieve-
ment of instructional objectives.

In a separate monograph, Evaluating_ functional Literacy

by H S. Rhola, (Hulton Educational Publications, Amersham,

Rucks, U.K., 1979), 'problems or evaluating a total functional

literacy program have been discussed in detail. Readers are

referred to that volume for a comprehensive look at the

238
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evaluation of functional literacy programs. In the follow-

ing, we shall only make brief continents on some of the classic-

al questions of curricula:.. evaluation.

Some general principles and rules

of evaluation

Some general rules and principles of educational evalu-

ation may be useful to state here:

1. The need for evaluation should arise from the need

to improve instructional materials or over-all curriculum

planning and implementation. The feedback made available

by evaluation must be actually used in decision making to

improve the functioning of the current instructional system

or for the designing of a new instructioial cycle or a new

program. If this is not done, there is no justification at

all for conducting evaluation.' Related with the preceding

is the principle that evaluation should be looking for

causes and not for culprits. The whole purpose of evalua-

tion is to find out why something happened or did not happen,

and how could one intervene to obtain preferred resultg in

the future.

2. Evaluation should not be conducted for a project

or a program as an afterthought; and should not be con-

ceptualized as an activity separate from the program. Evalu-

ation should be built into the program. It should become

an integral part of the program itself. All curriculum

241
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developers onateam should get into the t of 111

evaluation into their work, by defini steps and stages

when they would stop\and ask the iestions: What are we

doing? Why are we doing it? (That is the discrepancy be-

tween our intentions and actualities? It should follow from

the preceding that on the curriculum development

team should be open to his w rk being evaluated and contri-

bute to the total evaluation e fort. Evaluation should not

be left to the specialists; though specialists may have a

role to play in some cases.

3. Evaluation should not be nnrrowly conceived to in-

volve only that feedback which is based on numbers and on

the statistical treatment of numbers. Evaluation is the

process whereby experience is systematized and objectified.

The only way to do so is not by assigning numerical values

to our experiences and by treating, it statistically. Evalu-

ators may use both quantitative techniques of data collec-

tion and naturalistic techniques of data collection. They

may use Judgmental data, observational data, or performance

data to get the picture of what is happening to learners

and communities.

Table 10.1 on the next page should suggest to curriculum

evaluators as to who can he the sources for their evaluation

datn and what different types of instruments or approaches

could he used by them in curriculum evaluation.



Table 10.1 Some sources of data and instruments and approaches for
data collection in curriculum evaluation

Learners Teachers Supervisors Other
educational
personnel

Experts Community
leaders/
members

Tests/
exercise books

Reports/
log books/

, registers x x x x

Observation

Discussion/
dialogue

Interview

? 4
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Let us now turn to some specific problems or curriculum

evaluation in functional literacy and provide brief notes on

how these evaluation problems might he defined and handled.

Evaluating the curriculum development process

An evaluation of the curriculum development process

itself must involve a comparison between the process actually

employed, and some model process that can serve as a norm,

or standard. This means that a model of the curriculum pro-

cess must exist with which most experts in the area of cur-

riculum development agree. This also means that a clear and

articulated description of processes actually employed in

curriculum development within a particillar program must have

been developed. Then the discrepancies must be found and

judgmental statements made about hte adequacies and inade-

quacies of the processes used. Discrepancies may have to

found by a group of experts who may use both classical and

naturalistic approaches to inquiry, including those of in-

,estigative journalism.

Judging the process by the product. An alternative

approach to the evaluation of the curriculum development

process may be that of judging the process by the products

that resulted, if the products are acceptable, the process

must have been adequate. The curriculum design, instructional

materials, curriculum units and modules may he shown to two

different groups of people: (a) experts and (h) users.
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Their comments may be recorded and analyzed in regard to

the adequacy or inadequacy of the curriculum as it has

emerged.

Evaluating curriculum objectives

The evaluation of curricular objectives could be ap-

proached in three different ways:

Ask the experts. Ask the experts what they think of

the set of curriculum objectives developed by the program.

Ask the learners. This is another name for the process

of needs assessment. Do a needs assessment with learners

at various levels and thus obtain a validation of the objec-

tives being proposed for the program.

Drawing power of objectives. Evaluate your curriculum

objectives by their drawing power. Are they able to draw

learners to the program; and, once they are there, are the

objectives able to make them stay?

Evaluating the effectiveness of training

for literacy teachar or supervisors

Three different approaches can be employed for the

evaluation of training effectiveness which can also be seen

as a problem of curriculum evaluation:

Expert evaluation. An evaluation consultant may be

invited to come and examine the training design in the con-
,

text of the over-all functional literacy program; and to

evaluate training objectives, training strategies, content .

24j
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chosen, time allocations, and training materials developed.

Achievement and ("pinion at the end of a training ses-

sion. Testing of trainee achievement may he undertaken to

see if the r ainees learned what they were suppori'ed to have

learned. Thin assumes, of course, that all was well with

training objectives, training methodologies and training ma-

terials used.

Alternatively, or additionally, one may obtain opinions

of participants as to the usefulness of the training they

have just undergone.

Evaluation by impact. Evaluators may go into the field

and find out if the rrianing had prepared teachers and super-

visors to perform in the ways and at levels they were expected

to perform after training.

Evaluating, a literacy primer

Literacy primers can again, he evaluated by experts;

or in terms of their effectiveness an reaching tools.

Expert evaluation. Expert evaluation of primers would

he evaluation of its approach, structure and sequencing.

The approach will be evaluated in terms of its linguistic

and psychological adequacy; also, it will be seen whether the

approach clainfed to he followed in actually executed in the

design of the primer. The words introduced in the primer

will be'examined in terms of cultural relevance and in terms

of usefulness and frequency in the spoken language. The
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formation of sentences, the inclw,ion of drills at words,

or syllables, and sequences used will be examined.

Teachability of the literacy_Erimer. A primer can

also be evaluated in terms of its Leachability. Teachers

may be asked to report on their experiences of Leaching

with the primer and what have they seen as being the ,,iroblems

with the primer. This could genera::e very useful feedback

on the usefulness of the primer. Also, teachers cold be

asked to keep data on the time taken by different learners

in learning the various lessons in the primer.: Learners

could be given tests at the end of each lesson and profiles

of group performance would then give important data on the

teachability of the primer.

Learner performance data. Data could also be collected

on the performance oy learners who have finished the primer.

How much time was taken on the average in finishing the li-

teracy primer? What was the level of literacy acquired

What kind of transfer Look place to the reading of unseen

reading materials? What is the known performance of some

other primers which have been .)r are currently in use in

other programs?

Evaluation of visual materials

Visual materials must, first, be evaluated in terms

of the visual idiom used before these can be evaluated as

communication and teaching tools. What kind of perspective

24
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Inns been used? What visual conventions are assumed? What

kind of identifications are offered by figures and shapes

appearing In the visuals?' ,After rho choice of the right

visual idiom has been evaluated, questions of renclvd)ilitv

can he handled.

Evaluation of rural news sheets

One could evaluate one parricnlar isSne of the rural

newspaper or one could evaluate the usefulness of the total

edncattnnal and informational component provided by rural
4

newspaper or news sheets. In the first case, data will

have to he collected as soon after the distribution of an

issun of the newspaper as would give enough time for readers

to read it. In evalnating the total educational component

provided by the rural news sheets, a different rime perspec-

rive will have to he considered.

Data collected could he achievement data What have

they learned? Or recall data !Jftlf ,1,1 they remember most?

Or opinion data: What do 'Iwy thitfl' of i , news sheets?

Evaluating radio broad IT,

Here again, one c- lar broadcast

or the total broadcasting cow,' !he ed1F-itional

broadcasts. Data types for rn achieve-

ment, recall or opinions.

To sum up, instruction: : materials can ,-, evaluated as

individual items, or in term,. ,,a klAdio, news sheers,
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hiLlow-up books, rural libraries) coast ituting a well-defined

component in the total instructional system. Again, instruc-

tional materials may be evaluated from the point of view of

their practical feasibility and from a pedagogical point of

view:

Pedagogic crl let is

Choice of content
vis a vis objectives

Relevance of objectives to
learner environment

Organization of content

Appropriateness of
sequencing

Choice of examples and
illustrations

Integration of parts

Economy of presentation

Suitability and accuracy
of language

Consistency with theory

Differentiation front
material Learned before
and to be learned later

Practial criteria

Cost

Dung b it ty

Easy replacement of parts

Attractiveness

Easy to use (random access)

Adequate instructions for
setting up and for use

Flexible and adaptable

Provision for Learnar control
and response.

Balance in argument

Originality and creativity

Application and transfer.

W should note that these are the criteria which will

be used in designing evaluation instruments for the evaluation

of various items of instructional materials.

,mod
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Some typical questions of curriculum evaluation have

been listed. Approaches to defining the evaluation guys-

ti,,W; ;I' well as

2/18

sources of fot such evaluation studies

have been discussed briefly.

Things to do or think about

Develop plans for the evaluation of

(a) The effectiveness of your current training program

for literacy teachers;

(h) The literacy primer currently in use in the pro-

grattL

Those evaluation plans or proposals should include the

evaluation Tlestions you will frame; and first rough drafts

of the instruments you will use in the collection of required

riata.



CHAPTER XI

TRAINING FOR CURRICULUM DEVEL0PMENT

As we have boar throughout thi monograph, and

in various ways, curriculum development is something all

functional literacy workers do whatever their level of work

and responsibility. The man at the top does curriculum de-

velopment, and the literacy teacher teaching literacy elastic

in the field does it.

All of us, with few exceptions, have not been formally

trained to do curriculum development in functional literacy

and mutformal education. We have learned our trade on ate

job, by trial and error. In fact, no such training facili-

ties seem to exist, either in the developed world or in the

underdeveloped world. Universities and teacher craning

colleges do teach curriculum development in formal education

but there is no interest within these institutions for cur-

riculum development in functional literacy and nonformal

education. As a consequence, functional literacy workers

will have to train each other in the processes and techniques

of curriculum development, and this training will have to

take place within their own programs. The present workshop

is clearly one example of how training needs in curriculum

development might he met.

In the following, we shall provide some suggestions for

conducting in-service training in curriculum development for

249
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Itnot tonal literacy and orimi edoca on. We .thil I I have

to begin, of eoillt, outIi the e I alor t ion of an instructional.
sys timi do p,i; for our !wet: II lc funct Iona I I I teracy program.

We shall r hen develop a 11 needt; I nr cm-1'1(.111m

developel 3 within 11111- particular plt,r,V,1111. H a !let: of
add I dera ;Jowl,

The e e n t , grunt) shoo l(1 he el ear y le l i nod i el -I

workers may he trained in one curriculum development workshop;

there may ho a separate one for disiri.t level officials

and a separate one for provincial level staff. Again, thorn

may he general workshops or specialized workshops in cur-

riculum development. Examples of specialized workshops

would he one for wrirers or hook,: for now literates, one

for writing literacy primers, one for developing curriculum

for III, po!lt lif,o-:lcv etc

1.1 When either the client groups are mixed or com-

binations of the general and specialized content ore de-

veloped in the f;mno one workohcp, tlun e should ho well-defined

reasons for doing f:o.

2. Think of training no an rTiorrunity to prepare par-

ticipanto to perform better in rhoir jobs on reform to their

institutiono, 'the emphasis !.,cluld be on better job per-

formance. The educatfonr..1 component in the overall demands

of work should be clarified. The course should be built

essentially around the current: educational noels rind the

possibilities of the particular role.



f. A t ii.r to iho wot k situp lul ly pc epared

II o not du a I I your tli hy, on the bus on 1.101 way to the

0,1 3 h p fie. You ants) have ciunItict.ed t he k4orlt. shop mentally,

h.rII t before you arrive. You should have thought

ut All the possible directions Chu workshop could go.

3.I Your first contact: with the participants should

t he .1 t the workshop !: t e . You must ha,/ beCII In touch

11th them helore: sent theme the project description. sent

them the basic do CuMenia 11111 and invited them to read i

before caning to the workshop (and reminded them to bring_

it along to the workshLE); invited them to ask any questiow;

they may have un the professional aspects of the workshop

or in regard to other arrangements. Clore importantly, work-

shop organi,..ers should hive sent all participants a curricu-

lum plannIng luestiounAtre, for plannine, the curriculum of

the curriculum development workshop. A few simple questions

should be asked about the participants' work, their present

pAiticipaCion in curriculum development work and what they

would like others and themselves to learn at such a workshop.

Since workshops will seldom accomodate more than 30 parti-

cipants, these questionnaires can be open-ended questionnaires.

(For a specimen prework:Alop questionnaire, see Exhibit "B"

at the end of the chapter.)

3.2 Rring to the workshop a group of resource persons

who can provide guidance and help on a large range of issues

in the area of curriculum development. The workshop should

25,1



uml he lull of "1 dm umt '1.1, Will tell you hit rr '

P1.11 ell 1 i) the

1 1 11t. i 11r, ,1 rot I IC t Ion 1,1 II M II ICI, lit,mi.; t'Ith volt-

f 1e mini 1 Hu at y. II von Ihint I lie..e huol

tqIM not wm,t1 mi,1 I nut lit, ii m;, 1; hrInp, Itreat a I mi',

;III y14:1';

1. 6 [Hi, tuum of It o rive the worH:hop

part ici pant '1 a ''.011'; t y and ,:emet h hig to when

they 11;1,/r' Tio,:t monow-aph (in It fl preqent form or

after adequate 1,vi!ioq) could !fon', the 1,111TW:0 of fuch

Illrldbmoh

nn not hia t d ktr lotto t he material t and Inform

m 1 he avall.thiI i ty of the re!nuirce Ionics, :;heart the

line needed in int-I-min(' ing the r,.;nilrt' and in

1 Hr. I 110 11/111,1kimIt

fir, t;nmo to 1.he WMrkiihmp well -pt epared but do not:.

wl th you the 5-zyl.lahuq and t he t -ime rah I n Ito not do

t hat under any c trcinwm ;nicer,. It th you a st:otmrio, 1

the 000rfrl approach, a lot: of general objective, and maybe

intermediate level ohloctivwl. CmMP generally piepared to

he nhle to tack'', variety of pf-ohl orw; and h-,ater, in the

;area tlf" curt- i co' am devolortumt in twirl hum 1 litoraCy and

nonformal education.

!,ee Exhibit "A" at rho end of rhi,1 chapter for Inch
^C



') 1

1 ,11 t the roue 'it' Ly lot ,,11,111111, I e1 111,11 11111,i 1111,

111 wo1 1!!;11/11, 11111.1/1 1111111.1i I 11, 1.11111, ,I1II( 12711'11 11.111 I 'I1/.1111;

11 11 V 111 .1 1I 111I 1.1-11,1`,!1 .11 11111, ,I1,,i1111, 111,1/ in .1 h11,up 'tots 1111;.

1.11 p4:1,11/11.`, 141 1.1111.11 1111'11 ; it 1111:. Ili 1 h. i1

nu 111 .11111 1,111 111,111 MI .1 11111'11I 111 111..1.4111/1.111I (1)o not use the

ch.. I Idward he, wise t he expect al ions at, s1.111`11 I.y (In! group

1,,11 l 1) !1 11.1111. 11 11111.1 111,Iy 1,11 I 111.1 (1.11111 in 1.110 11 11tH' 11.111 ,

1../1111.! plcn.11 y ions ,it c he I d 111,1 II. the very end u1. t

,..111 shop.

). I vc t he part Ici pant s a 1 epos t. 1,11 Whill you 11:Id

1/1.11111,1 and why. Set up a [leg() t 1st lug group which, tak lug

tile "ill t it:1 ,11 1,1.111" ;1111i the "part ic pants ' 1: 1,dt.i onr, "

dt!v s "v;orkshop p 1 .in" for that. part ictilar wurkshup,

tot t hose pit t. I tu I at: participants, in the of .1 par -

olar pr ..tm, in , pArt. 1.11 y

6 . Al. t h i s Lime also decide upon methodolos; d str i

but. ion 1,C t tune and related matters. Form groups ii group

1s,1-1-; wi I1 I,e conducted. Set up other comei it: tees :aic 11 as

ooki and entertainment conunittee, educational excursions

cumin ILI. ye, Information and pub 1 lei ty conmlittee, comtniLi.or

on r epo 17 I and, course, a steer ing cumuli t: tee .

1. In 1.1111 choice of activities, choose those that

make the most of Lhe opporLoni L y for the group Lo be working

together, Avoid busy work and doing things which could have

done by participants individually and on their own.



1. PO 1101 $01 "II illt,1 ,111,' 101111110 tlli.iI I ` not

! tJI in t 111' 1111/1"111111 1111,111r 11 III 11111 II 1 0111111,11 l.10,1V1,

!Ili' expnr 111111'0 of (1111' 11,1111 11111/ 1110 110,1 i l 0110 1 11,1 11110

1110 110X1 11:11/.

11'111111 11,11'11 11111 di '11 111111 1011 11011,1,011 1h0 ';(1 C.11 I 1,1

r r i net 11 :11111 t hi t r:1 I11011!1. 1.10 c I 1,111110 C1/111 r 1 11111 0 t

t 11:11111 4/111111 11111I r 1 1111t. 101111 U:111 he made.

hill but make It .1 'toviiil poi

I anti, he funny And (r i 071111 1,1

Summary

The need for rya I i t ng I n 0.111 I 1 1'1111111 development vari-

ons levels of 1 funclionml literacy progr.lm is dicussed.

Some hints are provided nn par tici pat ive ttrt t Ion

specific rrain WC111'.17I111111 i 11 C111'1'11'11111111 111'1/01 Option?

Th furls to do or think about:.

von pttt toget,hor , one or 111010 t.olop; iii Fri n,t-

In curl' icu 1 um development In f iona I lit ern y and non

formal education front among the spec ill ist s in your own

country? lJhnt wi 11 he the eompos I Lion of such t elms? 1,1h it

p eop e do you Imv t, in cnlnii who would serve on I hi, qr. eam:

. What H; the mos r honor tan t: group In your progr.mm

setting which should he trained first. in curriculum for the

success of your program?

3. Write project descriptions (generml scenarios) for

all the various types of curriculum development work!lhov

; tar,

`: t.)



y111 (1 yt,Ilz 11.11 11111.11 1,1 nr,1 .1111 111.X 1 I WI,

yrat :; 1.'(1 ',hi'', th.,./1` 1111) IWO) IC II 11,1 11 y (11,1

1,1 1,11 l () 1 ho o 1,1I utir 1,y t tit. 11,1!



EXHIBIT A

3(11,1'!;11(il' orvi 1.1)!Iirrir rift'

ulI; rirlrIAI. 1.1TERM:Y Itnt:ItAtA11E",4

ItliTtqqB FIHN

t an, f. of 1,111c;11 loi, in 101.,,,Iurmotit, not, Wel I

tunic! st ran edlica t iO11.11 nit 11011 id t,o t;11,1'11

and how the,:o ;honld he integrated into tho over:ill develop

menu programme rcmains n comple

HI)W can f111,..1 it put I o work in the ,:otV ice Of le-
v4,1Tment "? What :Iao'd he rnr,rht. 011,1 In W: ,'11? With Wh;lt.

omplm!,, ? in wh;i , r,Irtrrtrr and t.111"0101 W11.11 net vitril es?

Uho should do the t,tchitirt and In what insrinctional settings?

How can learning he transferred coal -life situations?

How can tho loarnot hecome Independent of the toncher and

Ahlo ,n fu,:moto tndcpPodont 111,1 co1,011111 t

Th010 Aro all questions of cut Hevelopment to

which functional litearcy workers must find nnswers Cur-

riculum is u,:ually defined ar the cour:e of study and

rot ivos content, 1119t1hod procedures, qott_ ing

and oil r cons id ern r ions which hoar upon L ho process nnd

ontcomos of rho study. For functional literacy workers (nnd

th000 In the volated areas of community doveiopmeur, agrt-

'This workshop woo sponsored by the German Foundntion
for international. Development, West Fortin and the Deportment
of Adult Education Covernmoni of Kenya Ind was held during
20-31 August ir Epricho Ton Hotel, Vericho, Konya, 107q.

f:17
t c.)



cti t A I ,0torlon, honn 1,,1111,1111, 1,111C.11 ion, he.tllli

Mit F I I1,11, Uper,I1 :;111,1 I I 1111:;1111.!;;I 111.111a1,1111'111 .'t

uttirttlum LII'VC1111,111011( p:;iit pet Id] chit pngen . In 1 i.

m,tl t dnr,tt het t h P mot J mp p Cut t irul,t ale it a tidal d

But education tot development cdnnot hp !similarly

:standaidissed Edeh conmiginity, or cltoiret ul comonnitioA,

11,1 y ,tflet a outgun tit"Jo 1()1,111(.111 and 0,1 Is tart is st

sis:ve tumul! n 11 ILI 1(711 ft111.1114k It rn.at tduo.lt l011,11 :1111. ClI111111.

Ccrt it I v 11,11_ imi,i1" dt:v upment el,lcr.t 11.:; t xi t

Thc!ti, Vt'it may vinyl re that a pat t cu 1 as- body et int er

mat fen, t. t usiss.s; and skills; be taught: to a I mess t all the
A state. inevitably, however, national objec-

t. i ve nnut1 he cemplemcnted by nil inrerpr red in tlw light

et cemmuni ty w);1 1 :; and neesiss. That. pat t. n1 tlu.s 1.111 r i celum

t hat Is n_iti ui.il1y its. sl, roast_ 1,s r. mittht it

the rttmmunit v sett lug and u:;ssa 1 1 y :supplement i t by lessa 1 1 y

developed curriculum mareriak.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES: (M.:NEI:AL

phis workshop littekt) (1) to bring tin thot

I I t. era c y winr I:era and others eny;dged in development education

at Val: lU11:1 1 evel a in Kenya and provide them tai I it (visor tun t-

ries tc, :share and organi 7.e their experience its the develop-

ment or eslue t ena 1 pregrammpssi (2) to bring to them a hotly

el cone :etas, ski I 11; atsd l curr ten lum development and

I) to u.;ss both theory .;Itt_3 deriving from practice

for the :tolut ion of pending i:oahlemIt. The wordshop should
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5) To be able to design complete instructional systems

for both learners and their teachers (leaders, monitors,

etc.) on the hauls of

a) task .analysis

b) learner analysis, and

c) learning enviromnentanalysis.

6) (in the basis of the analyses above, to be able to:

a) design instructional roles,

h) train professionals, semi-professionals and

non- professional adults in the e\i.mmunity for

per.forming those instructional roles,

c) specify the educational activities to be conducted,

d) design instructional settings and situations,

e) design simple instructional materials, and es-

tablish requirements and specifications for

writers of primers and follow-up books and other

instructional units and materials.

1) Fe able to evaluate the process of curriculum de-

velopment as well as the instructional materials produced.

More generally stated, at the conclusion of the workshop

the participant should, (1) understand the process and re-

quirements of curriculum development; (2) he able to serve

as a member of a curriculum development team overseeing the

development of educational and developmental materials; (3)

be able to prepare, if required, simple curriculum materials;

and (4) he able to skillfully adapt and use curriculum
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materials in order to tailor na,tienal prograrmnes to snit

local needs.

WORKSHOP DESI!,[1

This workshop, as earlier wort!-hops on the Evaluation

of Fnnctional Literacy Programmes, will be designed in col-

laboration with the participants to snit their particular

needs and to reflect the present development problems and

opportnniti,s in Kenya. Therefore, this Project Description

merely evidences theorganizers' thinking nildadvance prepara-

tion for the workshop. Opportunities will he Available, for

the participants to make fr their workshop and to make it

fit their needs, expectations and realities. Indeed, qu.-!s-

tlons of emphasis, treatment, sequence and application will

he decided only after the participants have met: and discussed

the purposes and procedures of the workshop.

A variety of instructional methods will be used including

plenary sessions for lectures and discussions, guided groiip

work, individual consultancies and reading assignments, case

studies of projects and instructional Materials, and prae-

ticums for application of concepts and skills learned im the

workshOp. Participants will he assisted also In developing

future plans both in regard to their present assienments and

in respect to advanced learning in the area of curriculum

development.

The role oF the workshop's Faculcy will !

that of facilitation and prevision of techn:_ ''sources.

6
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Extensive use will be node of workshop groups for both dis-

cussion and practical exercises. A faculty member will be

available to each working group as a 'resource person.'

The leadership for the conduct of the workshop will rest with

the participants and the committes they appoint.

COVERAGE OF TOPICS

The following topics may be covered, in varying depth,

depending upon the needs and interests of the participants

in the workshop;

1) The meaning of development; education in develop-

ment; educational components of development strategies.

2) Curriculum development and social change: "a

course of study" and "a course of action,"

3) Organizing curriculum development developing na-

tional objectives; adapting materials to meet local needs.

4) The concept of systems and of instructional systems.

5) "Crystallizing" national objectives; determining

community needs; the process of.needs negotiation; the con-

cep t of strategy and generative needs.

6) Elaborating instructional objectives; categories

of learning; task analysis and instructional task analysis.

7) Learner analysis; social incentives and individual

motivations; individual capacities and structural constraints.

8) Designing instructional roles and instructional

settings; curriculum development for training of teachers,

forum leaders, etc.
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9) Curriculum development froblems in concrete itun-

Lions: developing a lesson plan; developing a discussion

format; use of traditional Institutions and media; adapting

available insJruct lolal materials; writing specifications

for materials needed for the progrlmmo, Ott:. (Other Issues

will be generated by the participant,: at the workshop).

10) Evaluation in the process of curriculum development;

formative and summative evaluation.

WORKSHOP DOCUMENTATION

1) Reports on curriculum development projects or ac-

coal curriculum materials from projects,

scitutious brought by the participants.

2) Report of the Berlin seminar on curriculum develop-

ment, lune 1518.

1) The first draft of the monograph on curriculum de-

velopment in the literacy in Development series.

A) Excerpts from monographs in the Literacy in De-

velopment series.

5) Specially prepared handouts.

PARTICIPANTS

(List to be supplied).

lA(:ULTY

(List- to he supplied).

EVALUATION

Both formative and a fmmmari,r! ovaluat:ion Of the

workshop will ha conducted.

programmes and in-
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SOCIAL NEEDS OF THE WORKSHOP

The suggestions of part' ipancs regarding recreational

and social activities or excursions and related matters are

welcomed by the organizers.
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EXHIBIT 11

WORKSHOP ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY PROCRANS

Pre - Workshop Qu e s I on ua ir e

Your completing this questionnaire, will help workshop

organizers to develop a curriculum for the workshop that can

serve you better by meeting your needs as you know them and

solving prohlems as you have experienced them. You do not

have to sign this questionnaire. Send the fully completed

questionnaire to

Mr. A. S. T. Commissioner
Literacy House
City

Please mail the questionnaire three weeks before the

beginning of the workshop.

1. What is the name or a short description of the

program or project on which you are presently working?

2. What is your professional position in the program/

project?

3. According to your understanding of the meanings of

the curriculum development process, who in the program/project

60
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is responsible fur curriculum development?

W110 IS DOING? WHAT PART/ASPECT DE CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT?

4. What is your particular role in the process of

curriculum development?

4.1. What, or what more, could you contribute to the

PT-To(
,f curriculum development for the program/project

to be ,,,re effective?

5. What curriculum development processes and techniques

should those learn who are already working in the program/

project?

MUST LEARN

WMO? WHAT?

26,



IMPORTANT TO LEARN

WHAT?

GOOD TO LEARN

MiO? WHAT?

766

6. What training methodF would you prefer to be used

at the workshop?

6.1 What training methods you would not wont to see

used or the work9hop.

'
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7. How do you think he progress of each individual

participant should be evaluated, if at all, individual

evaluation is necessaiLy?

/.I flow do you think the over-all progress of the work-

shop should be evaluated?

8. What additional comments do you have about the

shape the workshop should take to be most useful and ef-

fective?



CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSIONI3

In the preceding chapters of the monograph, we have

shown the immense significance of the process of curriculum

development, as also its complexity.

Curriculum development: in n(niformal education and

functional literacy is culture-making. Curriculum decides

what will be whispered in the nation's ears about the new

aspirations. What newliuman identities will be exchanged for

old ones? What: modern skills will he taught and learned?

What future will be invented? now will realities that now

exist he transformed?

But an undei-stinding of the complexity of the process

should not become a training for incapacity. do not wish

to give our renders the impression that nothing can he done

except by highly t:iined experts,and only under the best of

circumstances. lie have sought to offer n challenge, not

despair.

We have presented the ideal model of curriculum de-

velopment. But those who succeed in life or a, nition

always change the logical into the sociological, to their

situation, rising above the circumstances, doing thir hest

possible, in the best way they know how.

Indeed, there are examples to prove that: technical.

superiority In curriculum development in functional literacy

?68
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and nontoy.,11 educat ion is no guarantee t".4)/' s WC ea a 'Ind

intuitive 11,1 icnIum development is not drily a sure

icecscription fur tai lute. in (.112 iland:3 (07 collo( teti workers,

intuitively designed, cuirickila have ',Jorked wonders; and in

the hands of rice technocrats, without, empathy 100 those they

sought to serve, superior curriculum development of tortd

have been non-starters. This should be understandable, Cur-

riculum development is education, but it is also politics.
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eomponent... The principles of ovgani.,.dtioo of these ele-
ments into one whole ate CCOn0My, effectiveness, creativity,
transfet ability and open-endedness. Instructional sy,Aem
design OF iinitructional .y,fs.eal technology is the process
of dcsigning such instrue'.oual systems.

IIISTRUcTIONAi. SYSTEN ANALYZEf The label assiginl by the
author tu a tabulation which a, be used as a checklist to
e...aine and analy.:e the objectives, strategies, linkages
J101 t-e,;0111-C ,)1 S pri)gr,lin such as functional literacy

p! ,from.

PITECHATIoN no I iti inh, together of parts into a whole to
15,2C111-e.! MAX15010 unity in the performance of a lull, (ion. In

education, (:,HT,ration world mean the organic combination
oi ditlerent ,mhjecl ,;low; in such a way ;hat the teaching
is not of :;o1.)eets hw at A learning ta.5kthaf is conceptual

of subjects and disciplines.

Irrrl:RFA!'I Ping t,,alceptually) adjacent in such a way so
is Lo h'(: A common domain and a coimmri system boundary.

1.h.AIINER ANALYSIS: An analys:s of the learner at hhe saint
entry into the learning situation in regard to ability,

m,:Livdtton. tedtnini,, stylr, etc.

LEARNM ENVIRONMENT ANALYSES: An analyst:i he setting
of lealning in regard te its materia3 psycho :cal, and
sociological influences on teaching-learning.

LEARNINC RESOURCES CENTERS: MinimAly, a covered place,
which houses inscructicnal facilities and instructional ma-
terials and whore people in a community can come to learn
and discuss J.,Hh or without a facilitator being present.
AL different ILvel:; or the iearning resources cen-
ters will hay..: different facifttle. r and play different in-

strn fonll roles in the rota. ::ystem. Thus a learning re-
suurce center at the nr.i.on,n1 :vel very diff,!rently
orianized from a learning re!' ur.,es cooler at the level of

connunfty. The descriptors, instructional materials
centers and community e:ucatiOn centers can be used to de-
scribe the some kind of educational units.

MEANS-ENDS CALCULUS: Literally, the ciilculations involved,
when means or ends would change in relation to each other.
We ose (AIL: phrase in the monograph to communicate the com-
plexifik -f tb.. relationship between educational ends that
we may Hlyt, view and educational means which we may have
to design for the effective accomplishment of teaching.
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